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INTRODUCTION TO THE SPECIAL ISSUE: REAL-TIME DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS AND
NETWORKS
1. Introdu tion. The ontents of this Spe ial Issue is omposed of extended versions of eight papers
presented at the 2008 edition of the Real-Time Software Workshop (RTS08), held in O tober 2008, in Wisªa,
Poland, as a part of the IMCSIT 2008 (International Multi- onferen e on Computer S ien e and Information
Te hnology). The papers in luded in this issue all fo us on Real-Time Distributed Systems and Networks.
Papers from other fo us areas of the RTS08 workshop were submitted for publi ation elsewhere, and some od
them have re ently appeared [1℄.
2. Contents of This Issue. The area of real-time distributed systems and networks is very broad, whi h
is ree ted by the types of papers in luded here. However, the papers an be ategorized based on the systems
development perspe tive. In this view, one an group papers in three essential ategories, regarding whether
they deal with the methods, te hniques, or tools for system development.
Papers in the methods ategory vary from more theoreti al to pra ti al aspe ts of distributed system design
and development. At the theoreti al end, Le Berre et al. present a state-based modeling approa h to analyzing
distributed embedded systems, based on the Temporal Logi of A tions, TLA+. More pra ti al approa hes are
presented in two other papers. Galdun et al. dis uss a method for in reasing reliability in networked ontrol
systems via redundan y, and demonstrate it in a ase study of a 4-rotor heli opter. Gonnord and Babau, in turn,
dis uss resour e management in embedded systems, by handling resour e onstraints using quality-of-servi e
riteria, and demonstrate it for an image pro essing example using their framework named Qinna.
Furthermore, Moritz et al. propose a method for handling real-time apable embedded web servi es, and
apply it in a mobile robot ase study, while Binotto et al. oer a new method of dynami task re onguration,
in an aspe t oriented framework, and apply it in a UAV based surveillan e system.
Regarding more spe i te hniques for real-time distributed system development, two papers are in luded
here. Martinez et al. give an appli ation perspe tive on two ase studies in wireless sensor networks: a health are
system and a networked ontrol system. Finally, Song dis usses a variety of lo alization te hniques for mobile
sensor networks. The only paper related to tools, by Rzo« a et al., dis ussing a development environment for
programming small ontrollers, based on the IEC Std 61131-3, on ludes this spe ial issue.
3. Con lusion. In this Editors opinion, the eight papers presented here provide a good, although sele tive, overview of the subje t area, and oer an interesting perspe tive on problems and related solutions in
real-time distributed systems and networks.
For preparation of the RTS08 Workshop thanks are due to the Workshop Program Committee o- hairs,
Professors Woj ie h Grega from AGH University of S ien e and Te hnology, in Kraków, Poland, and Andrew
Korne ki from Embry-Riddle Aeronauti al University, in Daytona Bea h, Florida, USA.
Janusz Zalewski,
SCPE Editorial Board Member and RTS'08 Workshop Co-Chair,
Dept. of Computer S ien e,
Florida Gulf Coast University,
Fort Myers, FL 33965,
USA,
zalewskifg u.edu
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REAL TIME BEHAVIOR OF DATA
IN DISTRIBUTED EMBEDDED SYSTEMS∗
TANGUY LE BERRE, PHILIPPE MAURAN, GÉRARD PADIOU, PHILIPPE QUÉINNEC†
Abstra t. Nowadays, embedded systems appear more and more as distributed systems stru tured as a set of

omponents.

Therefore, they show a less deterministi

must address both

omputation and

global behavior than

ommuni ation s heduling in more

ommuni ating

entralized systems and their design and analysis

omplex

ongurations. We propose a modeling framework

entered on data. More pre isely, the intera tions between the data lo ated in

omponents are expressed in terms of a so- alled

observation relation. This abstra tion is a relation between the values taken by two variables, a sour e and an image, where the
image gets past values of the sour e. We extend this abstra tion with time

onstraints in order to spe ify and analyze the availability

of timely sound values.
The formal des ription of the observation-based

omputation model is stated using the formalism of transition systems, where

real time is handled as a dedi ated variable. As a rst result, this approa h allows to fo us on spe ifying time
to data and to postpone task and

ommuni ation s heduling matters.

onstraints atta hed

At this level of abstra tion, the designer has to spe ify

time properties about the timeline of data su h as their freshness, stability, laten y. . . As a se ond result, a veri ation of the
global

onsisten y of the spe ied system

an be automati ally performed. The veri ation pro ess

an start either from the timed

properties (e.g. the period) of data inputs or from the timed requirements of data outputs (e.g. the laten y). Lastly,
proto ols and task s heduling strategies

ommuni ation

an be derived as a renement towards an a tual implementation.

Key words: real time data, distributed systems, veri ation

1. Introdu tion. Distributed Real Time Embedded (DRE) systems are in reasingly widespread and omplex. In this ontext, we propose a modeling framework entered on data to spe ify and analyze the real time
behavior of these DRE systems. More pre isely, su h systems are stru tured as time-triggered ommuni ating
omponents. Instead of fo using on the spe i ation and veri ation of time onstraints upon omputations
stru tured as a set of tasks, we hoose to onsider data intera tions between omponents. These intera tions
are expressed in terms of an abstra tion alled observation, whi h aims at expressing the impossibility for a site
to maintain an instant knowledge of other sites. In this paper, we extend this observation with time onstraints
limiting the time shift indu ed by distribution. Starting from this modeling framework, the spe i ation and
veri ation of real time data behaviors an be arried out.
In a rst step, we outline some related works whi h have adopted similar approa hes but in dierent ontexts
and/or dierent formal frameworks.
Then, we des ribe the underlying formal system used to develop our distributed real time omputation
model, namely state transition systems. In this formal framework, we dene a dedi ated relation alled observation to des ribe data intera tions. An observation relation des ribes an invariant property between so- alled
sour e and image variables. Informally, at any exe ution point, the history of the image variable is a sub-history
of the sour e variable. A tually, the sour e is an arbitrary state expression. An observation abstra ts the relation between the inputs and the outputs of a ommuni ation proto ol or between the arguments and the results
of a omputation.
To express timed properties on the variables and their relation, we extend the framework so as to be able
to des ribe the timeline of state variables. Therefore, for ea h state variable x, its timeline, an abstra tion of
its time behavior, is introdu ed in terms of an auxiliary variable x̂ whi h re ords its update instants. Then,
real time onstraints on data, for instan e periodi ity or steadiness, are expressed by relating these dedi ated
variables and the urrent time. These auxiliary variables are also used to restri t the time shift between the
sour e and the image of an observation: the semanti s of the observation relation is extended to allow to relate
the time behavior of a sour e and of an image by expressing dierent properties, su h as the time lag between
the urrent value of the image and its orresponding sour e value.
The real time onstraints about data behavior an be spe ied by means of these timed observations as
illustrated in an automotive speed ontrol example.
Lastly, we dis uss the possibility to he k the onsisten y of a spe i ation stated in terms of timed observations. A spe i ation is onsistent if and only if the veri ation pro ess an onstru t orre t exe utions.
∗ An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 3rd Real-Time Software Workshop, RTS2008, in Wisla, Poland, O tober 20,
2008.
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However, the target systems are potentially innite and an equivalent nite state transition system must be
derived from the initial one before veri ation. The feasibility of this transformation is based upon assumptions
about nite bounds of the time onstraints.

2. State of the Art. We are interested in systems su h as sensors networks. Our goal is to guarantee that
the input data dispat hed to pro essing units are timely sound despite the time shift introdu ed by the transit of
data. Most approa hes taken to he k timed properties of distributed systems are based on studying the timed
behavior of tasks. For example, works su h as [10℄ propose to in lude the timed properties of ommuni ation
in lassi al s heduling analysis.
Our approa h is state-based and not event-based. We express the timed requirements as safety properties
that must be satised in all states. The denition of these properties do not refer to the events of the system
and is only based on the values of the system variables. We depart from s heduling analysis by fo using on the
variables behavior and not onsidering the tasks and related system events. Our intent is to allow the developer
to give a more de larative statement of the system properties, easier to write and less error-prone. Indeed,
reasoning about state predi ates is usually simpler than reasoning about a set of valid sequen es of events.
Others approa hes based on variables are mainly related to the eld of databases. For example, the variables
semanti s and their timed validity domain are used in [12℄ to optimize transa tion s heduling in databases. Our
work stands at a higher level sin e we propose to give an abstra t des ription of the system in terms of a
spe i ation of relations between data. For instan e, our framework an be used to he k the orre tness of an
algorithm with regards to the aging of the variables values. It an also be used to spe ify a system without
knowing its implementation.
Similar works use temporal logi to spe ify the system. For example, in [2℄, OCL onstraints are used to
dene the temporal validity domain of variables. A variation of TCTL is used to he k the system syn hronization and prevent a value from being used out of its validity domain. This work also denes timed onstraints on
the behavior and the relations between appli ation variables, but these relations are dened using events su h
as message sending whereas our denitions are based on the variable values.
In [9℄, onstraints between intervals during whi h state variables remain stable are dened by means of
Allen's linear temporal logi . In other words, this approa h also uses an abstra tion of the data timelines in
terms of stability intervals. However, the onstraints remain logi al and do not relate to real time. Nevertheless,
the authors expe t to apply this approa h in the ontext of autonomous embedded systems.
Using a semanti s based on state transition system, we give a framework whi h aims at des ribing the
relations between the data in a system, and spe ifying the required timed properties of the system.
3. Theoreti al settings.
3.1. State Transition System. Models used in this paper are based on state transition systems. Our
work uses the TLA+ formalism [7℄, but this paper does not require any prior knowledge of TLA+. A state is
an assignment of values to variables. A transition relation is a predi ate on pairs of states. A transition system
is a ouple (set of states, transition relation). A step is a pair of states whi h satises the transition relation.
An exe ution σ is any innite sequen e of states σ0 σ1 . . . σi . . . su h that two onse utive states form a step. We
note σi → σi+1 the step between the two onse utive states σi and σi+1 .
A temporal predi ate is a predi ate on exe utions; we note σ |= P when the exe ution σ satises the predi ate
P . Su h a predi ate is generally written in linear temporal logi . A state expression e (in short, an expression)
is a formula on variables; the value of e in a state σi is noted e.σi . The sequen e of values taken by e during an
exe ution σ is noted e.σ . A state predi ate is a boolean-valued expression on states.
3.2. Introdu ing Time. We onsider real time properties of the system data. To distinguish them from
(logi al) temporal properties, su h properties are alled timed properties. Time is integrated in our transition
system in a simple way, as des ribed in [1℄: time is represented by a variable T taking values in an innite
totally ordered set, su h as N or R+ . T is an in reasing and unbound variable. There is no ondition on the
density of time, and moreover, it makes no dieren e whether time is ontinuous or dis rete (see dis ussion
in [8℄). However, as an exe ution is a sequen e of states, the a tual sequen e of values taken by T during a
given exe ution is ne essarily dis rete. This is the digital lo k view of the real world. Note that we refer to
the variable T to study time and that we do not use the usual timed tra es notation.
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An exe ution an be seen as a sequen e of snapshots of the system, ea h taken at some instant of time. We
require that there are enough snapshots, that is that no variable an have dierent values at the same time
and so in the same snapshot. Any hange in the system implies time passing.

Denition 3.1 (Separation) An exe ution σ is separated if and only if for any variable x:
∀i, j : T.σi = T.σj ⇒ x.σi = x.σj

In the following, we onsider only separated exe utions. This allows to timestamp hanges of variables and
ensures a onsistent omputation model.

3.3. Clo ks. Let us onsider a totally ordered set of values D, su h as N or R+ . A lo k is a (sub-)approximation of a sequen e of D values. We note [X → Y ] the set of all fun tions whose domain is X and whose
range is any subset of Y .
Denition 3.2 (Clo k) A lo k c is a fun tion in [D → D] su h that:
•

it never outgrows its argument value:
∀t ∈ D : c(t) ≤ t

•

it is monotonously in reasing:

∀t, t′ ∈ D : t < t′ ⇒ c(t) ≤ c(t′ )
•

The

It is lively:

∀t ∈ D : ∃t′ ∈ D : c(t′ ) > c(t)
predi ate clock(c) is true if the fun

tion c is a lo k.

In the following, lo ks are used to hara terize the timed behavior of variables. They are dened on the
values taken by the time variable T , to express a time delayed behavior, as well as on the indi es of the sequen e
of states, to express a logi al pre eden e.

4. Spe i ation of Data Timed Behavior. We introdu e here the relation and properties used in our
framework to des ribe the properties that must be satised by a system. Our approa h is state-based and gives
the relation that must be satised in all states. We dene the observation relation to des ribe the relation
between variables. A way to des ribe the timed behavior of variables, that is properties of the history of data,
is introdu ed. We then extend the observation relation to enable the expression of timed onstraints on the
behavior of system variables linked by observations. For that purpose we dene predi ates whi h bind and
onstraint relevant instants of the timeline of the sour e and the image of an observation. These predi ates are
expressed as bounds on the dieren e between two relevant instants.
4.1. The Observation Relation. We dene an observation relation on state transition systems as in [5℄.
The observation relation is used to abstra t a value orrelation between variables. Namely, the observation
relation states that the values taken by one variable are values previously taken by another variable or state
expression.
In the basi ase, the observation relation binds two variables, the sour e x and the image ‘x, and denotes
that the history of the variable ‘x is a sub-history of the variable x. The relation is dened by a ouple
< source, image > and the existen e of at least a lo k that denes for ea h state whi h one of the previous
values of the sour e is taken by the image. This denition is a tually given to allow any state expression (a
formula on variables) as the sour e1. The formal denition is:
Denition 4.1 (Observation) The variable ‘x is an observation of the state expression e in exe ution σ:

σ  ‘x ≺· e

i:

∃ c ∈ [N → N] : clock(c) ∧ ∀i : ‘x.σi = e.σc(i)
1 As we

ould introdu e a new variable aliased to this expression, we often talk, in the following, of the sour e

to simplify the wording and the des ription.

variable

. This is
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X

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 7

`X
i

1 1 1 1 2 3 3 3 4 6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

c(i)

0 0 0 0 3 4 4 5 6 8
Fig. 4.1 The Observation Relation
.

This relation states that any value of ‘x is a previous value of e. Due to the properties of the observation
lo k c, ‘x is assigned e values in a ordan e with the hronologi al order. Moreover, c always eventually
in reases, so ‘x is always eventually updated with a new value of e. Figure 4.1 shows an example of an
observation relation binding two variables x and ‘x.
The observation an be used to abstra t ommuni ation in a distributed system, as well as to abstra t
omputations:
• Communi ation onsists in transferring the value of a lo al variable to a remote one. Communi ation
time and la k of syn hronization reate a lag between the sour e and the image, whi h is modeled by
remote ≺· local.
• In state transition systems, an expression f (X) models an instantaneous omputation. By writing
y ≺· f (X), we model the fa t that a omputation takes time and that the value of y is based on the
value of X at the beginning of the omputation. Here X an be a tuple of variables, a ording to
the arity of f : given X = hx1 , . . . , xn i, the observation σ |= ‘x ≺· f (X) means that ∃ c ∈ [N → N] :
clock(c) ∧ ∀i : ‘x.σi = f (x1 .σc(i) , . . . , xn .σc(i) ). As the same lo k is used, all values of the inputs (X )
are read at the same time, implying a syn hronous behavior.
Additional observation relations an be introdu ed to model an asyn hronous reading of the inputs. For
instan e, ‘a ≺· a, ‘b ≺· b, c ≺· f (‘a, ‘b) models a system where a and b are independently read (the rst
two observations), and then c is omputed through a fun tion f .
Note that the observation denition does not refer to real time and only models an arbitrary delay in terms
of state sequen es. Real time properties will now be introdu ed.

4.2. The Timeline of Variables. In order to state properties about the timed behavior of a variable x,
we want to be able to refer to the last time x was updated. These are alled the update instants and form its
timeline x̂. The denition of x̂ is based on the history of the values taken by x and aptures the instants when
ea h value of x appeared, e.g. the beginning of ea h o urren e.
Denition 4.2 (timeline) For a separated exe ution σ and a variable x, the variable x̂ is the timeline of x

and is dened by:

∀i : x̂.σi = T.σmin{j|∀k∈[j..i]:

x.σi =x.σk }

The timeline x̂ is built from the history of x values and is a sequen e of update instants. For a variable x
and a state σi , the update instant of x in σi is dened as the value taken by the time T at the earliest state
when the value x.σi appeared and ontinuously remained un hanged until state σi .
Note that the developer may provide an expli it denition of x̂, without having to des ribe the a tual values
of x, e.g. by stating that x is periodi ally updated.

Real Time Behavior of Data in Distributed Embedded Systems
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x.σ
x.σk

x.σj
x.σi

x.σ1
T.σj ... T.σk-1
T.σk
T.σi ...T.σj-1

T.σ1 ... T.σi-1

Fig. 4.2 Graph of x̂
.

When x is updated and its value hanges then the value of x̂ is also updated. Conversely if x̂ hanges then
x is updated. This property allows us to rely ex lusively on the values of x̂ to study the timed properties of x.
We also dene the instant N ext(x̂) that returns, at ea h state, the next value of x̂ and thus the next instant
when the value of x is updated, i. e. the instant when the urrent value disappears. If x is stable at a state σi
(no new update), then N ext(x̂).σi = +∞.
As in the ase of sour e variable versus sour e expression, the denition of a timeline x̂, whi h is given for a
variable x, is a tually valid for a state expression. For the sake of larity, we will on e again talk of variables
where state expressions ould equally be used in the remainder of this se tion.

4.3. Behavior of Variables. The timeline x̂ is used to des ribe the timed behavior of a variable x. In
this paper, we fo us on spe i kinds of variables. We expe t ea h value of ea h variable to remain un hanged
for a bounded number of time units. We want to be able to express the minimum and the maximum duration
between two onse utive updates. This allows to des ribe two basi behaviors: a sporadi variable keeps ea h
value for a minimum duration, and on the ontrary, a lively variable has to be updated often, no value an be
kept longer than a given duration. These properties are formulated by bounds on the dieren e between x̂ and
N ext(x̂), using a property alled Steadiness applied to a variable. These bounds denote how long ea h value
of x an be kept.
Denition 4.3 (Steadiness) The steadiness of a variable x in the range [δ, ∆] is dened by:
σ  x {Steadiness(δ, ∆)} ,
∀i : δ ≤ N ext(x̂).σi − x̂.σi < ∆
∆ − δ is the jitter on x updates. More elaborate properties an be derived from the steadiness property.
For example, we an introdu e a stronger property, periodi ity, where no time drift is allowed.
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Denition 4.4 (Periodi ity) A variable x is periodi of period P with jitter J and phase φ i:
σ  x {P eriodic(P, J, Φ)} ,
x {Steadiness(P − 2J, P + 2J)}∧
∀i : ∃n ∈ N : x̂.σi ∈ [φ + nP − J, φ + nP + J]

Su h a variable is updated around all instants φ + nP . Note that J must verify J < P/4 to ensure that the
variable is updated on e and only on e per period.

4.4. Timed Observation. We use the on ept of timeline to extend the observation relation with timed
hara teristi s. The timed onstraints that extend the observation must apture the laten y introdu ed by the
observation and the timeline of the sour e to produ e the timeline of the image. We dene a set of predi ates
on the instants hara terizing the sour e and the image timelines and the observation lo k. Formally, a timed
observation is dened as follows:
Denition 4.5 (Timed Observation) A timed observation is dened as an observation satisfying a set of

predi ates.



 P redicate1 (δ1 , ∆1 ), 
σ  ‘x ≺· e
P redicate2 (δ2 , ∆2 ),
,


...
∃c ∈ [N → N] : clock(c) ∧
∀i : ‘x.σi = e.σc(i) ∧
P redicate1 (c, δ1 , ∆1 )∧
P redicate2 (c, δ2 , ∆2 ) . . .

The predi ates that an be used to des ribe the timed properties of the relation between two variables are the
following ones:

Denition 4.6 Given a variable ‘x and a state expression e su h that σ  ‘x ≺· e with a clock c ∈ [N → N], the

predi ates are:

Lag(c, δ, ∆)
Stability(c, δ, ∆)
Latency(c, δ, ∆)
M edium(c, δ, ∆)
F reshness(c, δ, ∆)
F itness(c, δ, ∆)

,
,
,
,
,
,

δ
δ
δ
δ
δ
δ

≤
≤
≤
≤
≤
≤

‘x̂.σi − ê.σc(i) < ∆
N ext(ê).σc(i) − ê.σc(i) < ∆
T.σi − ê.σc(i) < ∆
T.σi − T.σc(i) < ∆
T.σc(i) − ê.σc(i) < ∆
N ext(ê).σc(i) − T.σc(i) < ∆

When no lower (resp. upper) bound is signi ant, 0 (resp. +∞) should be used.
These predi ates have to be true at every state and every instant. The denition of an observation is
done by stating whi h predi ates must be satised. So far, this set has been su ient to express the dierent
behaviors that we had to analyze, but it an be extended.
• Predi ate Lag is used to bound the duration between an update of the sour e and an update of the
image. An upper bound states that, when the image is updated, it must be updated with an expression
of sour e that was updated in a re ent time. A lower bound states that when there is an update of the
sour e, the new value annot be used to update the image before the lower bound has elapsed.
• Predi ate Laten y bound in ea h state the time elapsed sin e the assignment of the image's urrent
value on the sour e.
• Predi ate Stability is used to lter sour es values depending on their duration. For example we an
eliminate transient values and keep sporadi ones, or the ontrary.
• The observation lo k and the dieren e i − c(i) give the logi al delay introdu ed by the observation.
Predi ate Medium bounds the temporal delay related to this logi al delay. So the bounds state that
there must exist a logi al delay indu ing a temporal delay satisfying the bounds, i. e. in ea h state,
there must be one previous state so that the time elapsed sin e that state is below this upper bound
and above the lower bound and so that the image's urrent value was assigned on the sour e. A lower
bound an be used to state that a value of the sour e annot appear on the sour e before this lower
bound has elapsed and so this bounds denotes a ommuni ation or omputation time.
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Fig. 5.1 Cruise Control System
.

• Predi ates Freshness and Fitness are used to dene intervals of time, relative to the update instants, that
the observation lo k is prevented to refer. So the logi al delay that satises the predi ate Medium must
refer to an instant that satises the Freshness and Fitness predi ates. An upper bound on Freshness
prevents states where the value of the sour e is not fresh anymore to be referred. For example, a
onjun tion of Medium and Freshness predi ates states that the urrent value of the image must have
been available on the sour e re ently and that it was still fresh at these instants. On the ontrary, a
lower bound on Freshness denotes an impossibility to a ess a value just after its assignment. Fitness
allows or forbids the states depending on the time remaining until the sour e value is updated. A lower
bound prevents to refer to a state where the value is about to be updated.
Note that, at the beginning of an exe ution, some predi ates su h as M edium annot be satised. In order
to address this problem, the timed predi ates do not have to be satised in initial states. The image values are
repla ed by a given default value. This extension is similar to the followed by operator → in Lustre [6℄.

5. Spe ifying a System in Terms of Timed Observations.
5.1. A Brief Des ription. As an example, we onsider a simplied ar ruise ontrol system. The goal
of su h a system is to ontrol the throttle and the brakes in order to rea h and keep a given target speed. The
system is omposed of several intera ting omponents (see Figure 5.1):
• a speed monitor, whi h omputes the urrent speed, based on a sensor ounting wheel turns;
• the throttle a tuator, whi h ontrols the engine;
• the brakes, whi h slow down the ar;
• the ontrol system whi h handles the speed depending on the urrent and the hosen speed;
• a ommuni ation bus whi h links the devi es and the ontrol system.
The environment, the driver, and the engine inuen e the speed of the ar. On e the ruise ontrol is a tivated
and a target speed is hosen, the ontrol system an hoose either to a elerate by in reasing the voltage of the
throttle a tuator or to de elerate by de reasing this voltage and by using brakes. In order to ensure a rea tive
behavior, ea h ommand issued by the ruise ontrol system must be arried out within a given time limit.
Ea h omponent uses and/or produ es data. We use observations to spe ify the system and hara terize
orre t exe utions.
5.2. Data and Observations. Firstly, we dene the state variables of the ruise ontrol system, and we
bind these variables using observation relations.
The speed monitor omputes the values of a variable speed, and these values are sent to the ontrol system
as a variable ‘speed. We express this as an observation ‘speed ≺· speed.
The hoi es of the ontrol system are based on the urrent speed and more pre isely on the value of ‘speed.
Two fun tions are used to ompute the values used as inputs by the brakes and by the throttle a tuator. Using the
speed values, we ompute the values of two variables: throttle ≺· control1(‘speed) and brake ≺· control2(‘speed).
Lastly, the values of throttle and brake are delivered to dedi ated devi es into variables ‘throttle and ‘brake,
su h that ‘throttle ≺· throttle and ‘brake ≺· brake.
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- variables behaviors:
speed {Steadiness(δ1, +∞)}
throttle {Steadiness(δ2, +∞)}
brake {Steadiness(δ3 , +∞)}

- ommuni ations:

‘speed ≺· speed {M edium(δ4 , +∞)}
‘throttle ≺· throttle {M edium(δ4, +∞)}
‘brake ≺· brake {M edium(δ4, +∞)}

- omputations:

throttle ≺· control1(‘speed) {M edium(δ5 , +∞)}
brake ≺· control2(‘speed) {M edium(δ6, +∞)}

- omplete pro essing hains:

‘throttle ≺· control1(speed) {Latency(0, ∆)}
‘brake ≺· control2(speed) {Latency(0, ∆)}

Fig. 5.2 System Spe i ation
.

5.3. Requirements and Properties. We express the requirements and known timed properties of the
system, and we state them as hara teristi s of the system variables and observations. These hara teristi s are
given in Figure 5.2.
The speed is omputed using the ratio of the number of wheel turns to the elapsed time. A minimum time
is required to produ e a signi ant result. Thus, there must be a minimum time δ1 between ea h update of
speed. Also, due to s heduling onstraints, there must be a minimum time δ2 (respe tively δ3 ) between ea h
omputation and update, of throttle (respe tively brake).
Ea h ommuni ation on the bus takes a minimum transit time, regardless of the ommuni ating proto ol
that is hosen. Predi ate M edium (see Denition 4.6) is used to dene a lower bound on the observations
expressing ommuni ation. Similarly, we represent the minimum omputation time of fun tions control1 and
control2, by means of predi ate M edium.
We expe t ea h data to be used soon enough after ea h update. More pre isely, we want ea h ommand
issued to the brake or to the throttle to be based on fresh values of the speed. Thus, we require the omplete
pro essing hain to be ompleted in a short enough time.
A omposition of observations is an observation, for example if y ≺· x and z ≺· f (y) then z ≺· f (x) [5℄. We use
this property to dene the pro essing hains relating ‘throttle and ‘brake to speed, via ′ speed as observations,
whi h enables us to express the requirements on the duration of the pro essing hains as upper bounds of
Latency predi ates (see Denition 4.6) on these observations. Note that, although the Latency upper bound
(∆) is the only upper bound given in the system spe i ation, it impli itly sets upper bounds on the M edium
and Steadiness hara teristi s of the other observations and variables of valid exe utions.
5.4. Case Study Analysis. The goal of the analysis is to prove that the spe i ation is onsistent and that
there is at least one exe ution satisfying the requirements. In our example, a nonempty set of valid exe utions
ensures the availability of timely sound values. From this set, we an dedu e the required update frequen y of
the speed variable. For example, we he k the existen e of a maximum time a eptable between ea h update.
We analyze the admissible values of the M edium to dedu e the ommuni ation and omputation times that
are permitted. Then, we determine the possible values of the observation lo ks in the states orresponding to
the timeline of the image. These values give the instants at whi h the values of the sour e are aught and so,
for example the instants when a message must be sent or when a omputation must start.
For all these properties, a hoi e must be done. For example, hoosing a set of exe utions may alleviate the
bounds on ommuni ation time but then redu e the instants when the message must be sent.
6. System Analysis. We give here properties of our framework based on observations in order to arry
out an analysis. A system spe ied with observation relations must be analyzed to he k the onsisten y of the
spe i ation, i. e. if there exists an exe ution satisfying the spe i ation.
We dis uss the analysis method in a dis rete ontext. The semanti s of the spe i ation is restri ted by
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dis retizing time: i. e. the values taken by time T are in N. For dis ussion about the loss of information using
dis rete time instead of dense time and defending our hoi e, see [8℄ for example.

6.1. Feasibility of a Spe i ation. Given a spe i ation based on our framework, the value of T is
unbounded and we have no restri tion on the values that an be taken by variables. Therefore the system
dened by the spe i ation is innite. Nevertheless, we an build a nite system equivalent to the spe i ation
for the timed properties studied with this framework. This allows us to model- he k the onsisten y of the
spe i ation in a nite time. Here are the main prin iples of this proof. The denition of a nite system
bisimilar to the original one is based on two equivalen e relations.
Sin e the s ope of this framework is to he k the satisfa tion of timed requirements, we fo us on the auxiliary
variables used to des ribe the timeline of ea h appli ation variable. We dene a system where only variables
denoting instants are kept, i. e. the variable des ribing the timelines and the observation lo ks. The states
and transitions of the system are dened by the values of these variables and the satisfa tion of observations
and variables properties. Allowed states and transitions do not depend on the values that an be taken by
ea h variable but on the instants des ribing their timeline and on the observation lo ks. Thus, when we build
a system where only these instants are onsidered, we do not lose or add any hara teristi s about the timed
behavior of the system. We dene an equivalen e where two states are equivalent if and only if the observation
lo ks and the timeline variables are equal. This equivalen e is used to build a bisimilarity relation between the
spe ied system and the one built upon only the instants.
The se ond reason preventing to onsider a bounded number of states is the la k of bound on time. The
values of the timelines and observation lo ks are also unbounded. In order to redu e the possible values that
an be taken by the system variables denoting instants, we dene a system where all values of the instants are
stored modulo the length of an analysis interval. We denote this number as L. L must be arefully hosen,
greater than the upper bounds on the variables Steadiness and the observations Latency hara teristi s and it
has to be a multiple of the variable periods.
Su h a number L only exists if all variables and observations have upper bounded hara teristi s. When the
sour e of an observation is bounded and so is the observation, su h a bound is dedu ed for the image. Restri ting
the behavior by expe ting variables to be frequently updated and the shift introdu ed by distribution to be
bounded seems onsistent for su h real time systems.
In the system dened by the spe i ation, transitions are based on dieren es between the instants hara terizing the variable timelines. These dieren es annot ex eed the hosen length L. Thus, for ea h state, if the
value of the time T is known and if the values of the other variables are known modulo L, then for ea h variable
there is only one possible real value that an be omputed using the value of T . Consequently, onsidering
the lo k values modulo this length does not add or remove any behavior of the original system. We dene an
equivalen e where two states are equivalent if the timelines and the observation lo ks are equal modulo L. A
system built by onsidering all values modulo L is bisimilar with the original system using this equivalen e.
Based on these two equivalen es, we build a system by removing variables whi h do not denote timelines
or observation lo ks and by onsidering the values modulo L. This system is bisimilar to the spe i ation and
preserves the timed properties. Sin e all values are bounded by the length of the analysis interval and there
is a bounded number of values, it denes a system with a bounded number of states. This result proves the
de idability of the framework for the veri ation of safety properties that an be done using the nite system.
6.2. Complexity. We have proved the existen e of a nite system equivalent to our system. We give here
the omplexity of a pro ess to ee tively build this equivalent nite system. In order to build a transition from a
state to a new state, we build a set of inequalities dedu ed from the properties of the previous state and from the
observations and variables properties. To solve this set of inequalities and dedu e the possible values of instant
variables in the new state, we use dieren e bound matri es [4℄. Considering a system where n variables are
studied, the size of ea h matrix is O(n2 ), and the omplexity for redu ing it to its anoni al form and building
the new state is O(n3 ) [4℄. The maximum number of states to build depends on all possible ombinations of
values taken by variables. Ea h timed variable an take values between 0 and L and the number of instant
variables is a multiple of n, so we have O(Ln ) states. Lastly, the omplexity to build the system is O(n3 ∗ Ln ).
Considering the memory, we have to store O(Ln ) states and O(L2n ) transitions. Therefore this dire t approa h
is te hni ally feasible only with small enough systems. The omplexity is more heavily impa ted by the number
of variables (n) than by the analysis interval (L).
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6.3. Veri ation of an Implementation. A se ond goal is to he k that an implementation is orre t
with regard to a spe i ation based on observations. This approa h is fully des ribed in [13℄ and is only hinted
here.
As all timed properties are safety properties, an implementation is orre t if no exe ution deadlo ks (so as
to ensure liveness) and all its exe utions are in luded in the exe utions dened by the spe i ation.
In order to he k the satisfa tion of the spe i ation by an implementation, we give a model of the spe i ation in the same semanti s we use to model an implementation. Su h a model is des ribed by dening
elementary transitions. An elementary transition relation models the evolution of the values states of availability in the observation relations of the system. These elementary transition relations are used to build the
variable transition relation of the image of an observation. The variable transition relations are then used to
build the global transition relation.
On e both the spe i ation and the implementations have been translated into su h transition relations, we
must verify that the model of the spe i ation simulates the implementation. In order to he k this property, we
build a state transition system similar to the syn hronized produ t of labelled transition systems. The a tions
are used as labels on the transitions of the systems.
6.4. Other Approa hes. Sin e our approa h relies on the TLA+ formalism, we ould have used the
dedi ated tool TLC, the TLA+ model he ker. A logi al denition of the observation requires the temporal
existential quantier ∃ , whi h is not implemented in TLC. Therefore a on rete denition of the observation
based on an expli it observation lo k has been used. It is only after we have redu ed the system to a nite one
that a model he ker su h as TLC ould be used.
To be able to more pre isely hara terize exe utions satisfying the spe i ation, we urrently explore methods to build these exe utions more easily. A rst proposal is to redu e the omplexity of su h a pro ess by
relying on proofs on system properties. The proof approa h an easily be used only under ertain onditions
and in order to pro eed to some system simpli ations. For example, a periodi sour e indu es properties for
its image through an observation. Using these properties redu es the number of states we have to build by
fore asting some impossible ases. Proving the full orre tness of the system is possible but it is omplex and
it has not been automatized yet.
Another way is to use ontroller synthesis methods [3℄. Properties of the observation an be expressed as
safety properties using LTL and be derived as Bü hi automata [11℄. Two automata des ribe the behavior of
the sour e and the image of an observation, ex hanging values through a queue. Restri tions an be added
to introdu e the used implementation and its ompatibility with exe utions dened by the spe i ation. The
omplexity of ontroller synthesis methods has still to be explored.
7. Con lusion. We propose an approa h fo used on variables instead of tasks and pro esses, to model
and analyze distributed real time systems. We spe ify an abstra t model postponing task and ommuni ation
s heduling. Based on the state transition system semanti s extended by a timed referential, we express relations
between variables and the timed properties of variables and ommuni ations. These properties are used to he k
the freshness of values, their stability, and the onsisten y of requirements. A possible analysis is to build a
nite system bisimilar to the spe ied one. The results are used to help implementation hoi es.
Perspe tives are to sear h other methods that de rease the omplexity of the analysis of a spe i ation
and to use this approa h with dierent examples to expand the number of available properties and in rease
expressiveness. We also work on using analysis results to help generating an implementation satisfying the
spe i ation.
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The paper presents features and implementation of a shared redundant approa h to in rease the reliability of

ontrol systems. Common approa hes based on redundant

omponents in ontrol system use passive or a tive redundan y.

We deal with quasi-redundant subsystems (shared redundan y) whereas basi

features are introdu ed in the paper. This type of

redundan y oers several important advantages su h as minimizing the number of

omponents as well as in reasing the reliability.

The example of a four-rotor mini-heli opter is presented in order to show reliability improving without using any additional
redundant
results

omponents. The main aim of this paper is to show the inuen e of the load in reasing following dierent s enarios. The

ould help to determine the appli ations where quasi-redundant subsystems are a good solution to remain in a signi ant

reliability level even if

riti al failure appears.

Key words: shared redundan y, dependability, networked

ontrol systems

1. Introdu tion. To be able to obtain relevant results of reliability evaluations for omplex systems, it
is ne essary to des ribe the maximum of spe i dependen ies within the studied system and their inuen es
on the system reliability. Dierent methods or approa hes for ontrol systems' reliability improvement are
developed in order to be applied to spe i subsystems or to deal with dependen ies among subsystems. A
lassi al te hnique onsists in designing a fault-tolerant ontrol [1℄ where the main aim is to propose a robust
ontrol algorithm. Guenab and others in [2℄ deal with this approa h and re onguration strategy in omplex
systems, too.
On the other side is the design of reliable ontrol ar hite tures. Probably the most used te hnique is
to onsider the redundant omponents whi h enlarge the system stru ture and its omplexity too. A tive
and passive redundan y is the simplest way how to improve dependability attributes of the systems su h as
reliability, maintainability, availability, et [3℄. However, as it was mentioned the ontrol stru ture turns to
be more omplex due to an in reasing number of omponents as well as the number of possible dependen ies
among omponents, it is in parti ular the ase for Networked Control Systems [4℄ [5℄.
The paper introdu es omplex networked ontrol ar hite ture based on as ade ontrol stru ture. The
as ade stru ture was hosen purposely due to its advantages. This stru ture is widely used in industrial
appli ations thanks to positive results for quality of ontrol whi h are already des ribed and generally known [6℄.
On the other side it oers some possibilities of system reliability improvement. There are potentially redundant
omponents su h as ontrollers (primary, se ondary). If more than one network is implemented we ould onsider
them as potentially redundant subsystems too. Finally if the physi al system allows it, it is possible to take
prot from sensors. The as ade stru ture and other features are introdu ed in more details in the third part.
The paper is organised as follows. After bringing loser the resear h ba kground, the shared redundan y is
introdu ed. The ontrollers and networks are presented in more details in order to show some dependen ies whi h
ould be appeared when a shared redundan y approa h is implemented. In the next part are presented networked
topologies onsidered as as ade ontrol (CC) stru ture of the 4-rotor mini-heli opter (drone) model [7℄. Using
Petri nets were prepared the models of the introdu ed quasi-redundant omponents as well as drone's ontrol
stru ture. A simple model of the two quasi-redundant subsystems is evaluated. Finally, are proposed the
simulation results of the mentioned simple two omponents model as well as the model of the omplex drone's
stru ture with short on lusion.
2. Resear h Ba kground. Control ar hite ture design approa h was taken into a ount by Wyso ki,
Debouk and Nouri [8℄. They present shared redundan y as parts of systems (subsystems) whi h ould repla e
another subsystem in ase of its failure. This feature is onditioned with the same or similar fun tion of the
subsystem. Wyso ki et al. introdu e the shared redundant ar hite ture in four dierent examples illustrated
on X-by-Wire" systems used in automotive appli ations. Presented results shown advantages of this approa h
in ontrol ar hite ture design.
The shared redundan y approa h involves the problemati of a Load Sharing [9℄. Thus, some of the
omponents take part of the load of the failed omponents in order to let the system in fun tional mode.
∗ Laboratoire GIPSA-Lab (GIPSA-Lab UMR 5216 CNRS-INPG-UJF) BP 46, F-38402 Saint Martin d'Hères Cedex, Fran e
† Department of Cyberneti s and Arti ial Intelligen e, Te hni al University of Ko²i e, Letnà 9, 04012 Ko²i e, Slovakia
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Consideration of the load sharing in me hani al omponents is presented by Pozsgai and others in [10℄. Pozsgai
and others analyze this type of systems and oer mathemati al formalism for simple system 1-out-of-2 and 1out-of-3. Also there are some mathemati al studies [9℄ of several phenomena appeared on this eld of resear h.
Bebbington and others in [9℄ analyze several parameters of systems su h as survival probability of load shared
subsystems.

3. Shared Redundan y. Spe i kind of redundant subsystems whi h have similar features su h as a tive
redundan y however gives us some additional advantages whi h will be introdu ed in further text. This kind of
spares represents another type of redundant omponents whi h are not primary determined as redundant but
they are able to repla e some other subsystems if it is urgently required. This type of redundan y is referred
as shared redundan y [8℄ or quasi-redundan y [11℄. Due to its important advantages it is useful to des ribe this
kind of spares in order to show several non- onsidered and non-evaluated dependen ies whi h ould have an
inuen e to the system reliability. Identi ation and des ription of this inuen e should not be ignored in order
to obtain relevant results of the reliability estimation of the systems whi h involve this kind of spares.
As it was mentioned above, the shared redundan y (SR) mentioned by Wyso ki and others in [8℄ is in
further text taken into a ount in the same meaning as a quasi-redundant (QR) omponent. Thus, quasiredundant omponents are the parts of the system whi h follow their primary mission when the entire system
is in fun tional state. However, when some parts of the system fail then this fun tion ould be repla ed by
another part whi h follows the same or a similar mission, thus by quasi-redundant part. The quasi-redundant
omponents are not primary determined as a tive redundant subsystem be ause ea h one has its own mission
whi h must be a omplished. Only in ase of failure it ould be used. In NCS appears the question of logi al
re onguration of the system when the data ow must be hanged in order to repla e the fun tionality of a
subsystem by another one. For example, some new nodes will lose the network onne tion and the system has
to avoid the state when pa kets are sent to a node whi h does not exist. Thus, the main features of the shared
redundan y ould be summarized as follows:

"Quasi-redundant omponent is not onsidered as primary redundant omponent su h as the a tive or the passive
redundant omponents."

Generally in networked ontrol systems, three kinds of quasi-redundant omponents (subsystems) ould be
onsidered:
• QR ontrollers.
• QR networks.
• QR sensors.
Hen e, a ne essary but not su ient ondition is that a ontrol stru ture where SR ould be onsidered has
to be omposed at least of two abovementioned subsystems ( ontrollers, networks, a tuators). The subsystems
should have similar fun tionality or onstru tion in order to be able to repla e the mission of another omponent.
In ase of quasi-redundant omponents there are several limitations. In order to take prot of quasi-redundant
networks, it is ne essary to onne t all nodes in all onsidered QR networks. Thus, in ase of dierent networks
the omponents should have implemented all ne essary ommuni ation interfa es. In ase of QR ontrollers the
hardware performan e has to allow implementing more than one ontrol task.
Third mentioned omponents are sensors. Consideration of the sensors as QR omponents has important
physi al limitations. In order to be able to repla e a sensor for measuring a physi al value X by another one
for measuring Y it is ne essary to use multi-fun tional" smart sensors. We an suppose that some ombination

of the physi al values an not be measured by using one sensor due to the inability to implement the required
fun tionality in one hardware omponent.

Other limitation is the distan e between failed sensor and its QR sensor whi h ould have a signi ant
inuen e to the possibility of its repla ing. Generally, implementation of the QR sensors within ontrol system
stru ture ould be more di ult than the appli ation of the SR approa h on ontrollers or networks.
There are several naturally suitable ontrol stru tures whi h ould implement the shared redundan y approa h without other modi ations su h as as ade ontrol stru ture (Fig. 3.1). This stru ture is often used
in industrial appli ations thanks to its important features whi h improve the quality of ontrol. With using
as ade a ontrol stru ture there are several onstraints [8℄. The main ondition requires that the ontrolled
system must ontain a subsystem (se ondary subsystem FS(s)Fig. 3.1) that dire tly ae t to the primary
system FP(s). Thus, the as ade stru ture omposes of two independent ontrollers whi h an be used in order
to implement the shared redundant approa h.
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Fig. 3.1 Main stru ture of the as ade ontrol
.

Fig. 3.2 NCCS with two networks and alternative network onne tions
.

Usually for se ondary subsystems there is a ondition of faster dynami s than primary pro ess. This
ondition must not be fullled [8℄; in this ase, some modi ations of onventional as ade stru ture (Fig. 3.1)
and ontrol laws must be provided.

3.1. Quasi-redundant ontrollers. In the previous text, several suitable ontrol stru tures were briey
introdu ed. As it was shown the ontrollers overed by these stru tures ould be onsidered as quasi-redundant
omponents by default. Thus, the hardware of both omponents ould be shared in order to implement a shared
redundant approa h.
Let's onsider the networked as ade ontrol system shown in gure 3.2. The system is omposed of ve
main omponents (Sensor S1 , S2 , ontrollers C1 , C2 and a tuator A) and two networks. The ommuni ation
ow among omponents is determined by its as ade ontrol stru ture. Thus, sensor S1 sends a measured
value to ontroller C1 (Master), the ontroller C2 (Slave) re eives the values from the sensor S2 as well as the
ontroller C1 in order to ompute an a tuating value for the a tuator A.
Ea h part of the system ( omponents and networks) presents independent subsystem. However, when quasiredundant omponents are studied, the system is not onsidered as omposed of independent omponents.
Depending on the performan e parameters of the used hardware equipment in the ontrol loop, a spe i
inuen e on the system reliability should be taken into a ount. Thus some dependen ies should not be ignored
in the dependability analysis. In the NCCS shown in Fig. 3.2 we ould onsider ontrollers C1 and C2 as
the quasi redundant subsystems ( omponents). Both QR ontrollers have a primary mission whi h should
be followed. Thus, a ontroller C1 ontrols outer ontrol loop and ontroller C2 stabilizes inner ontrol loop.
However in ase of failure of one of them, we ould onsider the se ond one as a kind of spare.
As it was mentioned previously, the ontrollers follow their primary mission stabilization or performan e
optimization of the ontrolled system. Therefore, in regards to the similar hardware, it allows sharing the
omputing apa ity and exe uting dierent tasks. Thus, in order to implement the SR approa h, both ontrollers
have to en apsulate both ontrol tasksfor the outer and the inner ontrol loop (see the as ade ontrol stru ture
in gure 3.1).
In non-failure mode the primary task is exe uted in both ontrollers. However, in ase of ontroller's failure
(primary or se ondary) non-failed ontroller starts exe ute both tasks and omputes a tuating value for primary
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Fig. 3.3 Possible s enarios for quasi-redundant ontrollers
.

as well as se ondary subsystems. In this ase we an suppose two s enarios.
The rst one supposes that the ontroller is able to exe ute all the ne essary tasks within the required
sample periods (Fig. 3.3a). Thus, no delays or other undesirable onsequen es are expe ted. In this ase the
behavior of the quasi-redundant omponent is similar as in the ase of a tive redundant omponents. Thus, in
the ase of failure of one of the omponents, the se ond takes are about its mission until its failure.
Figure 3.3b shows a se ond ase when time to exe ute both ne essary tasks is greater than the required
sampling period. Thus, the ontroller will ause the delays whi h have signi ant inuen e to the system
stability [12℄ [13℄. Therefore, this delay ould be known whi h allows its partially ompensating by using several
methods [14℄. Thus, we an suppose that the system destabilization will not o ur immediately after the rst
delay and we are able to ompensate it for some time interval. Thus, quasi-redundant ontroller does not fail
immediately but its reliability de reased.
There are several situations when this s enario ould be onsidered. In riti al systems where the failure of an
important omponent ould ause undesired damages or other dangerous onsequen es, the shared redundan y
approa h ould help to allo ate some time interval in order to maintain the system in a safe state. Thus, the
SR approa h an be a signi ant te hnique to se ure the system before a damage risk.

3.2. Quasi-redundant networks. The se ond part of the NCS whi h ould be taken into a ount as
SR subsystems are networks. Let's suppose a system with two networks (Fig. 3.2) where all omponents ould
ommuni ate ( onne t) on these networks (N1 and N2 ) if it is needed. In this ase we an apply the SR approa h
on this system.
Considered fun tionality of the quasi redundant networks is as follows. Both networks transmit required
datanetwork N1 transmit data from S1 to C1 and from C1 to C2 su h as network N2 from S2 to C2 and from
C2 to A. Thus both networks are a tive and allo ated during the system mission. The same as in the ase of
QR ontrollers: when a network failed, the se ond one an take its load after a system re onguration. Thus,
all required data are sent through the se ond network. Hen e, two similar s enarios as with the ontroller task
exe ution ould be des ribed. The amount of transmitted data on the network with a spe ied bit rate has
logi ally inuen e on the probability of failure of the network (of ourse this depends on the network type and
other parameters mentioned). This inuen e ould be ignored when the network performan e parameters are
su ient. However, we an suppose that the probability of network failure is in reasing simultaneously when
the network load in reases.
The hara teristi between network loading and its bit rate depends on the network type and have to be
measured in real network onditions in order to determine the type of dependen ylinear or nonlinear.
Not only the network bit rate an be important however other network limitations su h as maximal number
of nodes onne ted to the network, et . All limits of the QR subsystems an reate dependen ies with dire t
inuen e on the system reliability. Primary, we ould onsider these dependen ies as undesirable but in ase of
riti al failures this SR approa h gives some time to save the system.
When NCS with an SR approa h are analyzed, this hara teristi should be in luded in the prepared model
and further evaluated in order to determine its inuen e to the reliability of the whole NCS.
3.3. Dierent s enarios in shared redundan y. When ertain dependen ies are ignored we ould
regard on the ontrol system with QR omponents as a ontrol stru ture with a tive redundant omponents.
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Fig. 3.4 Possible failure rate urves for the subsystem S during its mission
.

2

However, there are several important s enarios when the reliability of the system ould be de reased in order
to prevent dangerous onsequen es or other undesirable events.
These s enarios ould appear when some onditions ould not be fullled (insu ient exe ution time or
network bit rate) but the system need some time in order to take a safe state. Hen e, it is ne essary to identify
and des ribe the inuen e of these dependen ies whi h leads to more relevant results. Thus, prevent from too
pessimisti or too optimisti results of the reliability analysis of the onsidered systems. The dependen ies ould
be distinguished as follows:
• a tive redundant dependen y,
• single step hange of the nominal failure rate λn ∈ h0; 1i in reased on e by a onstant valuestep load
hange,
• time depend hange of the nominal failure rate λn -fun tional dependen y- the load of the subsystem
is hanged with time passed from speared subsystem failure,
1. linear,
2. nonlinear.
Let's assume that the destabilization of the system does not o ur immediately after the rst delay on
the network aused by insu ient ontroller's hardware or network's parameters. Thus, the quasi-redundant
ontroller does not fail immediately but in this ase its failure rate in reases whi h orrespond onsequently to
a de reased reliability.
Thus, in ase of the a tive redundant dependen y we suppose that a quasi-redundant subsystem has su ient
apa ities in order to follow its primary mission as well as the mission of the failed subsystem (or subsystems).
A single step hange of the nominal failure rate of the subsystem is onsidered in the ase of subsystems
where the failure rate of the quasi-redundant subsystem is hanged (in reased) on e by a onstant value (Fig. 3.4)
′
during its life time. Thus, the new in reased failure rate λ remains onstant during further life time of the
subsystem. For example, let's suppose a NCS with two Ethernet networks where one of them has failed and
onsequently the system is re ongured and all nodes ( omponents) start to ommuni ate through the nonfailed network whi h has a su ient bit rate apa ity in order to transmit all the required data. However, the
amount of data has been in reased whi h onsequently in reases the probability of pa kets' ollisions (under
the assumption of a lassi al CSMA/CD proto ol, for instan e). Thus, the probability of failure (failure rate)
′
has been in reased up to the new value λ .
A third ase onsiders the hange of the nominal failure rate λn whi h depends on the time passed from the
moment of the failure until urrent time of the working of the quasi-redundant subsystem whi h en apsulates the
exe uting ne essary tasks (own tasks as well as tasks of the failed subsystem). Thus, a fun tional dependen y
has to be onsidered. This dependen y of the hange of the failure rate λn ould be des ribed by a linear
or nonlinear dependen y / fun tion. We ould study the previous example of the system with two networks.
However, in this ase the bit rate of the se ond (non-failed) network is not su ient. Consequently delays in
data transmission as well as other onsequential undesirable problems su h as system destabilization might be
aused. We an suppose that the non-failed network will fail in some time. Thus, the nominal failure rate λn
of the se ond network is now time dependent and is linearly or nonlinearly in reased until the system failure.
Mentioned examples with related equations are further dis ussed in more details.
Let's suppose that the reliability of the system R(t), probability of the failure during time interval h0; ti,
is hara terized by a nominal failure rate λn ∈ h0; 1i. Let's suppose a system with two subsystems S1 and S2
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(su h as the networks in the previous examples) whereas the subsystem S1 will fail at rst and then the quasiredundant subsystem S2 will follow both missions (S1 and S2 ). In gure 3.4 are shown two above mentioned
s enarios when the nominal failure rate λn of the subsystem is in reased by a onstant value or by a value whi h
ould be des ribed as a linear or nonlinear fun tion (fun tional dependen ies).
At rst in reasing the failure rate λn one time by a onstant value (see Fig. 3.4) will be dealt. It orresponds
to the reliability redu tion of the quasi-redundant subsystem S2 by in reasing the failure rate, during its mission,
′
from its nominal value λn up to new λ . Consequently, the system will follow its primary mission thanks to
the QR subsystem S2 but its failure rate is already in reased and onsequently the probability of failure of S2
′
is higher. The dieren e between nominal λn and in reased λ failure rate will be alled de rease fa tor dR .
Thus, the mentioned onstant value is hara terized by the de rease fa tor dR of the QR subsystem and a new
′
hanged failure rate λ at the fail time tf is given by the followed simple formula:
′

λ = λn + dR

(3.1)

The failure rate in reases only one time by the spe ied value and the QR subsystem S2 with a new onstant
′
failure rate λ will follow both missions of its own mission and mission of the failed subsystem S1 .
The se ond ase shown in gure 3.3 onsiders the reliability redu tion where the failure rate λn is in reased
during the working of the subsystem S2 by a spe ied de rease fa tor. This hange of the nominal failure rate
depends on time whereas with time extending the failure rate of the S2 is got near to 1 (system failed). Thus, a
de rease fun tion fdR (t) is represented by a linear or nonlinear hara teristi and depends on the real subsystem
′
whi h is onsidered as quasi-redundant. Thus, an in reased failure rate λ of the subsystem S2 depends on time
t and is given by the following formula:
′

λ (t) = λn + fdR (t)

(3.2)

As it was mentioned, the de rease fun tion fdR (t) an be represented by a simple linear fun tion, for
example,
′

λ (t) = λn + dR 10−3 (t + 1 − tf )

(3.3)

where t + 1 allows hanging the nominal failure rate λn at the moment of the failure at time tf .
On the other side a nonlinear exponential fun tion an be onsidered as follows:
′

λ (t) = λn + edR (t−tf )

(3.4)

where λ is the value of the in reased failure rate, λn is the nominal failure rate of the omponent, tf is
the time of the failure of the omponent, dR is the de rease fa tor whi h has a dire t inuen e on the in reased
failure rate.
′

3.4. Appli ation to a mini-drone heli opter. The NCC stru ture is applied for the ontrol of a four
rotors mini-heli opter (Drone, Fig. 3.5). The proposed ontrol stru ture for this real model is as follows. The
NCC ar hite ture is omposed of one primary ontroller (Master) and one se ondary ontroller (Slave), thirteen
sensors, four a tuators and two ommuni ation networks.
The Master is designed for attitude stabilization ( ontrol) through Slave ontroller for angular velo ity
ontrol for ea h propeller. The aim of the ontrol is to stabilize oordinates of the heli opter [10℄.
The ontrollers are used as quasi-redundant omponents within the presented networked as ade ontrol
system (further only NCCS). They use the same ontrol algorithm (propeller's angular velo ity ontrol) but
with dierent input data (set point, system output, et .)
Hen e, in ase of failure, one of them ould retransmit all the required data to another one, whereas preprogrammed ontrol algorithm should ompute the a tuating value. Thus, the failed ontroller is repla ed by a
se ond one whi h starts to ompute the a tuating value.
Other quasi-redundant parts of this ontrol stru ture are networks (Fig. 3.6). As in the ase of ontrollers,
one of the networks an ompensate another one after a system re onguration. Usually, two networks are
primary designed due to redu tion amount of transmitted data. However, in ase of network failure all data
ould be retransmitted through the se ond one.
The des ribed approa h for subsystem's failure ompensation by using the shared redundan y requires a
logi al re onguration of the NCCS. Thus, in ase of failure the hardware onguration is non-tou hed but
ommuni ation ways must be hanged in order to transmit the data to a non-failed omponent or through a
non-failed network.
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Fig. 3.5 Cas ade ontrol stru ture of a mini-heli opter with one network
.

Fig. 3.6 Cas ade ontrol stru ture of a mini-heli opter with two networks
.

4. Simulation and results. All the presented networked ontrol ar hite tures (Fig. 3.5, 3.6) were modelled by using Petri nets. This tool was hosen thanks to its ability to model dierent types of omplex systems
and dependen ies within them. To provide the reliability analysis, the Monte Carlo simulation (further only
MCS) method was used. The multiple simulations of the modelled ar hite ture [1℄ are provided to obtain the
reliability behavior of the basi two quasi-redundant omponents (for example two ontrollers in CCS stru ture).
Model of the system overs the simulation of the random events of the basi omponents of the system su h as
sensors, ontrollers and a tuators as well as the network's random failures. Software used for model preparation
is CPN Tools whi h allow multiple simulation of the model in order to obtain statisti ally representative sample
of the ne essary data to determine the reliability behavior of the studied model.
As it was mentioned, the simulation of the simple two quasi-redundant omponents with all onsidered
′
hanges of the failure rate (single, linear, nonlinear) was provided. Thus, new failure rate λ of the non-failed
omponent is omputed by using equation (3.1), (3.3) and (3.4).
This hange ould be alled as single hange be ause the omponent's failure rate is hanged only on e
during the QR omponent's life time. Both omponents have equal nominal failure rate λn = 0.001.
Few examples of the inuen e of the single step hange of the failure rate by the spe ied de rease fa tor dR
to the reliability behavior are shown in gure 4.1. We an see there are ve urves. Two non-dashed urves show
the studied system as a system with two a tive redundant omponents (thus, dR is equal to zerorst urve
from the top) and as system without redundant omponents (thus, the system omposes of two independent
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Fig. 4.1 Inuen e of the in reased failure rate of the omponent by a onstant de rease fa tor d to the reliability of the
system omposed of two quasi-redundant omponents
.

R

Table 4.1

MTTFF of Simulated Control Stru tures With Dierent De rease Fa tors
De rease fa tordR

MTTFF - Drone (Fig. 3.5)

MTTFF - Drone (Fig. 3.6)

0
2 ∗ 10−3
10−2
59 ∗ 10−2
0.999

55(+11%)
54(+9%)
53(+7%)
50.5(+2%)
49.6

58(+22%)
56(+17%)
54(+13%)
49(+3%)
47.6

omponents without redundant relationrst urve from the bottom). These two urves determine borders
where the reliability of the studied system an be hanged depending on the value of the de rease fa tor dR .
As we an see from gure 4.1, a single in reasing of the nominal failure rate λn of the non-failed omponents
′
by the same value as was nominal failure rate λn up to λ = 0.002 (dR = 0.001) ause a signi ant redu tion of
the reliability.
Table 4.1 show several values of the life time (parameter MTTFF) for the studied system. Ea h table (Table
4.1, 4.2, 4.3) shows the life time of the studied omponents as a tive redundant subsystems (dR = 0) and as
independent subsystems (dR = 0.999). From the value of the de rease fa tor dR = 0.01 the life time of the
system signi antly improves (18% and more). The results of the linear and nonlinear failure rate in reasing are
shown in tables 4.2 and 4.3. In all tables are noted the per entual value of the in reased life time orresponding
to the de rease fa tor.
Table 4.1 shows the MTTFF parameters of both omplex mini-heli opter stru tures. In the rst drone
stru ture (Fig. 3.5) two quasi-redundant ontrollers are onsidered. In the se ond stru ture (Fig. 3.6) two
groups of quasi-redundant subsystems are onsidered and simulatedthe ontrollers and the networks.
In all simulated systems was observed the inuen e of the single step of the failure rate by a value spe ied
by the de rease fa tor dR . The same as in tables 4.14.3, there are shown the life time of system orresponding
to dierent de rease fa tors 2.10−3 , 10−2 , 59.10−3. We an see that in reasing the omponent's nominal failure
rate λn by a de rease fa tor equal to 59.10−3 , whi h represents approximately 59 times higher the failure rate,
has a signi ant inuen e to de reasing the life time of the system. The results are a little bit better than in
the ase of the system without redundant omponents (dR = 0.999), but we ould see that they are almost the
same.
The drone's stru ture omposes of twenty (twenty-onestru ture with two networks) omponentsthirteen
sensors (3 gyro-meters, 3 magneto-meters, 3 a elerometers, 4 rotors' angular velo ity sensors), two ontrollers,
four a tuators and one (two) networks. Due to the high ratio of independent omponents and shared redundant
omponents within the drone's stru ture (18 independent and 2 quasi-redundantFig. 3.5) there is a dieren e
between life times for minimal and maximal dR is signi antly smaller (about 11% and 22%) than in the ase
of a basi two omponents subsystem (Table 4.1, 4.2, 4.3).
The Mean Time Before First system's Failure is signi antly longer in the ase of a basi two omponent
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Table 4.2

MTTFF of the Two Quasi-Redundant With Single Step Change of the Failure Rate
λn = 10−3
MTTFF[Tu℄
λn = 10−3
MTTFF[Tu℄

A t. red. dR =
(λ′ = 10−3 )

0

1503 (+ 300%)

dR = 0.001
(λ′ = 0.002)

dR = 0.005
(λ′ = 0.006)

dR = 0.01
(λ′ = 0.011)

dR = 0.1
(λ′ = 0.101)

1002 (+200%)

667(+34%)

589(+18%)

509(+2%)

dR = 0.999
(λ′ = 1)

No red.

499

Table 4.3

MTTFF of the Two Quasi-Redundant With Linear In reasing of the Failure Rate
λn = 10−3

A t. red.
(dR

MTTFF[Tu℄

dR = 10−3

dR = 10−2

dR = 10−1

No redundan y

1153 (+231%)

812(+63%)

611(+22%)

499

=0

1503 (+ 300%)

subsystem than in the drone's ase. As it was mentioned above this is aused by the dieren e in omplexity
between basi and drone's NCC ar hite ture. In ase of omparison between two drones stru tures (Fig. 3.5, 3.6)
the results are better for ar hite ture with two networks whi h is omposed of two quasi-redundant subsystems
ontrollers (Master, Slave) and networks when the de rease fa tor is smaller than 59.10−3 . The in reasing of the
nominal failure rate by the de rease fa tor greater than 59.10−3 signi antly de reases the life time of the drone.
On the other side, even if the ontroller loading will hange its failure rate approximately ten times (dR = 10−2 )
the system's life time is about 7% longer than in the ase of the system without a shared redundant approa h
implementation.

4.1. Reliability approximation. In previous arti le states we fo used on the des ription of the dependen ies among QR omponents and their inuen e to the nal reliability of the systems. The aim of this
resear h is to propose a simple analyti al method whi h des ribes the reliability behavior of the shared redundant subsystems with dynami ally hanged failure rate. Hen e, in next states we introdu e an analyti al
equation whi h allows approximating the reliability of the two omponent system. Of ourse, a quasi-redundant
approa h is onsidered. Thus, a nally simple method for the dependability analysis is proposed as an extension
of the ommon known methods for the dependability analysis. The proposed method for reliability behavior
approximation supposes that both quasi-redundant omponents have the same or similar nominal failure rate
where dieren es are small and ould be ignored. As it was mentioned above, the system omposed of two QR
omponents is onsidered. In this ase study, we introdu e only the results for reliability approximation where
a single step hange of the failure rate (further only FR) is onsidered. This FR behavior is des ribed in the
previous part of the arti le (3.3) by equation 3.1. Thus, let's suppose two QR omponents with the nominal
failure rate λn and dene the de rease fa tor dR , then the reliability R2qr (t) behavior of the QR subsystem
omposed of both omponents an be des ribed as follows:
R2qr (t) = 1 −

2
Y

(1 − e−(λn +ki dR )t )

(4.1)

i=1

where ki is the approximated oe ient.
The parameter de rease fa tor dR and approximated oe ients of equation 4.1 are shown in table 4.5.
In ea h row of the table is shown the de rease fa tor with the orresponding value of the oe ients k1 and
k2 . The table shows several dierent values of the de rease fa tor whereas non-mentioned values an be easily
approximated by using an appropriate method.
The maximal error of the approximation given by the parameters of the equation 4.2 is less than 1
R2λn (t) = 1 −

2
Y
dR
(1 − e−(λn + 2 )t )

(4.2)

i=1

where dR is the de rease fa tor and λn the nominal failure rate of the QR omponents. It is ne essary to explain
that the error of all the approximations onverge to the highest mentioned limits (1% for table's oe ients)
in the bottom part of the reliability urves where the reliability of the system is smaller than 0.4. Thus, in live
period when a omponent repla ement ould be already too delayed.
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Table 4.4

MTTFF of the Two Quasi-Redundant With Exponential In reasing of the Failure Rate
λn = 10−3
MTTFF[Tu℄

A t. red. (dR = 0)
1503 (+ 300%)

dR = 10−3
902 (+80%)

dR = 10−2
676(+35%)

dR = 10−1

No redundan y

537(+8%)
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Table 4.5

Parameters of Equation 4.1 for a Single Step FR Change
De rease fa tordR

k1
0.44
0.39
0.28
0.198
0.154
0.13
0.11
0.099
0.09
0.081
0.0445
0.0296
0.0225
0.0182
0.0133
0.011625
0.0094

λn
2λn
3λn
4λn
5λn
6λn
7λn
8λn
9λn
10λn
20λn
30λn
40λn
50λn
70λn
80λn
100λn

k2
0.52
0.395
0.393
0.434
0.46
0.4653
0.46
0.471
0.46
0.463
0.38
0.377
0.385
0.3518
0.3284
0.32475
0.3332

4.2. MTTF parameter approximation. Ea h quasi-redundant subsystem does not ex eed the limits of
the bound of the minimal (M T T Fmin) and maximal time life (M T T Fmax) of the quasi-redundant subsystem.
The parameter M T T Fmax represents the maximal time life of the QR subsystem whi h ould be obtained
when the onditions are equal to the onditions of the subsystem with a tive redundant omponents. Thus,
the nominal failure rate of the non-failed omponent is not hanged when its load has been in reasedthe
ase when the de rease fa tor is equal to zero. The lowest life time limit ould be dened by the parameter
M T T Fmin whi h hara terizes the subsystem omposed of the independent omponents. Thus, when one of
the omponents fails the system is onsidered as failed. In term of the de rease fa tor, it is equal to 1 or
(1 − λn ) for a single step FR hange. Let's suppose the system life time limited by the bound dened by the
MTTF parameter su h as hM T T Fmin; M T T Fmaxi. These two parameters ould be found by solving the simple
following equations [15℄:
M T T Fmin =

Z

0

n
∞Y

Ri (t)dt

(4.3)

i=1

and
M T T Fmax =

Z

0

∞

(1 −

n
Y

(1 − Ri (t)))dt

(4.4)

i=1

where Ri (t) is the reliability of ea h omponent.
In the nal part of the results presentation we des ribed the life time in reasing of the two omponent QR
subsystem with regard to the life time parameter M T T Fmin whereas various values of the de rease fa tor dR
are onsidered. We onsider it as a simple and fast method for life time approximation. The results are shown in
table 4.5. As in the previous part of this ase study, we onsider only the inuen e of the single step in reasing
of the nominal failure rate to the nal life time of the two omponents QR system hara terized by its MTTF
parameter. In the rst line, the failure rate of the non-failed QR omponent hara terized by the multiple of
the nominal failure rate λn . The se ond line shows the orresponding MTTF parameter per entage redu tion
within the limits dened by the abovementioned interval of the maximal and minimal life times (MTTF). The
MTTF values introdu ed in table 4.5 are rounded, hen e the method error is about +/ − 2 for the multiple of
the nominal failure rate smaller or equal to 40.λn (de rease fa tor dR < 40). For higher value of the de rease
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Table 4.6

Approximated Values of the MTTF Redu tion of the Two-Component QR Subsystem With Dierent Single Step Change of
the Nominal Failure Rate λ
n

Single step
hange
of λn
Extended

2

(d R

λn
= λn )

3

(dR

50%

λn
= 2λn )

35%

4

λn

25%

λn

5

20%

7

λn

15%

10

λn

10%

20

λn

5%

40

λn

2%

100

λn

1%

M T T Fmin

fa tor, the approximated error is about +/ − 1 of values shown in the table. Thus, in the ase of very similar
analysis result of onsidered omplex stru tures it is ne essary to prepare the exa t model in order to obtain
a more exa t MTTF parameter redu tion. This method ould be used for the QR subsystems with the same
failure rate or for the system when dieren e among the nominal failure rate λn of the omponents is very small
and an be ignored. In the ase of a nominal FR smaller than 10−2 , the in reased value 100.λn should represent
approximately 0.1 whereas the error ould be higher. Then, it ould be useful that the value of nominal FR
determined for a time interval T transforms to the greater value for a shorter time interval (unit).

5. Con lusion. The paper shows the inuen e of additional reliability de reasing of the quasi-redundant
omponent to entire reliability of the studied system. The des ription of this dependen y is getting loser to
show the behavior of the system reliability when a shared redundan y approa h is implemented. The results
shown in tables 4.14.3 ould be very helpful in order to approximate the life time of the quasi-redundant
subsystems under dierent onditions of the failure rate in reasing. The presented as ade ontrol ar hite ture
is suitable for a shared redundan y approa h implementation and ould be applied to similar systems. For
example, Steer-by-Wire ontrol [16℄ of two front wheels in a ar, et . In addition the paper has shown the
onventional as ade ontrol stru ture within onditions of networked ontrol systems as naturally suitable to
prot from quasi-redundant subsystems as networks, ontrollers and potentially sensors if the physi al pro ess
allows it. Despite of some onstraints for using this type of ontrol, the as ade ar hite ture is widely used in
industrial ontrol appli ations. Hen e, only the re onguration algorithm should be implemented to take prot
from quasi-redundant subsystems.
The ase study presented in parts 4.1 and 4.2 (results se tion) extends the eld of ommon methods for
reliability approximation. Equations (4.1, 4.2) are onsidered as simple and fast analyti al method in order to
evaluate the reliability of the systems whi h overs two- omponent QR subsystems with single step FR hange.
The main advantages of the quasi-redundant omponents ould be summarized as follows:
• The system is omposed only of ne essary omponents (parts) for following the primary mission of
the system whereas higher system reliability is ensured without using any additional a tive redundant
omponents.
• Following the rst point we ould suppose less number of omponents used for saving the ontrol
mission. Thus, the e onomi aspe t ould be signi ant.
• Prevention of the system's riti al failure when a QR subsystem has no su ient hardware apa ities.
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QINNA: A COMPONENT-BASED FRAMEWORK FOR RUNTIME SAFE RESOURCE
ADAPTATION OF EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
LAURE GONNORD∗ AND JEAN-PHILIPPE BABAU†
Abstra t.

Even if hardware improvements have in reased the performan e of embedded systems in the last years, resour e

problems are still a ute.

The persisting problem is the

reusable developement framework and pie es of

onstantly growing

ode. In the

se urity), developers must deal with quality of servi e (QoS)

omplexity of systems, whi h in rease the need for

ase of PDAs and smartphones, in addition to

lassi al needs (safety,

onstraints, su h as resour e management.

Qinna was designed to fa e with these problems. In this paper, we propose a omplete framework to express ressour e
during the developpement pro ess. We propose a

omponent-based ar hite ture, whi h generi

onstraints

omponents and algorithms, and a

developpement methodology, to manage QoS issues while developing an embedded software. The obtained software is then able to
automati ally adapt its behaviour to the physi al resour es, thanks to degraded modes. We illustrate the methodology and the
use of Qinna within a
Key words:

ase study.

omponent, software ar hite ture, resour e dynami

management,

ase study.

1. Introdu tion. When fa ed to the problem of designing handled embedded systems, the developer must
be aware of the management of limited physi al resour es (CPU, Memory).
In order to develop multimedia software on su h systems where the quality of the resour e (network, battery)
an vary during use, the developer needs tools to:
• easily add/remove fun tionality (servi es) during ompilation or at runtime;
• adapt omponent fun tionality to resour es, namely propose degraded modes where resour es are low;
• evaluate the software's performan es: quality of provided servi es, onsumption rate for some s enarios.
In this ontext, omponent-based software engineering appears as a promising solution for the development
of su h kinds of systems. Indeed it oers an easier way to build omplex systems from base omponents ( [9℄),
and the management of physi al resour e an be done by embedding the system alls in high level omponents.
The main advantages thus appear to be the re-usability of ode and also the exibility of su h systems.
The Qinna framework ( [11, 12, 3℄) was designed to handle the spe i ation and management of resour e
onstraints problems during the omponent-based system development. Variability is en oded into dis rete
implementation levels and links between them. Quantity of resour e onstraints an also be en oded. Qinna
provides algorithms to ensure resour e onstraints and dynami ally adapt the implementation levels a ording
to resour e availability at runtime. The main advantage of the method is then the reusability of the resour e
omponents and the generi adaptation algorithms.
In this journal paper, we propose a omplete formalization of Qinna framework (algorithms and omponents), and as proof of on ept, a ase study onsisting of the development of a remote viewer appli ation with
the help of Qinna's implementation in C++. In Se tion 2 we re all Qinna's main on epts, as introdu ed in [11℄
and formalized later in [3℄. In Se tion 3, we give an overview of Qinna's C++ implementation, and then provide
the general implementation steps to develop a resour e-aware appli ation with Qinna in Se tion 4. Finally we
illustrate the whole framework on the viewer ase study (Se tion 5).
2. Des ription of the Qinna framework.
2.1. Qinna's main on epts. The framework designed in [11℄ and [12℄, and further formalized in [3℄ has

the following hara teristi s:
• Both the appli ation pie es of ode and the resour e are omponents. The resour e servi es are en losed
in omponents like Memory, CPU, Thread.
• The variation of quality of the provided servi es are en oded by the notion of implementation level.
The ode used to provide the servi e is thus dierent a ording to the urrent implementation level.
• The link between the implementation levels is made through an expli it relation between the implementation level of the provided servi e and the implementation levels of the servi es it requires. For
instan e, the developer an express that a video omponent provides an image with highest quality
when it has enough memory and su ient bandwidth.
∗ Université of Lille, LIFL Laure.Gonnordlifl.fr
† UBO, LISyC, Université Européenne de Bretagne Jean.Philippe.Babauuniv-brest.fr This work has been partially supported
by the REVE proje t of the Fren h National Agen y for Resear h (ANR)
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• All the alls to a variable fun tion are made through an existing ontra t that is negotiated. This
negotiation is made automati ally through the Qinna omponents. A ontra t for a servi e at some
obje tive implementation level is made only if all its requirements an be reserved at the orresponding
implementation levels and also satisfy some onstraints alled Quality of resour e onstraints (QoR). If
it not the ase, the negotiation fails.
C2
QoSComponent

C1

fun tional part

Broker2
Manager2

QoSComponentBroker1

C3

admission, reservation

Broker3
Manager3

QoSComponentManager1
ontra t maintenan e

QoSDomain

Fig. 2.1 Ar hite ture example

...
gestion part

.

These hara teristi s are implemented through new omponents whi h are illustrated in Figure 2.1: to
ea h appli ation omponent (or group of omponents) whi h provide one or more variable servi e Qinna assoiates a QoSComponent Ci . The variability of a variable servi e is made through the use of a orresponding
implementation level variable. Then, two new omponents are introdu ed by Qinna to manage the resour e
issues of the instan es of this QoSComponent :
• a QoSComponentBroker whi h goal is to realize the admission of a omponent. The Broker de ides
whether or not a new instan e an be reated, and if a servi e all an be performed w.r.t. the quantity
of resour e onstraints (QoR).
• a QoSComponentManager whi h manages the adaptation for the servi es provided by the omponent.
It ontains a mapping table whi h en ode the relationship between the implementation levels of ea h
of these servi es and their requirements.
At last, Qinna provides a single omponent named QoSDomain for the whole ar hite ture. It manages all the
servi e requests inside and outside the appli ation. The lient of a servi e asks the Domain for reservation of
some implementation level and is eventually returned a ontra t if all onstraints are satised. Then, after ea h
servi e request, the Domain makes an a knowledgment only of the orresponding ontra t is still valid.

2.2. Quantity of Resour e onstraints in Qinna. A Quantity of resour e onstraint (QRC) is a
quantitative onstraint on a omponent C and the servi e (si ) it proposes. QRCs are for instan e formula on
the total instan e of a given omponent type, of the total amount of resour e (memory, CPU) allo ated to a
given omponent. They are two types of onstraints, depending on their purpose:
• Component type onstraints (CTC) express properties of omponents of the same type and their provided servi es.
• Component instan e onstraints (CIC) express properties of a parti ular instan e of a omponent.
The management of these onstraints is automati ally done at runtime, if the developer implements them
in the following way:
• In the QoSComponent, for ea h servi e, implement the two fun tions: testCIC and updateCIC. The
former de ides whether or not the all to the servi e an be performed, and the later updates variables
after the fun tion all. In addition, there must be an initialization of the CICs formulas at the reation
of ea h instan e.
• Similarly, in the QoSComponentBroker, for ea h provided servi e, implement the two fun tions testCTC
and updateCTC.
Then, Qinna maintains resour e onstraints at runtime through the following pro edure:
• When the Broker for C is reated, the parameters used in testCTC are set.
• The reation of an instan e of C is made by the Broker i CT Ccompo (C) is true. During the reation,
the CIC parameters are set.
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• The CIC(si ) and CT C(si ) de ision pro edures are invoked at ea h fun tion all. A negative answer to
one of these de ision pro edures will ause the failure of the urrent ontra t. We will detail the notion
of ontra t in Se tion 2.4.

Example The Memory omponent provides only one servi e mallo , whi h has only one parameter, the
number of blo ks to allo ate. It has an integer attribute, memory, whi h denotes the global memory size and
is set at the reation of ea h instan e. We also suppose that we have no garbage olle tor, so the blo ks are
allo ated only on e. Figure 2.2 illustrates the dieren e between type and instan e onstraints.
P

p (arg(occp (malloc)

≤ 1000

C1

C2

CIC :

C

memory ≤ 1000

=Global Memory

CIC :
CTC :

memory ≤ 24
memory ≤ 1024

Fig. 2.2 Type vs Instan e onstraints
.

P
• CTC for C = Memory: the formula CT Ccompo (C) ≡ j memory(Cj ) ≤ 1024 expresses that the global
memory quantity for the whole appli ation is 1024 kilobytes. A new instan
P e will not be reated if its
memory onstant is set to a too big number. Then CT Cserv (malloc) ≡ k arg(occk (malloc)) ≤ 1024
for es the alls to mallo stop when all the 1024 kilobytes have been allo ated.
• CIC for Memory: if we want to allo ate some Memory for a parti ular (group of) omponent(s), we
an express similar properties in one parti ular instan e (see C1 on the Figure).

Expression of resour e onstraints and ode generation

Qinna also provides a way to des ribe the resour e onstraints into a higher-lever language alled qMEDL, a
variant of MEDL event logi des ribed in [6℄, and whose pre ise syntax and semanti s is des ribed in [3℄. Roughly
speaking, the logi an express boolean formulae on o uren es of events. Atoms are of the form Q ⊲⊳ K , with
K onstant and ⊲⊳∈ {6, =, <, . . .}, and Q is a quantity. The quantity are obtained by the use of auxiliary
variables and alls to value and time spe ial fun tions: to ea h event e (or newC ), time(e) and valuek (e) give
respe tively the date of the last o urren e of the event and the k th argument of the fun tion all when it o urs.
The Memory onstraint for the whole appli ation then an be en oded by N ≤ 1024 where N ounts the
total amount of mallo 's arguments: mallo -> N:=N+value_1(mallo ). The translation is then made by the
qMEDL2 to C++ translator, and gives the following pro edures (the identiers have been hanged for lisibility,
usedmem is a lo al variable to ount the global amount of memory used yet):

bool testCIC_mallo (int nbblo ks){
return (usedmem + nbblo ks <= 1024)}
bool updateCIC_mallo (int nbblo ks){
usedmem = usedmem + nbblo ks; }

2.3. QoS Linking onstraints. Unlike quality of resour e onstraints, linking onstraints express the
relationship between omponents, in terms of quality of servi e. For instan e, the following property is a linking
onstraint:  to provide the getImages at a good level of quality, the ImageBuffer omponent requires a
big amount of memory and a fast network. This relationship between the dierent QoS of lient and server
servi es are alled QoS Linking Servi e Constraints (QLSC).
Implementation Level To all provided servi es that an vary a ording to the desired QoS we asso iate
an implementation level. This implementation level (IL) en odes whi h part of implementation to hoose
when supplying the servi e. These implementation levels are totally ordered for a given servi e. As these
implementation levels are nitely many, we an restri t ourselves to the ase of positive integers and suppose
that implementation level 0 is the best level, 1 gives a lesser quality of servi e, and so on.
We assume that required servi es for a given servi e doesn't hange a ording to the implementation level,
that is, the all graph of a given servi e is always the same. However, the arguments of the required servi es
alls may hange.
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Linking onstraints expression Let us onsider a omponent C whi h provides a servi e s that requires
r1 and r2 servi es. Qinna permits to link the dierent implementation levels between allers and allees. The
relationship between the dierent implementation levels an be viewed as a fun tion whi h asso iates to ea h
implementation level of s an implementation level for r1 and for r2 :
QLSCs :

N
IL

−→ N2
7−→ (IL1 , IL2 )

This fun tion is stati ally en oded by the developer within the appli ation. For instan e, it an easily be
implemented in the QoSManager through a mapping table whose lines en ode the tuples of linked implementation levels: (ILs1 , ILr1 , ILr2 ). The natural order of the lines of the table is used to determine whi h tuple to
onsider if the urrent negotiation fails.
ILr1
r1

ILs1

s1

r2

ILr2

linking constraint

Fig. 2.3 Implementation levels and linking onstraints
.

Thus, as soon as an implementation level is set for the s1 servi e, the implementation levels of all required
servi es (and all the implementation levels in the all tree) are set (Figure 2.3). This has a onsequen e not
only on the exe uted ode of all the involved servi es (and also internal fun tions) but also on the arguments
of the servi e alls.
Therefore, if a user asks for the servi e s1 at some implementation level, the demand may fail due to some
resour e onstraint. That's why every demand for a servi e must be negotiated and the notion of ontra t will
be a urate to implement a set of a satisfa tory implementation levels for (a set of) future alls.
Implementation of linking onstraints in Qinna The links between the provided QoS and the QoS of
the required servi es are made through a table whose lines en ode the tuples of linked implementation levels:
(ILs , ILr1 , ILr2 ). This mapping table is en oded in the QoSManager. The natural order of the lines of the
table is used to determine whi h tuple to onsider if the urrent negotiation fails.
Now we have all the elements to dene the notion of ontra t.

2.4. Qinna's ontra ts. Qinna provides the notion of ontra t to ensure both behavioral onstraints
(Type Constraints and Intan e Constraints of servi es, as des ribed in Se tion 2.2) and linking onstraints.
When a servi e all is made at some implementation level, all the subservi es implementation level are xed
impli itly through the linking onstraints. As all the implementation levels for a same servi e are ordered, the
obje tive is to nd the best implementation level that is feasible (w.r.t. the behavioral onstraints of all the
omponents and servi e involved in the all tree).
Contra t Negotiation All servi e alls in Qinna are made after negotiation. The user (at toplevel) of
the servi e asks for the servi e at some interval of satisfa tory implementation levels. Qinna then is able
to nd the best implementation level in this interval that respe ts all the behavioral onstraints (CICs and
CTCs of all the servi es involved in the all tree). If there is no interse tion between feasible and satisfa tory
implementation levels, no ontra t is built. In the other ase, a ontra t is made for the spe i servi e. A
ontra t is thus a tuple (id, si , IL, [ILmin , ILmax ], imp) denoting respe tively its identiant number, the referred
servi e, the urrent implementation level, the interval of satisfa tory implementation levels, and the importan e
of the ontra t. This last variable is used to sort the list of all urrent ontra ts and is used for degradation (see
next paragraph). The importan e value is stati ally set by the developer ea h time he asks for a new ontra t.
After ontra t initialization, all the servi e alls must respe t the terms of the ontra t. In the other ase,
there will be some renegotiation.
Contra t Maintenan e and Degradation After ea h servi e all the de ision pro edure for behavioral
onstraints are updated. After that, a ontra t may not be valid anymore. As all servi e alls are made
through the Brokers by the Domain, the Domain is automati ally notied of a ontra t failure. In this ase, the
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Domain tries to degrade the ontra t of least importan e (whi h may be not the same as the urrent one). This
degradation has onsequen es on the resour e and thus an permit other servi e alls inside the rst ontra t.
Basi ally, degrading a ontra t onsists in setting a lesser implementation level among the satisfa tory ones,
but whi h is still feasible. If it is not possible, the ontra t is stopped.
It is important to noti e that ontra t degradation is ee tive only at toplevel, and thus is performed by
the Domain. It means that there is no degradation of implementation level outside toplevel. That is why we
only speak of ontra t for servi e at toplevel.

Use of servi es Ea h all to a servi e at toplevel as onsequen es on the ontra t whi h has been nego iated
for him. We suppose that a ontra t is made before the rst invo ation of the desired servi e. The veri ation
ould automati ally be done with Qinna, but is not not yet implemented. All the noti ations of failures are
logged for the developer.
3. Qinna's omponents implementation in C++. We implemented in C++ the Qinna omponents
and algorithms. These omponents are provided through lasses whi h we detail in this se tion.
3.1. Qinna's omponents for the management of servi es. QoSComponent The QoSComponent
lass provides generi onstru tors and destru tors, and ontains a private stru ture to save the urrent implementation levels of the omponent provided servi e. All QoS omponents will inherit from this lass.
QoSBroker The QoSBroker lass ontains a private stru ture to save the referen es to all the orresponding
omponents it is responsible for. It provides the two fun tions Free(QoSComponent* refQ ) and Reserve(...).
As testCIC and updateCIC fun tions signature depends of ea h omponent/servi e, these fun tions will be
provided in ea h instan e of QoSBroker.
QoSManager The QoSManager lass ontains all information for the servi e provided by its asso iated
omponent. It provide the following publi fun tions:
• bool SetServi eInfos(int idserv, QoSComponent * ompo, int nbreq, int nbmap) initializes
the manager for the idserv servi e, provided by * ompo, with nbreq required servi es and nbmap dierent
implementation levels. Return true if su essful, false otherwise.
• bool AddLevQoSReq(int idserv, int lv, int irq, int lrq) adds the tuple (lv, irq, lrq) (the lv
implementation level for idserv is linked to the lrq implementation level for irq servi e) in the mapping
table for idserv .
• int Reserve(int idserv, int lv) is used for the reservation of the idserv servi e at level il. It
returns the lo al number of (sub) ontra t of the Manager or 0 if the reservation has failed (due to
resour e onstraints).
QoSDomain The QoSDomain lass provides fun tions for managing ontra ts at toplevel:

• bool AddServi e(int servi e, int nbRq, int nbMp, QoSManager *qm) adds the servi e service
with nbRq required servi es and nbM p implementation levels, with asso iated manager ∗qm.
• int Reserve(QoSComponent * ompo,int ns , int lv, int imp) is used for reservation of the servi e ns provided by the omponent ∗compo at level lv and importan e imp. it returns the number of
ontra t (in domain) if su essful, 0 otherwise.
• bool Free(int id) frees the ontra t number id (of domain).

ManagerContra t This lass provides a generi stru ture for a sub ontra t whi h en odes a tuple of the
form < id, lv, ∗rq, v > where id is the ontra t number, lv the urrent level, rq is the omponent that provides
the servi e and v is a C++-ve tor that en ode the levels of the required servi es. This lass provides a ess
fun tions to these variables and a fun tion to hange the implementation level.
DomainContra t This lass provides a stru ture for ontra ts at toplevel. A Domain ontra t is a tuple
of the form < di, i, lv, ∗rq > where di is the global identier of the ontra t, ∗rq is the manager asso iated to
the omponent that provides the servi e, i is the lo al number of sub ontra t for the manager, and lv is the
urrent level of the servi e.
Remark 1 All servi es and ontra ts have global identiers used in toplevel. However, it is important to noti e
that servi e and (sub) ontra ts have lo al identiers in their respe tive managers.
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3.2. Basi resour e omponents. In the all graph of one servi e, leaves are physi al resour es (Memory,
CPU, Network). As all resour es must be en apsulated inside omponents, we need to en apsulate the base
fun tions into QoSComponents. For instan e, the Memory omponent must be en oded as a wrapper around the
mallo fun tion, and the asso iated broker basi ally implements the CIC fun tions whi h de ide if the global
amount of allo ated memory is rea hed or not.
Sometimes, the basi fun tions are en apsulated in higher level omponents. For instan e, a high level
library might provide a DisplayImage fun tion whi h makes an expli it all to mallo , but this all is hidden
by the use of the library. In this parti ular ase, the management of basi resour e fun tions an be done in
two dierent but equivalent ways:
• the reation of a phantom Memory omponent whi h provides the two servi es amallo (for abstra t
mallo ) and afree. Ea h time the developer makes a all to an impli it resour e fun tion (i. e.
when the alled fun tion needs a signi ant amount of memory, like DisplayImage), he has to all
Memory.amalllo . The Qinna's C++ implementation provides some basi omponents like Memory,
Network and CPU and their asso iated brokers.
• the reation of QoSComponent around the library fun tion DisplayImage whi h is responsible (through
its broker) for the global amount of quantity of resour e used for the DisplayImage fun tion.
Both solutions need a pre ise knowledge of the libraries fun tions w.r.t the resour e onsumption. We
assume that the developer has this knowledge sin e he designs a resour e-aware appli ation. In our ase study
we used the rst solution.
4. Methodology to use Qinna. We suppose that in the appli ation all resour es, in luding hardware
resour es (Memory, CPU) or software ones (viewer, buer), are en oded by omponents. Here are the main
steps for integrating Qinna into an existing appli ation designed in C++:
1. Identify the variable servi es whi h are fun tions whose all may fail due to some resour e reasons.
They are of two types:
• simple fun tions like Memory.mallo whose ode does not vary. They have a unique implementation level.
• adaptive fun tions whose ode an vary a ording to implementation levels.
The rst step is thus to identify the servi es whose quality vary and asso iate to ea h of this servi es a
unique key, and if the ode vary, learly identify the variant ode through a ode of the form:
swit h(implLevel)
{
ase 0 :
...
}
where implLevel is the asso iated (variable) attribute of the host omponent for this servi e. We must
identify whi h variable servi es are required for ea h provided servi e, and the relationship between the
dierent implementation levels.
2. Create Qinna omponents. First, ut the sour e ode into QoSComponents that an provide one
or more QoSservi es. As the QoS negotiation will only be made between QoSComponents of dierent
types, this split will have many onsequen es on the QoS management. For ea h QoSComponentC
(whi h inherits from the QoSComponent lass), the designer must en ode two lasses: QoSBrokerC and
QoSManagerC whi h respe tively inherit from the QoSBroker and QoSManager generi lasses. For the
whole appli ation, the designer will dire tly use the QoSDomain generi lass.
3. Implement Quality of Resour e onstraints. These onstraints are set in two dierent ways:
• The type onstraints (CTC) for omponent C implementation is omposed of additional fun tions
in QoSBrokerC : initCTC whi h is exe uted at the reation of the Broker, and whi h sets the
de ision pro edures parameters ; a testCTC fun tion to determine whether a new instan e an be
reated or not ; an updateCTC to save modi ations of the resour es after the reation. For ea h
provided QoS servi e si , we add to new fun tions: testCTC(idsi) whi h is exe uted before the
all of a servi e and tells if the servi e an be done, and updateCTC(idsi) to be exe uted after
the all.
• The instan e onstraints (CIC) for C are also omposed of three fun tions to en ode in the
QoSComponentC : setCIC to set the resour es onstants, testCTC(idsi) whi h is used to de-
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ide if a servi e of identiant ids an be alled, and updateCTC(idsi) to update the resour e
onstraints after a all to the si fun tion.
4. Implement the linking onstraints. The links between required servi es and provided servi e via
implementation levels are set by the invo ation of the SetServi e and AddLevQoSReq fun tions of the
managers. These fun tions will be invoked at toplevel.
5. Modify the main le to initialize Qinna omponents at toplevel. Here are the main steps:
• For ea h base resour e (CPU, Memory, . . . )
(a) Invoke the onstru tor for the asso iated Broker. The onstru tor's arguments must ontain
the initialization of internal variables for type onstraints (the total amount of memory for
example).
(b) Create the asso iated Manager with the Broker as argument.
( ) Register the QoS servi es inside the Manager through the use of SetServi eInfos fun tion.
(d) Create QoSComponents instan es via the Broker.reserve(...) fun tion. The arguments
an be a ertain amount of resour e used by the omponent.
• For all the other QoSComponents, the required omponents rst:
(a) Create the asso iated Broker and Manager.
(b) Set the servi es information.
( ) If a servi e requires another servi e of another omponent, use the fun tion Manager.AddReq
to link the required manager. Then use Manager.AddLevQoSReq to set the linking onstraints.
(d) Create QoSComponent instan es by invoking the orresponding reservation fun tion
(Broker.Reserve).
• Create the QoSDomain and add the servi es that are used at toplevel (Domain.AddServi e)
• Reserve servi es via the QoSDomain and save the ontra ts' numbers.

5. Viewer Implementation using Qinna.
5.1. Spe i ation. Our ase study is a remote viewer appli ation whose high level spe i ation follows:

• The system is omposed of a mobile phone and a remote server. The appli ation allows the downloading
and the visualization of remote images via a wireless link.
• The remote dire tory is rea hed via a ftp onne tion. After onne tion, two buttons Next and Previous are used to display images one by one. Lo ally, some images are stored in a buer. To provide
a better quality of servi e, some images are downloaded in advan e, while the oldest ones are removed
from the photo memory.
• The appli ation must manage dierent qualities of servi es for the resour es: shortage of bandwidth
and memory, or dis onne tions of the ftp server. When needed it an download images in lower quality
(in size or image ompression rate).
• Dierent storage poli ies are possible, and there are many parameters whi h an be modied; like the
size of the buer, or the number of images that are downloaded ea h time. We want to evaluate whi h
poli y is the best a ording to a given s enario.
We want to use Qinna for two obje tives:
• the maintenan e of the appli ation with respe t to the dierent qualities of servi e,
• the evaluation of the inuen e of the parameters, on the non-fun tional behavior (timing performan e
and resour e usage).

5.2. The fun tional part. The fun tional part of the viewer is developed with Qt1 (a C++ library whi h
provides graphi al omponents and implementations of the ftp proto ol). Figure 5.2 des ribes the main parts
of the standalone appli ation. We hose to make the downloading part via the ftp proto ol. The wireless part
is not en oded.
• The FtpClient lass makes a onne tion to an existing ftp server and has a list of all distant images.
It provides a getSome fun tion to enable the downloading of many les at on e.
• The ImageBuffer lass is responsible for the management of downloaded les in a lo al dire tory. As
the spe i ation says, this buer has a limited size and dierent poli y for downloading images. The
lass provides the two fun tions donext and doprevious whi h are asyn hronous fun tions. A signal
1 http://trollte h. om/produ ts/qt/
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Fig. 5.1 S reenshot of the viewer appli ation
.
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Fig. 5.2 Fun tional view of the appli ation
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is thrown if/when the desired image is ready to be displayed. It eventually downloads future images in
urrent dire tory.
• The ImageViewer lass is a high level omponent to make the interfa e between the ftp and buer
lasses to the graphi s omponents.
• The ImageS reen lass is responsible for the display of the image in a graphi omponent named
QPixmap.
• The main lass provides all the graphi s omponents for the Graphi al User Interfa e.

5.3. Integration of Qinna. Now that we have the fun tional part of the appli ation, we add the following
resour e omponents: Memory, and Network whi h are QoSComponents that provide variable servi es. We only
fo us on these two basi resour es. The Network omponent is only linked to the FtpClient, whereas Memory
will be shared between all omponents. For Memory, the only variable servi e is amallo whi h an fail if the
global amount of dedi ated memory is rea hed ; this fun tion has only one implementation level. For Network,
the provided fun tion get an fail if there is too mu h a tivity on network (notion of bandwidth).
Then we follow the above methodology in the parti ular ase of our remote viewer.
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Identi ation of the variable servi es (step 1)

Now as the variable servi es for low level omponents have been identied, we list the following adaptive
servi es for the fun tional part:
• ImageS reen.displayImage varies among memory, it has three implementation levels whi h orrespond
to the quality of the displayed image. We add alls to Memory.amallo fun tion to simulate the use of
Memory.
• Ftp lient.getsome's implementation varies among available memory and the urrent bandwidth of
network. If there is not enough memory or network, it adapts the poli y of the downloads. It has three
implementation levels. We add alls to Network.bandwidth to simulate the network resour es that are
needed to download les.
• ImageBuffer.donext/previous varies among available memory: if there is not enough memory the
image is saved with high ompression.

Creation of the QoSComponents (step 2)

The resour e omponents are QoSComponents. Then, the three omponents ImageS reen, FtpClient
and ImageBuffer are QoSComponents whi h provide ea h one variable servi e. Imageviewer and Main are
QoSComponents as well. Figure 5.3 represents now the stru ture of the appli ation at this step.
For the sake of simpli ity, we only share Memory into two parts, a part for ImageBuffer and the other part
for imageBuffer. That means that ea h of these omponents have their own amount of memory.

Resour e onstraints (steps 3 and 4)

The quantity of resour e onstraints we have xed are lassi al ones (bounds for the memory instan es,
unique instantiation for the imageS reen omponent, no more than 80 per ent of bandwidth for the ftpClient,
et ). The QLSC are very similar to those des ribed in [11℄ for a videogame appli ation. Here we show how we
have implemented some of these onstraints in our appli ation.
• Quantity of resour e onstraints The imageS reen omponent is responsible for the unique servi e
display_image (display the image on the graphi video widget). Here are some behavioral onstraints
we implemented for this omponent:
 There is only one instan e of the omponent on e.
 The display fun tion an only display images with size lesser or equal to 1200 ∗ 800.
 There is only one all to the display fun tion on e.
These type onstraints are easily implemented in the asso iated Broker (imageS reenBroker) in the
following way: the onstraint maximum of instan e requires two private attributes nbinstan e and
nbinstan emax whi h are de lared and initialized at the reation of the Broker with values 0 and 1.
Then the reservation of a new imageS reen by the Broker is done after he king whether or not
nbinstance + 1 ≤ nbinstancemax. If all he ks are true, it reserves the instan e and in rements
nbinstan e.
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The he king of memory is done by setting the global amount of memory for ImageBuffer and
imageBuffer in lo al variables whi h are set to 0 at the beginning of ea h ontra t, and updated
ea h time the fun tion amallo is alled.
These onstraints are rather simple but we an imagine more omplex ones, provided they an be
he ked with bounded omplexity (this is a onstraint oming from the fa t the Qinna omponents will
also be embedded).
•

QoS Linking onstraints

To illustrate the dieren e between quality of resour e onstraints and linking onstraints, we show
here the onstraints for the FtpClient.getSome:
 The implementation level 0 orresponds to 3 su essive downloads with the Network.get fun tion.
The fun tion has a unique implementation level but ea h all to it is made with 60 as argument,
to model the fa t it requires 60% of the total bandwidth. These three alls are made through the
use of the Thread.thread with implementation level 0 (qui k thread, no a tive wait).
 The implementation level 1 orresponds to 2 alls to the get fun tion with 40% of bandwidth ea h
time. These two alls are made through the use of the Thread.thread with implementation level
1 (middle thread, few a tive wait).
 The implementation level 2 orresponds to 1 all to the get fun tion with 20% bandwidth. This
all is made through the use of the Thread.thread with implementation level 2 (more a tive wait).
Thus if the available bandwidth is too low, a negotiation or an existing ontra t will fail be ause of the
resour e onstraints. The reation of the ontra t may fail be ause a thread annot be provided at the desired
implementation level.

Modi ation of toplevel (step 5) This part is straightforward. The only hoi es we have to make are
the relative amount of resour e (Memory, Network) whi h are allo ated to ea h QoSComponents. The test
s enario is detailed in se tion 5.5.
5.4. Some statisti s. The viewer is written in 4350 lines of ode, the fun tional part taking roughly 1800
lines. The other lines are Qinna's generi omponents (1650 lo .), 600 lines of ode for the new omponents
(images reenBroker, imageS reenManager et .) and 300 lines of ode for the test s enarios. The binary is also
mu h bigger 4.7Mbytes versus 2Mbytes without Qinna.
Thus Qinna is ostly, but all the supplementary lines of ode do not need to be rewritten, be ause:
• Generi Qinna omponents, algorithms, and the basi resour e omponents are provided with Qinna.
• The de ision fun tions for Quality of servi e onstraints ould be automati ally generated or be provided
as a library of ommon onstraints.
• The initialization at toplevel ould be omputed-aided through user-friendly tables.
We think that the ost of Qinna in terms of binary ode an be strongly redu ed by avoiding the existing
redundan y in our urrent implementation.
Moreover, Qinna's implementation an be viewed as a prototype to evaluate the resour e use and the quality
of servi e management. After a preliminary phase with the whole implementation used to nd the best linking
onstraints, we an imagine an optimized ompilation through glue ode whi h neither in ludes brokers nor
managers.
5.5. Results. We realized a s enario with a new omponent whose only obje tive is to use the basi resour es Memory and Network. This TestC omponent provides only the foobar fun tion at toplevel. This fun tion has two implementation levels, and requires two fun tions: S reenMemory.amallo and Network.get. The
whole appli ation provides four fun tions at toplevel: TestC.foobar, ImageViewer.donext (and doprevious)
and ImageS reen.displayimage. Three ontra ts are negotiated, in the following importan e order: foobar
rst, then donext and doprevious, then displayimage. We made the three ontra ts and download and visualize images at the highest qualities, but at some point the foobar fun tion auses the degradation of the ontra t
for displayimage, and the images are then shown in a degraded version, like the Eiel tower on Figure 5.1.
The gap between the hara teristi s of the ontra t and the ee tive resour e usage an be make through
the use of log fun tions provided by the Qinna implementation. Figure 5.4 shows for instan e the memory usage
for another played s enario.
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Fig. 5.4 Memory use
.

6. Related works. Other works also propose to use a development framework to handle resour e variability. In [10℄ and [6℄, the author propose a model-based framework for developping self-adaptative programs.
This approa h uses high-level spe i ations based on temporal logi formula to generate program monitors. At
runtime, these monitors at h the system events and a tivates the re onguration. This approa h is similar to
us ex ept that it mainly deals with hybrid automata and there is no notion of ontra t degradation nor generi
algorithm for nego iation.
The expression and maintenan e of resour e onstraints is also onsidered as a fundamental issue, so mu h
work deals with this subje t. In [5℄, the author use a probabilisti approa h to evaluate the resour e onsumed
by the program paths. Some other works in the domain of veri ation try to prove onforman e of one program
to some spe i ation: in [7℄, for instan e, the authors use syn hronous observers to en ode and verify logi al
time ontra ts. At last, the QML language ( [2℄, [1℄) is now well used to express QoS properties. This last
approa h is omplementary to our one sin e it provides a language whi h ould be ompiled into sour e ode
for QoSComponents or Brokers.
7. Con lusion and future work. In this paper, we have presented a ase study using the software
ar hite ture Qinna whi h was designed to handle resour e onstraints during the development and the exe ution
of embedded programs. We fo used mainly on the development part, by giving a general development s heme to
use Qinna, and illustrating it on a ase study. The resulting appli ation is a resour e-aware appli ation, whose
resour es onstraints are guaranteed at runtime, and whose adaptation to variability of servi e is automati ally
done by the Qinna omponents, through the notion of ontra ts. At last, we are able to evaluate at runtime
the threshold between ontra tualised resour e and the real amount of resour e ee tively used.
This work has shown the ee tivity of Qinna with respe t to the programming eort, and the performan e
of the modied appli ation.
Future work in lude some improvements of Qinna's C++ omponents, mainly on data stru tures, in order
to de rease the global ost of Qinna in terms of binary size, and more spe i and detailed resour e omponents,
in order to better t to the platform spe i ations. Integrating Qinna into a model driven development tools,
su h as Gaspard ( [8℄), an be a way to improve this e ien y.
From the theoreti al point of view, there is also a need for a way to manage the linking onstraints. The
developer has still to link the implementation levels of required and provided servi es, and the order between all
implementations levels is xed by him as well. The tuning of all these links an only be done though simulation
yet. We think that some methods like ontroller synthesis ( [4℄) ould be used to dis over the/a optimal order
and linking relations w.r.t. some onstraints su h as minimal variability, best rea tivity et ..
Finally, some theoreti al work would be ne essary in order to use Qinna as a predi tion tool, and provide
an e ient ompilation into glue ode.
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Abstra t. Servi e-oriented ar hite tures (SOA) be ome more and more important in networked embedded systems. The main

advantages of Servi e-oriented ar hite tures are a higher abstra tion level and interoperability of devi es. In this area, Web servi es
have be ome an important standard for

ommuni ation between devi es. However, this up oming te hnology is only available on

devi es with su ient resour es. Therefore, embedded devi es are often ex luded from the deployment of Web servi es due to a
la k of

omputing power, insu ient memory spa e and limited bandwidth. Furthermore, embedded devi es often require real-time

apabilities for
Web servi es

ommuni ation and pro ess

ontrol. This paper presents a new table driven approa h to handle real-time

apable

ommuni ation, on embedded hardware through the Devi es Prole for Web Servi es.
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1. Introdu tion. High resear h eorts are made to develop ross domain ommuni ation middleware
basing on ar hite tural on epts like REST (Representational state transfer) and Servi e-oriented Devi e Arhite tures (SODA) [25℄ and on te hnologies like UPnP (Universal Plug and Play), JINI, and DPWS (Devi es
Prole for Web Servi es). While UPnP, DLNA and related te hnologies are established in networked home and
small o e environments, DPWS is widely used in the automation industry at devi e level [26℄ and it has been
shown that they are also appli able for Enterprise integration [24, 27℄. Barisi et al. [33℄ outline the potential
of SOA to be ome a key fa tor in embedded software development. Embedded development pro ess an be
improved signi antly if the SOA paradigm is used in ea h development stage. However, to make this happen
it is ne essary to establish the grounding for deeply embedded systems and real-time system
Besides the advantages of SODA, additional resour es are required to host a ne essary software sta k. There
are SODA toolkits available for resour e- onstrained devi es like UPnP sta ks [28℄ or DPWS toolkits [8, 9℄.
However, additional eort is ne essary for deployment on deeply embedded devi es and espe ially for embedded
real-time systems. Deeply embedded devi es are small mi ro ontrollers with only a few kB of memory and
RAM (e.g. MSP430, ARM7). These devi es annot be applied with omprehensive operating systems. But
they are essential be ause as they ombine pri e, low power properties, size and build-in hardware modules.
This work presents a new approa h, whi h an be applied to deeply embedded devi es and serve real-time
and spe i ation ompliant DPWS ommuni ation.
2. Servi es in Devi e Controlling Systems. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) spe ies the
Web servi es standard [13℄. UPnP is a popular spe i ation in the home domain. Due to the la k of se urity
me hanisms and the missing servi e proxy it is limited to small networks (see [2℄). Furthermore, UPnP based
ommuni ation s ales not with the arising high number of future oming wireless smart ooperating obje ts due
to its usage of Simple Servi e Dis overy Proto ol (SSDP) for devi e dis overy at run-time. Web servi es are
already widely used in large networks and the internet for business pro esses and server-to-server ommuni ation
mainly. This lient-to-server intera tion uses SOAP [12℄ for the transport layer and Extensible Markup Language
(XML) for the data representation [1, 15℄. On the other hand, the Web servi es proto ols need mu h omputing
power and memory, in order to enable a devi e-to-devi e ommuni ation with more onstraint resour es as
servers. Therefore, a onsortium lead by Mi rosoft has dened the Devi es Prole for Web servi es (DPWS) [4℄.
DPWS uses several Web servi es proto ols, while keeping aspe t of resour e onstraint devi es. In omparison to
standard Web servi es, DPWS is able to dis over devi es at run time dynami ally based on WS-Dis overy, WSMetadataEx hange and WS-Transfer, without a global servi e registry (UDDI). The in luded WS-Eventing [6℄
spe i ation also enables lients to subs ribe for events on a devi e to get notied by state hanges. Thus,
pull messaging is avoided in favor of push messaging, whi h is a signi ant advantage for resour e onstraint
devi es and networks. DPWS is integrated in Mi rosofts operating systems Windows Vista and Windows 7
and furthermore in mis ellaneous frameworks like e.g. .net Mi ro Framework. Additionally, open sour e sta ks
are available [8℄. In August 2008 a te hni al ommittee (TC) at OASIS was formed for the Web Servi es
Dis overy and Web Servi es Devi es Prole (WS-DD) [5℄. WS-DD denes a lightweight subset of the Web
Servi es proto ol suite that makes it easy to nd, share, and ontrol devi es on a network. The work of this
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TC is based on the former DPWS, WS-Dis overy and SOAP-over-UDP spe i ation. In July 2009 version 1.1
of named spe i ations were published by the OASIS WS-DD TC. For many ompanies, this is the reason for
developing new interfa es for their produ ts based on these proto ols.
Using servi e gateways is the predominating approa h to bridge between dierent ommuni ation layers or
between embedded systems and enterprise systems. Our approa h aims at lowering the eorts for integration
and intera tion and to set on standards instead of re-develop new proto ols. Bu kl et al. [32℄ assume a data
entri pro essing model is used in embedded systems. Authors dierentiate between embedded Servi es ( alled
as eServi es ) and Web Servi es. Both worlds are integrated by a servi e gateway. In [34℄ Web Servi es
on Universal Networks (WSUN) is des ribed. The presented SOA based platform (environment) whi h is
omposed of broker, registry and universal adaptor and is able to bridge between dierent SOA te hnologies,
like Jini and DPWS. This work on entrates on interoperability between dierent subnets and uses DPWS to
integrate devi es. Some work has been done to integrate DPWS into OSGi. While UPnP support has already
been standardized within OSGi, today some initial work and proposals have been done to extend OSGi with
DPWS [35, 36℄. Fiehe et al. [36℄ des ribe a distributed ar hite ture whi h uses DPWS to extend OSGi and
make OSGi a distributed system. This approa h is similar to a tual work on distributed OSGi inside OSGi
initiative. However, there still exists the la k to integrate DPWS apable devi e into OSGi.
Less work has been done to bring DPWS on deeply embedded systems and sensor networks and espe ially
real-time systems. With the new approa h, presented in this paper, Web servi es be ome also available on
deeply embedded devi es. Both, deeply embedded devi es and devi es that are more powerful will be enabled
to ommuni ate and intera t with ea h other. This substitutes the appli ation layer proxies.
Through linking the devi es to a higher level of ommuni ation, devi es no longer rely on spe i transfer
te hnologies like Ethernet. All devi es in an infrastru ture are onne ted via servi es. This servi es based
ar hite ture is already used in upper layers. Servi es based ommuni ation be omes available on lower layers
nearest to the physi al tier. This allows a higher abstra tion level of pro ess stru tures. The rst step to allow
this is the reation of a SODA framework that fullls the requirements of deeply embedded devi es.

3. Requirements for a light weight SODA. High-level ommuni ation on resour e onstrained embedded devi es an result in an overall performan e degradation. In a previous paper [7℄ Prueter et. al presented
dierent hallenges whi h have to be met in order to realize DPWS ommuni ation with real-time hara teristi s.
Firstly, as a basis an underlying real-time operating system must exist, ensuring the s heduling of the
dierent tasks in the right order and in spe i time slots. Se ondly, the physi al network has to provide
real-time hara teristi s. The major hallenge in DPWS with respe t to the underlying network, is the binding
of DPWS and SOAP. SOAP is bound to the Hypertext Transfer Proto ol (HTTP) for transmission. HTTP
is bound to the Transmission Control Proto ol (TCP) [10℄ (see Figure 3.1). The TCP-standard in ludes nondeterministi parts on erning a resend algorithm in ase of an error. Furthermore, the Medium A ess Control
(MAC) to the physi al tier has to grant a ess to the data hannel for predi table time slots. For example,
Ethernet annot fulll this requirement.
As shown in Figure 3.1, it is possible to use SOAP-over-UDP. But in a ordan e to the DPWS spe i ation,
a devi e must support at least one HTTP interfa e [4℄.
In [7℄ Prueter et al. Xenomai [11℄ is used as operating system and RTNet [14℄ to grant network a ess
with real-time hara teristi s. RTNet relies on the User Datagram Proto ol (UDP) instead of TCP and uses
Time Division Multiple A ess (TDMA) for Medium A ess Control (MAC). The usage of UDP demands
SOAP-over-UDP at the same time. At least two interfa es have to be implemented: A non real-time, DPWS
ompliant HTTP/TCP interfa e and a real-time UDP interfa e. The disadvantage of using a spe ial network
sta k in luding a spe ial MAC, also implies building up a separate network. In this network, all parti ipating
notes have to onform to the MAC and used proto ols.
For deeply embedded devi es, various real-time operating systems exist. FreeRTOS [21℄ is a mini real-time
kernel for mis ellaneous hardware platforms like ARM7, ARM9, AVR, x86, MSP430 et . Unfortunately, no
useful real-time network sta k and operating system ombination is urrently available for these kinds of deeply
embedded devi es. Therefore, this paper on entrates on the possibilities to provide real-time hara teristi s in
the upper layers being on the top of TCP/IP.
The binding of DPWS and TCP through HTTP auses dierent hallenges in granting real-time hara teristi for DPWS ommuni ation and is still an ongoing work in our resear h group. It is not possible to
rea h deterministi hara teristi s without spe i real-time operating systems and network sta ks. A real-time
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operating system grants a ess to peripheries for predi table time slots and exe ution of tasks in the right order.
The arising high level ommuni ation may not interfere with the real-time pro ess ontrolling. The underlying
real-time operating system takes are of orre t thread management and orre t s heduling of the real-time
and non real-time tasks. Tasks on the ontroller, ompeting with the ommuni ation, are prioritized by the
operating system.
In order to provide Web servi es on mi ro ontrollers, dierent hallenges have to be met. Figure 3.2 shows
the parti ular parts, whi h have to be realized.

3.1. Network Sta k. The network sta k, responsible for the right addressing and the way of ex hanging
data, is the rst module, whi h have to be realized and meet the resour e requirements. Dunkels has developed
uIP and lwIP, two standard ompliant TCP/IP sta ks for 8 Bit ontroller ar hite tures ( [15, 16, 17℄). uIP
fullls all minimum requirements for TCP/IP data transmissions. The major fo uses are minimal ode size,
memory and omputing power usage on the ontroller, without losing standard onforman e. lwIP also fullls
non mandatory features of TCP/IP. Both implementations are designed to run on 8-bit ar hite tures with and
without an operating system. The dieren es between both sta ks are shown in the following Table 3.1.
DPWS bases on WS-Dis overy for automati dis overy of devi es and is based on IP Multi ast. Multi ast
appli ations use the onne tionless and unreliable User Datagram Proto ol (UDP) in order to a hieve multi ast
ommuni ations. uIP is able to send UDP Multi ast messages, but is not able to join multi ast groups and
re eive multi ast messages [17℄. In ontrast to uIP, the lwIP implementation supports all ne essary UDP and
Multi ast features. The above mentioned FreeRTOS an use the lwIP sta k for networking. This ombines
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Table 3.1

uIP vs. lwIP

Feature
IP and TCP he ksums
IP fragment reassembly
IP options
Multiple Interfa es
UDP
Multiple TCP onne tions
Variable TCP MSS
RTT estimation
TCP ow ontrol
Sliding TCP window
TCP ongestion ontrol
Out-of-sequen e TCP data
TCP urgent data
Data buered for rexmit

uIP
X

X
X
X
X
Not needed
X

lwIP
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

the advantages of a ompatible, lightweight network sta k and the usage of an embedded real-time operating
system.

3.2. SOAP. Upon the network sta k, HTTP ommuni ation proto ol is used for transport of uni ast
messages. The payload is embedded in XML stru tures and sent via HTTP. All messages utilize the POST
method of HTTP for SOAP envelope delivery. Most addressing information in the HTTP header is redundant
be ause they are in luded in the SOAP message itself with a higher servi e abstra tion. Signi ant HTTP
header information is the Content-Length led to identify ending of messages in the TCP data stream. Be ause
DPWS requires a small part of the HTTP fun tionality only, it is not ne essary to implement a full fun tional
HTTP sta k.
In ontrast, the XML pro essing and parsing draws more attention. On deeply embedded devi es, with only
few kB of memory, the ode size and the RAM usage have to be redu ed. The WS-Dis overy and WS-Metadata
messages ex eed the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of most network te hnologies, in luding Ethernet.
This supports the de ision for lwIP in favour of uIP. The uIP implementation only uses one single global buer
for sending and re eiving messages. The appli ation rst has to pro ess the message in the buer, before it an
be overwritten [17℄. In ase of a omplete XML message, the whole le has to be available before a useful parsing
an be pro essed. Additional, omputing power is restri ted to resour e onstrained devi es. With respe t to
the overall performan e of the ommuni ation task, it is di ult to work through and parse the whole message
as a nested XML le. Therefore, our resear h group has developed and implemented a new approa h to handle
HTTP and XML analysis. This new approa h is des ribed in the next se tion.
4. New Table Driven Approa h. A omplete implementation of SODA for deeply embedded systems,
like wireless sensor network nodes with limited pro essing power and memory, is a signi ant hallenge. All
modules that are mentioned in se tion III like network sta k, SOAP, HTTP and DPWS have to be implemented.
Due to dedi ated hara teristi s and fun tionalities of sensors and a tors in resour e onstraint environments, most of the ex hanged information are dis overy messages for the lose oupling of the devi es during
run-time and basi servi e invo ations with non- omplex data types. We have analyzed dierent setups with
DPWS ompliant implementations to identify whi h parts of DPWS ould be omitted or adopted to redu e
ne essary resour es. In most s enarios, only few types of messages have to be pro essed. After dis overy and
metadata ex hange, the devi es and their addresses are known and the servi es an be invoked. Only a few
parts hange within the ex hanged messages. Major parts of the messages stay un hanged. Every time a servi e
is alled, almost the same message has to be parsed and almost the same message has to be build.
With all ex hanged messages from the analysis of dierent s enarios, tables an be generated. The tables
ontain all appropriated in oming and outgoing messages. The new implemented table driven approa h is able
to response every request by referring to these tables.
This new table driven implementation is not based on SOAP and HTTP. Instead, we are using an approa h
basing on a simple string omparison of in oming messages in this new implementation. The SOAP-Envelope
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ontaining the servi e invo ations are simple stru tured and there is no need for omplex parsing of messaging
in luding e.g. heavy weight XML namespa e support. The messages are interpreted as simple text messages
and not as SOAP Envelopes being embedded in HTTP. The relevan e of the re eived strings from HTTP and
SOAP proto ols are unknown for the table driven devi e. Certainly, the table driven devi e an analyze the
in oming requests and lter required information. The devi e is able to send spe i response with the orre tly
adapted dynami hanging se tions. The overhead for parsing and building always the same message is redu ed
by this approa h. Thereby memory usage and omputation time are de reased in omparison to a traditional
implementation.
With respe t to a real-time apable ommuni ation, the treatment of the messages as strings and not as
spe i proto ols is signi ant. The parsing as a string is independent of the depth of the nesting of XML
stru tures and dened by the length of the SOAP-Envelope only. The ne essary time, to parse the message as
a string, is predi table. XML S hema, whi h is required by DPWS, annot fulll these requirements by default.

5. Mobile Robot S enario. We veried our solution in a real world s enario. An external PC and an
overhead amera ontrol a team of ve autonomous robots. The robots are oordinated via DPWS interfa es.
The robots re eive ommands from a entral server. The ommands have to be exe uted in predi ted timeslots
to prevent ollisions and enable a urate movement of the robots. The whole setup is shown in Figure 5.1.
The team behavior of the robots is ontrolled by a entral server whi h uses one or more ameras mounted
above the ground. Image pro essing software on the PC extra ts the position of all robots in the eld. On
the PC even the ommands for the robots are al ulated. These ommands onsist of global oordinates of the
robot positions and the target positions. These ommands are sent with a high transmission rate to the robots.
The robots use global oordinates to update their own lo al and impre ise oordinate tra king. The robots
need this global updates in regular periods, otherwise a orre t ontrolling annot be granted. These real-time
requirements for ontrolling the robots with a parallel running ommuni ation system make the robot s enario
an ideal test ben h for our implementations.
5.1. Robot Hardware. To ontrol the robots we use two ontroller boards alternatively: an embedded
Linux board and an ARM7 ontroller board. The embedded Linux board is the Cool Mote Master (CMM) from
LiPPERT. It is equipped with an AMD Al hemy AU 1550 pro essor [19℄. This board is designed as a gateway
node for sensor networks. The CMM is already equipped with an 802.15.4 ompliant trans eiver. We have
extended the board with additional Bluetooth and Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11) interfa es [20℄. Thereby, the board has
three dierent radio te hnologies for networking beside Ethernet.
The ARM7 board is a SAM7-EX256 evaluation board from Olimex [23℄. This board is applied with an Atmel
ARM7 ontroller with 256 kB memory and 64 kB RAM. The board already provides an Ethernet interfa e,
whi h was used for testing. The ontroller is running with a lo k rate of 55MHz. It is possible to s hedule the
lwIP sta k and the implemented table driven devi e in dierent prioritized tasks with the help of FreeRTOS.
The implementations are evaluated on a standard PC and on these boards. An overview of used hardware
is provided in Table 5.1. The network devi es are ongured in a way, that all of them an handle IP tra .
6. Implementation. Our resear h group has implemented the WS4D-gSOAP toolkit [8℄. This is a software solution, whi h in ludes a DPWS sta k and software tools for reating of own Web servi es based on
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Table 5.1

Used hardware for testing the new table driven approa h
x86 PC

CMM

SAM-7

CPU

Intel Pentium 4

Al hemy AU 1550

Atmel ARM7

Clo k Rate

3,4 GHz

500 MHz

55 MHz

ROM

500 GB

512 MB

256 kB

RAM

1024 MB

256 MB

64 kB

Operating System

Linux (2.6.24/Ubuntu)

Linux (2.6.17/Debian)

FreeRTOS 5.0

Network interfa es

Ethernet

Ethernet, 802.11g,
802.15.4, Bluetooth

Ethernet

DPWS. This toolkit uses gSOAP [22℄ for SOAP fun tionalities and extends gSOAP with an implementation of
the DPWS spe i ation. This traditional implementation will be used as ben hmark for the new table driven
approa h.
In the rst step a servi e is reated with the existing WS4D toolkit that provides all ne essary ommands
for the robots in our mobile robot s enario. The external PC alls a hosted servi e on the robots. The servi e
is alled every time when new ommands have to be send to the robots. The new ommands are embedded in
the request. The servi e answers with a response, in luding a performan e parameter of the robot.
In the se ond step, the ex hanged messages are analyzed a ording to the DPWS spe i ation. All possible
outgoing and in oming messages for the mobile robot s enario are generated. In the third step, a ompletely
new DPWS devi e is implemented. The stru tures and ontents of the possible messages are deposited in the
new implemented devi e as strings. This devi e does not support any dynami SOAP or HTTP fun tionalities.
The new table driven approa h does not parse the whole in oming message as XML le. Every re eived
message is analyzed with an elementary string ompare. Thereby the type of the message is gured out. If the
message type is known, the devi e answers with the related message. The answer is already deposited in the
implemented devi e as a string also. In the answer, only parts required by the DPWS spe i ation and the
payload are hanged. With respe t to available resour es of the target hardware platform, the implementation
an be optimized on erning the Flash and RAM memory usage. On the one hand, the generated tables an be
loaded in RAM at start time of the binary. This requires more available main memory, but an fasten the data
a ess during run time. On the other hand, the generated tables an also be stored in non-volatile memory like
Flash. This redu es footprint of the binary but may ause higher exe ution times during servi e invo ation and
message pro essing. To meet real-time requirements, the hoi e between both options orrelates to real-time
features of the underlying management of volatile and non-volatile memory a ess.
During the implementation of the table driven devi e, we have taken are that system fun tions are not
alled in riti al se tions. For example, the main memory management is provided by the task itself. The task
allo ates a pool of main memory when it is started and then organizes the main memory itself. Furthermore,
the dierent threads for the network sta k and the threads handling the messages are analyzed to be s heduled
in the right order and with orre t priorities.

6.1. Message Ex hange. Figure 6.1 gives an overview of ex hanged messages in the mobile robot s enario. When starting the devi e, it announ es itself with a Hello SOAP Envelope. Within this message only
the MessageID and the transport spe i address, are dynami ally and has to be adapted. Furthermore, the
MessageNumber and the Instan eID has to be orre t.
When a lient was not started, as the devi e announ es itself with a Hello, the lient asks with a Probe
for available devi es. The answer is a Probe Mat h, where the RelatesTo has to t to the MessageID of the
Probe and the MessageID has to be dynami . Here, also the MessageNumber and the Instan eID has to be
in remented.
When the devi es and their addresses are known, the lient will ask for the hosted servi es on the devi e in
the next step. Therefore, a GetMetadata Devi e is send to the hosting servi e, whi h is at least a hosted servi e
that announ es representative the available hosted servi es. The GetMetadata message is the rst one that is
sent via HTTP. Within the HTTP header, the Content-Length header eld, the length of the message, and the IP
address has to be adopted. The address only has to be hanged, if it was not known at ompile time. This applies
to all IP addresses in the s enario. In the GetMetadata Devi e message SOAP-Envelope, the To XML tag has to
mat h to the address of the devi e, dete ted through the Probe. The devi e answers with a GetMetadata Devi e
Response message. In this message the RelatesTo has to mat h the MessageID of the GetMetadata Devi e.
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When the lient knows available hosted servi es, the spe i hosted servi e, that the lient is looking for,
is asked for the usage interfa e with a GetMetadata Servi e. The GetMetadata Servi e Response refers to the
GetMetadata Servi e through the RelatesTo XML tag.
After the metadata ex hange is omplete, the lient knows how to intera t with the spe i servi e and the
servi e usage starts. The lient invokes the servi e with a message, where To and MessageID has to be orre t.
In the Servi e Usage Request, the oordinates of the mobile robot s enario are integrated. The servi e answers
with the Servi e Usage Response. Therein, the referen e to the request is given through the RelatesTo tag.
In our spe ial mobile robot s enario, the response also ontains the Pro essingTime tag. In this se tion, the
servi e informs the servi e user about the time, the appli ation needs to pro ess the new oordinates and is a
performan e parameter for the mobile robot.
An overview about the dynami parts of the dierent messages is given in Table 6.1. The overall size for
the ex hanged messages is 12.839 Bytes. The overall number of Bytes that an hange is 588. Only 4.6% of the
overall ex hanged bytes are dynami in the mobile robot s enario.

6.2. Devi es Footprint. The memory optimized WS4D toolkit implementation of the DPWS devi e
needs 360 kB of disk spa e when ompiled for Linux on a x86 ar hite ture. The table driven devi e implementation has a 16 kB footprint when ompiled for a standard x86 PC running with Linux. Both versions do not
ontain networking sta ks in these x86 implementations. Both implementations for an x86 PC running with
Linux are using the BSD So ket API and orresponding network sta ks in luded in Linux to handle the network
tra . The same implementation of the new table driven approa h ported to the SAM7-EX256 board running
with FreeRTOS 5.0 has a 13 kB footprint without network sta k and interfa e drivers. As network sta k the
independent lwIP sta k in Version 1.3 is applied to the board. Therefore, the sta k was ported to FreeRTOS 5.0.
The required disk spa e for the dierent parts on the SAM7 board is shown in Table 6.2. The overall
memory being used on the board, in luding FreeRTOS, lwIP and the devi e needs 146 kB.
The heap and sta k usages of both implementations are given in Table 6.3. The maximum sta k and
heap usage of the table driven approa h is mu h lower, be ause ex hanged messages and their sizes are known
at ompile-time and no non-required memory has to be allo ated during run-time. Due to the soft resour e
requirements of the used hardware platforms, the implementation of the table driven approa h is still not full
optimized on erning heap and sa k usage. It depends on the spe i s enario, if the message tables are kept
into RAM during run-time or are loaded separately into RAM from non-volatile memory like ash on demand.
Keeping the ontents of the tables in ash redu es heap and sta k usage, but may ause a gain in responds time
due to higher a ess time to ash ompared to RAM. For highly energy onstrained devi es with ash memory
for data storage on external hardware modules, swapping the tables to ash an have an inuen e on the overall
power onsumption also. The ash hardware omponent an be swit hed of while keeping the tables without
onsuming any energy, but have to be swit hed on every time when a ess to the tables is required. Thus,
depending on the spe i s enario, a hybrid solution for table storage might be optimal. Often required tables
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Table 6.1

Message Type
Hello

Overview Ex hanged Messages

Probe
Probe Mat h

GetMetada Devi e

GetMetadata Devi e Response
GetMetadata Servi e

GetMetadata Servi e Response
Servi e Invo ation Request

Servi e Invo ation Response

Changing parts
MessageID
XAddrs (IP)
AppSequen e MessageNumber
AppSequen e Instan eId
MessageID
MessageID
RelatesTo
AppSequen e MessageNumber
AppSequen e Instan eId
HTTP Content-Length
HTTP Host
MessageID
To
HTTP Content-Length
RelatesTo
Address
HTTP Content-Length
HTTP Host
MessageID
To
HTTP Content-Length
RelatesTo
HTTP Content-Length
HTTP Host
MessageID
To
Payload
HTTP Content-Length
RelatesTo
Payload

Dynami Bytes
36
max. 17
approx. 2
10
36
36
36
approx. 2
10
max. 5
175, max. .f. [10℄
36
36
max. 5
36
175, max. .f. [10℄
max. 5
175, max. .f. [10℄
36
175, max. .f. [10℄
max. 5
36
max. 5
175, max. .f. [10℄
36
36
16
max. 5
36
3

Table 6.2

Footprint of SAM7 Implementation with FreeRTOS and lwIP
Module
stati DPWS devi e
lwIP 1.3
FreeRTOS in luding Debug Tasks

Footprint
13 kB
77 kB
56 kB

and ontent are kept into RAM with low a ess times and no additional energy onsumption, while infrequent
used tables are kept into ash to redu e heap and sta k usage while run-time.

6.3. Time Responds. Also some timing measurements have been done in order to have an obje tive
omparison for the new stati approa h. Therefore, the round trip time was measured that is required from
sending the message to re eiving the response on the lient side. Through this method the overall performan e
and the maximum number of servi e invo ations per se ond an be determined whi h an be served.
These measurements are done for a standard x86 PC and the SAM7 board. On both devi es a 100 MB/s
Ethernet interfa e is applied, whi h has been used for the measurements. On the SAM7 boards, an independent
thread simulated an additional CPU load. This CPU load thread was s heduled with dierent priorities. As
requesting lient a standard PC (2x3,5 GHz with 1 GB RAM) was used in all ases.
The following Table 6.3 shows the times measured for the dierent implementations of DPWS server/devi e.
The values are the average over 1000 requests, send ba k-to-ba k.
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Table 6.3

Devi e
x86 PC
WS4D toolkit
x86 PC
Table Driven DPWS
SAM7-EX256
Table Driven DPWS
SAM7-EX256
Table Driven DPWS
SAM7-EX256
Table Driven DPWS

Round Trip Time and Memory Usage

Round Trip Time
1,05 ms

Requests per se
952

Max Heap Usage
112,76 Bytes

Max Sta k usage
97,64 Bytes

0,9 ms

1111

8,928 Bytes

15,324 Bytes

18,6 ms

53

N.A.

N.A.

18,6 ms

53

N.A.

N.A.

30,2 ms

33

N.A.

N.A.

On the PC, the new implemented approa h provides a faster overall pro essing. The time responds on the
real-time operating system of the SAM7 board, depend on given priorities for the dierent ompeting tasks. As
long as the CPU load task has a lower priority than the DPWS and the lwIP tasks, no ee t to the average
times ould be measured.

7. Message stru ture optimizations. All messages in DPWS make use of XML for data representation. The appli ation of XML in DPWS and Web Servi es has multiple advantages onsidering independen y
of programming language, operating system, ommuni ation hannel, data representation, and hara ter set.
Certainly, XML implies a message overhead. Hen e, this subse tion des ribes several on epts for optimized
data en odings of SOAP messages.
Fast Web Servi es [30℄ are using ASN to ompress the XML les into a resour e optimized binary representation and to over ome performan e issues for omplex string operations in message pro essing. Sandoz et al.
developed a solution to onvert Web Servi es spe i XML S hema into ASN. The proposed approa h redu es
the size of the XML data by more than fa tor four and performan e is nearly 10 times that of XML literal.
In other words, Fast Web Servi es will perform better as the size of the ontent in reases." Nevertheless, this
approa h leads to isolated appli ations and is in ompatible with DPWS devi es and lients that do not support
the ASN data representation.
The E ient XML Inter hange Working Group [29℄ develops an en oding format for XML, that allows
e ient inter hange of the XML Information Set and allows ee tive pro essor implementations". The main
fo us is high data ompression even of big and deep stru tures ompletely ompliant to XML. Analyses have
shown that the binary do uments an be up to 90% smaller than the original XML do ument.
In omparison to E ient XML and Fast Web Servi es, A-SOAP [31℄ des ribes on epts for XML en oding, whi h an be easily implemented in hardware and thereby mu h more energy e ient then in software.
Additionally, this approa h provides real-time parsing hara teristi s.
A-SOAP (Adaptive SOAP) uses hash fun tions, to en apsulate omplex XML stru tures. Constantly reurrent XML stru tures are represented by hash values (see example in Figure 7.1). For the transmission only
hanging parts of the XML les are transmitted as proper XML tags. All tags known by sender and re eiver
are transmitted by using hash values. Espe ially A-SOAP an be integrated in DPWS and assure omplian e
to lients and devi es whi h not support A-SOAP. An endpoint that annot understand a SOAP message,
responds with a SOAP Fault message. In the ase when an endpoint is not A-SOAP enabled, the overhead is
one additional request and one additional SOAP Fault. The sender then has to retransmit the message as a
ompliant XML message. Certainly, this generi A-SOAP support dete tion me hanism is ompletely DPWS
ompliant.
A-SOAP is a proper addition to the table driven approa h. The ontents of the generated tables an be
atta hed to hash values for identi ation. Not the ontents have to be transmitted but only the dedi ated hash
values. On the one hand, this redu es parsing eorts as hash values an be parsed in hardware and in software
fast and easily. On the other hand, the integration of the A-SOAP approa h in toolkits for the implementation of
the table driven approa h redu es footprints and memory onsumption signi antly. If possible ommuni ation
partners are already known at ompile-time and thus all lients invoking the table driven devi e omply the
DPWS extended with A-SOAP fun tionalities, the tables might be omitted ompletely in the binaries. Only
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Device B

Device A
Hash Table:
1:<soapenv:Envelope...>
2:<soapenv:Body>
21:<ns1:add…>
22:<ns1:in0>
VALUE A
19:</ns1:in0>
0:<ns1:in1>
VALUE B
20:</ns1:in1>
3:</ns1:add>
4:</soapenv:Body>
5:</soapenv:Envelope>

Hash Table:
1:<soapenv:Envelope...>
2:<soapenv:Body>
21:<ns1:add…>
22:<ns1:in0>
VALUE A
19:</ns1:in0>
0:<ns1:in1>
VALUE B
20:</ns1:in1>
3:</ns1:add>
4:</soapenv:Body>
5:</soapenv:Envelope>

Fig. 7.1 A-SOAP
.

the asso iated hash values have to be in luded. This results in real-time DPWS based ommuni ation even for
highly resour e onstrained platforms.
The disadvantage of A-SAOP is that it re ently was granted as patent. Hen e, there is no proposal for a
data ompression to apply DPWS in WSNW.

8. Con lusion. The new table driven approa h allows the usage of Web servi es on deeply embedded
devi es. Furthermore, the implemented servi es an grant real-time apabilities. Thus, the deeply embedded
devi es an be integrated in enterprise servi e stru tures. The reated servi e interfa es an be reused in dierent
appli ation. The onne tivity between su h large numbers of embedded devi es normally needs proxy on epts
with stati stru tures. Now, these proxies are no longer required. The devi es an be dire tly a essed by
a high level pro ess logi . Furthermore, the validation and erti ation be ome heaper be ause of the slim
implementation and reusability of the interfa es.
The measurements show that the binary size of a devi e an be redu ed by the fa tor of more than 20. At
the same time, the time responds an be improved. Heap and sta k usages do not depend on spe i dependent
values but on spe i message ex hange patterns of dedi ated s enarios Through the implementation in dierent
threads, the time responds of the new implemented stati approa h is independent from other ompeting tasks.
However, this assumes an underlying real-time operating system.
Further optimization of the footprint and dynami memory usage are a main fo uses for the future work.
Future work will also resear h on a ompletely spe i ation ompliant implementation in luding optimized
message stru turing for real-time parsing.
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TOWARDS TASK DYNAMIC RECONFIGURATION OVER ASYMMETRIC COMPUTING
PLATFORMS FOR UAVS SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS
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Abstra t. High-performan e platforms are required by modern appli ations that make use of massive

low- ost and high-performan e spe i

hardware (e.g. GPU)

ores, forming powerful heterogeneous desktop exe ution platforms. Therefore, self-adaptive
as it

an provide exibility to explore dierent

al ulations. A tually,

an be a good alternative along with CPUs, whi h turned to multiple
omputing is a promising paradigm

omputing resour es, on whi h heterogeneous

luster

an be

reated to improve

performan e on dierent exe ution s enarios. One approa h is to explore run-time tasks migration among node's hardware towards
an optimal system load-balan ing aiming at performan e gains. This way, time requirements and its

ross utting behavior play

an important role for task (re)allo ation de isions. This paper presents a self-res heduling task strategy that makes use of aspe toriented paradigms to address non-fun tional appli ation timing

onstraints from earlier design phases.

Radar Image Pro essing tasks is presented to demonstrate the proposed approa h.
provided in the

A

ase study exploring

Simulations results for this

ase study are

ontext of a surveillan e system based on Unmanned Aerial Vehi les (UAVs).

Key words: re ongurable

omputing, dynami

s heduling, aspe t-oriented paradigm, unmanned aerial vehi les

1. Introdu tion. In addition to timing onstraints, modern appli ations usually require high performan e
platforms to deal with distin t algorithms and massive al ulations. The development of low- ost powerful and
appli ation spe i hardware (e.g., GPUGraphi s Pro essing Unit, the Cell pro essor, PPUPhysi s Proessing Unit, DSPDigital Signal Pro essor, PCICCPCI Cryptographi Co-pro essor, FPGAField Programmable Gate Array, among others) oers several alternatives for exe ution platforms and appli ation implementation, aiming at better performan e, programmability and data ontrol. The resulting heterogeneity in
the exe ution platform an be onsidered as an asymmetri multi- ore luster. This luster's pro essing power
is intensied with the new generation of multi- ore CPUs, being a hallenge to program appli ations that use
e iently all available resour es and Pro essing Units (PU).
In this sense, low- ost hybrid hardware ar hite tures are be oming attra tive to ompose adaptable exeution platforms. Thus software appli ations must benet from that powerfulness. This leads to the reation
of new strategies to distribute appli ations' workload (tasks, algorithms, or even full appli ations that must
run on urrently) to exe ute in asymmetri PUs in order to better meet appli ation's requirements, su h as
performan e and timeliness, without loosing exibility. Dynami and re ongurable load-balan ing omputing
(by means of task allo ation re onguration, i. e., res heduling) is a potential paradigm for those s enarios,
providing exibility, improving e ien y, and oering simpli ity to program an (balan ed) appli ation on heterogeneous and multi- ore ar hite tures. Fig. 1.1 shows su h a theoreti al s enario of a desktop-based platform
omposed of several devi es.
An important step towards the usage of the above mentioned hybrid platforms is to reate a real-time workload self-res heduling framework to balan e the resour e usage by appli ations omposed of dierent algorithms
(graphi s, massive mathemati al al ulations, sensor data pro essing, arti ial intelligen e, ryptography, et .),
exe uting on top of su h hybrid platforms under time onstraints, in order to a hieve a minimal Quality of
Servi e. In addition, it has to be predi ted that during exe ution time, new tasks an arise and inuen e the
whole system. In this manner, su h framework must keep monitoring the tasks' performan e to provide online
information for a possible new allo ation balan e, indi ating that task res heduling may be ne essary to promote
a better performan e for the overall urrent s enario.
In this paper, the fo us is on the very rst step in the re onguration framework: appli ation requirements
handling (res heduling) in a high-level design phase. The approa h is based on appli ation requirements, like
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Application1, TaskN

ApplicationN, TaskN

Application1, Task2

ApplicationN, Task2
...

Application1, Task1

ApplicationN, Task1

Requirements

Run-Time Reconfigurable Load-Balancing
Allocation

Multi-core
CPU

GPU N

PPU N

DSP N

PCICC N

FPGA N
...

GPU 1

PPU 1

DSP 1

PCICC 1

FPGA 1

Reconfigurable Hybrid Processing Platform

Fig. 1.1 System overview.
.

task/appli ation deadlines, in order to nd the urrent allo ation balan e that minimizes the whole appli ation(s)
exe ution time. This information is used by the framework to balan e the omputation over the exe ution
platform. For its a omplishment, ross utting on erns related to real-time non-fun tional requirements are
taken into a ount. Handling these on erns by spe i design elements alled aspe ts (from aspe t-oriented
paradigm [11℄) plays an important role for understandability and maintainability of the system design, as those
on erns may inuen e dierent parts of the system in dierent ways. Then, based on the support oered
by the aspe ts to monitor and ontrol the resour e usage (proling), a strategy to assign tasks dynami ally is
presented, whi h is submitted to a run-time res heduling when it is needed.
The paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 starts with a previous work on aspe ts and requirements
identi ation, modeled using UML. Se tion 3 follows with the dynami workload strategy implemented by the
reated aspe ts. Composing these two on epts, Se tion 4 outlines an UAV surveillan e system as ase study,
fo using on RIP (Radar Image Pro essing) tasks, whi h are dynami ally reated at run-time. Finalizing, related
work, on lusions and future dire tions are exposed.

2. Handling Timing Con erns Using Aspe ts. In order to a hieve dynami res heduling to improve
tasks load-balan ing, we investigate the use of aspe t-oriented paradigms to ope with the modern system's
ross utting on erns, whi h are usually related to Non-Fun tional Requirements (NFR). Su h requirements
must be ee tively handled already from requirements analysis to implementation phases to enhan e system
understandability during design. The ontext addressed by this work is similar to the one presented in the design
of Distributed Real-time Embedded (DRE) systems, i. e. performan e and timing NFR are very important
during all appli ation development phases. In this sense, we have adopted the taxonomy published in [6℄.
Traditional approa hes, su h as obje t-orientation, do not provide adequate means to deal with NFR handling. It o urs due to the ine ient modularization for NFR handling elements (timing requirements probes,
serialization me hanisms, task migration me hanisms, among others), i. e. they are not modularized in a single
or few system elements, but spread allover the system. Any hange in one of these elements requires hanges in
dierent parts of the system, leading to a tedious and error-prone task that does not s ale in the development
of large and omplex appli ations. The observation of these drawba ks motivates the use of an aspe t-oriented
approa h, whi h makes possible to address su h on erns in a modularized way. It separates the handling of
the non-fun tional on erns in spe i elements, in reasing the system modularity, diminishing the oupling
among elements, and though ae ting positively the system maintainability, reuse and evolution [19℄. Moreover
spe i ally, the advantages of an aspe t-oriented approa h be ame learer when applied to the task allo ation
strategies using heterogeneous platforms due to the need of proling ea h task in dierent hardware, ae ting
several elements of the appli ation. The use of aspe ts to address this on ern represents an improvement sin e
it helps to ope with the omplexity in managing this on ern spread through the whole system.
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The next subse tion presents a brief des ription of the NFR taxonomy presented in [6℄. Following, a brief
des ription of some aspe ts from an aspe t framework, alled DERAF [7℄, are presented to demonstrate how to
deal with time-related NFR. Afterwards, an extension to DERAF, in terms of new aspe ts to deal with dynami
re ongurable load-balan ing, are is presented.

2.1. Non-fun tional Requirements. DRE systems domain presents a large set of NFR. Depending on
the appli ation domain, some requirements are more important than others. The same an be said about
NFR handling: some of NFR are mandatory handled, while others are not. In this sense, Fig. 2.1 shows NFR
taxonomy presented in [6℄, whi h fo us on some of these very important requirements of DRE systems domain.
Deadline
Period
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Activation Latency
Start and End

Timing

Time

Precision

Non-Functional
Requirements

Jitter
Tolerated Delay
Laxity
Freshness
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Drift

Performance
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Distribution

Tasks Allocation
Hosts
Communication
Synchronization

Embedded

Generic

Area
Power Consumption
Total Energy
Memory Allocation
Specific

Fig. 2.1 NFR requirements for DRE systems.
.

The real-time on erns are aptured by the requirements within the T ime lassi ation, whi h is divided
in T iming and P recision requirements. The former presents time-related hara teristi s of system's tasks,
a tivities, and/or a tion, e.g. deadlines or periodi exe utions. The later denotes onstraints that ae t the
temporal behavior of the system in a ne-grained way, determining whether a system has hard or soft time
onstraints. An example is the F reshness requirement, whi h denotes the time interval within whi h a value
of a sampled data is onsidered updated. Another key requirement is the Jitter, whi h dire tly ae ts system
predi tability sin e large varian e in timing hara teristi s ae ts system determinism.
P erf ormance requirements are not only tightly related to those presented in the T ime lassi ation, but
also to those on entrated in the Distribution lassi ation. They usually represent requirements employed to
express a global need of performan e, like the end-to-end response time for a ertain a tivity performed by the
system, or the required throughput rate in term of sending/re eiving messages.
Distribution lassi ation presents requirements related to the distribution of DRE system's a tivities,
whi h usually exe ute on urrently. For instan e, these on erns address problems su h as task allo ation over
dierent PUs, as well as the syn hronization and ommuni ation needs and onstraints. Con erns related to
embedded systems generally present requirements related to memory usage, energy onsumption, and required
hardware area size. Embedded lassi ation gathers these on erns.
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In this paper, the interest is to provide a runtime re ongurable solution aiming at meeting time-related
requirements. All me hanisms related to tasks migration among dierent PUs are non-fun tional ross utting
on erns, whi h are tightly related to system re onguration. In this sense, tasks migration is not only an
expe ted nal behavior of any system, but it also ae ts several fun tional elements in dierent ways and in
dierent parts of the system.

2.2. Time-related Aspe ts. In order to address the mentioned T ime and P recision requirements, this
work (re)uses aspe ts from the Distributed Embedded Real-time Aspe ts Framework (DERAF) [7℄. DERAF's
Timing and Pre ision pa kages are presented in Fig. 2.2. A short des ription of ea h aspe t is provided in the
following paragraphs. Interested readers are pointed also to [7℄ for more details about DERAF.
TimingAttributes: adds timing attributes to a tive obje ts (e.g. deadline, priority, WCET, start/end
time, among others), and also the orresponding behavior to initialize these attributes.
Periodi Timing: ontrols exe ution of a tive obje ts by means of a periodi a tivation me hanism. This
improvement requires the addition of an attribute representing the a tivation period and a way to ontrol the
exe ution frequen y a ording to this period.
S hedulingSupport: inserts a s heduling me hanism to ontrol the exe ution of a tive obje ts. Additionally, this aspe t handles the in lusion of a tive obje ts into the s heduling list, as well as the exe ution of the
feasibility test to verify if the a tive obje ts list is s hedulable.
TimeBoundedA tivity: limits the exe ution of an a tivity in terms of a deadline for nishing this a tivity,
i. e. it adds a me hanism to restri t the maximum exe ution time for an a tivity, e.g. it limits the time whi h a
shared resour e an be lo ked by an a tive task. Jitter: measures the varian e of a tivities' timing hara teristi s
by means of measuring their start/end time, and al ulating the variation of these metri s. If the tolerated
varian e was overran, orre tive a tions an be performed.
ToleratedDelay: restri ts maximum laten y for the beginning of an a tivity exe ution, e.g. limits the
maximal duration in whi h a task an wait to a quire a lo k on a shared resour e.
DataFreshness: ontrols system data's expiration by means of asso iating timestamps to them, and also
by verifying data validity before using them. Every time ontrolled data are written, their asso iated timestamps
must be updated. Similarly, before reading these data, their timestamps must be he ked [2℄.
Clo kDrift: ontrols deviation of lo k referen es in dierent PUs. It measures the time at whi h an
a tivity starts, omparing it with the expe ted time for the beginning of this a tivity; it also he ks if the
a umulated dieren e among su essive he ks ex eeds the maximum tolerated lo k drift. If this is the ase,
some orre tive a tion is performed.
<<Non−Functional>>
<<Non−Functional>>

Timing

Precision

<<Aspect>>
TimingAttributes

<<Aspect>>

<<Aspect>>
<<use>>

PeriodicTiming
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<<use>>
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ToleratedDelay

ClockDrift

SchedulingSupport

Fig. 2.2 Timing and Pre ision pa kages from DERAF.
.

2.3. Aspe ts to Support Tasks Self-Res heduling. As mentioned before, task migration support
hara terizes a non-fun tional ross utting on ern in dynami tasks res heduling, spreading its handling
me hanisms over several system's elements in a non-standard way. Therefore, we propose to use aspe ts to
deal with this on ern, and hen e, two new aspe ts have been in orporated in DERAF: T imingV erif ier,
T askAllocationSolver.
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T imingV erif ier and T askAllocationSolver aspe ts use time parameters inserted by Timing pa kage's
aspe ts, and also servi es provided by aspe ts from the Pre ision pa kage. To keep DERAF logi al organization,
both aspe ts have been in luded in an additional pa kage, named TaskAllo ation pa kage, is in luded. Fig. 2.3
depi ts the res heduling-related pa kage.

<<Non−Functional>>

Reconfiguration
<<Aspect>>

<<Aspect>>

<<use>>

TimingVerifier

TaskAllocationSolver

<<use>>
<<use>>
<<Non−Functional>>

<<use>>

<<use>>

Precision
<<Aspect>>
Jitter

<<Aspect>>
ClockDrift

<<Non−Functional>>

TaskAllocation
<<Aspect>>
ToleratedDelay

<<Aspect>>
DataFreshness

<<Aspect>>
TaskMigration

<<Aspect>>
NodeStatusRetrieval

Fig. 2.3 Aspe ts for Re onguration in luded in DERAF.
.

T imingV erif ier aspe t is responsible for he king if PUs are being able to fulll with timing requirements spe ied by T imingAttributes, P eriodicT iming , T oleratedDelay and T imeBoundedActivity aspe ts.
In addition, T imingV erif ier uses servi es provided by Jitter and ClockDrif t.
To perform this he king, a me hanism, whi h ontrols if timing attributes are being respe ted, is inserted
in the beginning and in the end of ea h task. More spe i ally, this me hanism onsists in measuring the
urrent time, omparing it with requirements spe ied by the orrespondent attributes. For example, tasks
deadlines' a omplishment an be he ked by measuring the time in whi h a task a tually nishes its omputation, omparing this value with the time in whi h this task was supposed to nish. T imingV erif ier
uses the servi e of the Jitter aspe ts to gather information about the jitter related to analyzed requirement (in the mentioned example, the task's deadline). Moreover, onsidering the deadline again as example,
T imingV erif ier he ks if the non-a omplishment of a task's deadline is onstant, or if it varies in dierent
exe utions or in the hanging the platform s enario. In this sense, T imingV erif ier an be used as base information, for instan e, to know if the intera tion among task is the responsible for the varian e in tasks exe ution
time.
ClockDrif t aspe t is used by T imingV erif ier to gather information about syn hronization among the
dierent PUs, whi h is used, in addition to the time spent for task migration between PUs, to al ulate the
overall migration ost. To illustrate this idea, let's onsider a task that has been migrated from a PU A to a
PU B", whi h is faster than PU A and potentially more apable of exe uting this task. The dieren e in the
lo k referen e between these PUs ould lead to an additional delay for this task's out ome ( oming from PU
B") that would not be worth in omparison with letting the task to run in the PU A".
The se ond key aspe t for tasks dynami res heduling is the T askAllocationSolver. It is responsible for
de iding if a task will be migrated or not, and also for sele ting to whi h PU this task is migrated. For
that, T askAllocationSolver he ks the overload status of all destination PUs and the time spend for task
migration, in order to de ide if it is worthwhile to perform the migration. Hen e, T askAllocationSolver
uses the measurements provided by T imingV erif ier aspe t. Based on these data, the reasoning about task
re onguration feasibility is performed, as explained in the next se tion.
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The re onguration itself and the retrieval of PUs status are performed by two other aspe ts from DERAF:
T askM igration and N odeStatusRetrieval. This way, reasoning and exe ution of tasks re onguration are
de oupled, allowing that hanges performed by one aspe t do not ae t the other one. A brief summary of the
T askM igration and N odeStatusRetrieval aspe ts is provided in the following.
TaskMigration: provides a me hanism to migrate a tive obje ts (tasks) from one PU to another one. It
was originally used by aspe ts that ontrol embedded on erns and, in the present work, is extended to provide
servi es needed by T askAllocationSolver aspe t.
NodeStatusRetrieval: inserts a me hanism to retrieve information about pro essing load, send/re eive
messages rate, and/or the PU availability (i. e. I'm alive message). Before/after every exe ution of ae ted
a tive obje ts (tasks), the pro essing load is al ulated. Before/after every sent/re eived message, the message
rate is omputed. Additionally, PU availability message is sent at every n message or periodi ally with an
interval of n time units. All of these information are taken into a ount by T askAllocationSolver during the
tasks migration de ision pro ess.

3. Dynami Tasks Self-S heduling. A task-based approa h is then used, in whi h ea h task is designed
to be an independent algorithm. They are grouped a ording derivation of the same high-level lass, simplifying
the managing of possible dependen ies. Besides, it is oherent to assume that a group of tasks will have similar
hara teristi s and hen e would be desirable to exe ute in the same PU. However, this an lead to a non-optimal
exe ution performan e and must also be onsidered in the dynami strategy dis ussed in the next sub-se tions.
3.1. First Assignment of Tasks. For the rst assignment of tasks, we do not use the modeled aspe ts,
sin e tasks' real time measurements are unknown on rst exe ution. One possibility is to perform the rst
s hedule as a ommon assignment problem using Integer Linear Programming (ILP) and appli ation timing
requirements, similar to the approa h used by [9℄. This way, a set of tasks i = 1 to n have an implementation
x and an exe ution ost estimation c on ea h PU j ; and the allo ation was following designed: the task i is not
allo ated on the pro essor j when xi,j = 0 and the task i is allo ated on the pro essor j when the xi,j = 1. The
onstraints for the model were the maximum workload for the PUs. Bellow, the onstraint of ea h pro essing
unit j (U max), based on [9℄:
Uj =

n
X

xi,j ci,j ≤ Ujmax

(3.1)

i=1

The best allo ation was, then, found using the obje tive fun tion that minimizes the resour e utilization
(per entage of o upan y for the PUs), dened as:
n X
n
nX
j=1 i=1

xi,j ci,j

o

(3.2)

being the assignment variables xi,j the solution for the modeled ILP, m the number of omputing units and n
the number of onsidered tasks.
The mentioned ILP problem is of NP-hard omplexity and be ome more omplex in the s ope of this work
when dealing with more than two omputing units and several tasks. To optimize the assignment al ulation,
some approa hes on entrate on heuristi s, as presented on [13℄.
However, this dire tion of estimating osts neither onsiders real exe ution times nor ould represent the
best assignment sin e a great number of estimations is used. This way, a se ond step of assignment allows taking
into a ount real exe ution measurements extra ted from the pro essors as well as dealing with the onstraints
presented by the NFRs. Based on that, the following dynami module deals with real performan e exe ution
variables and possibly leads to a further better task assignment.

3.2. Task S heduling Re onguration. After the rst assignment, information provided by the proling aspe ts is onsidered onsidered. Based on involved estimated osts (previously al ulated using the prepro essing approa h of the rst guess) and possible interferen es of runtime onditions and new loaded tasks,
one task an be res heduled to run in other pro essing unit just if the estimated time to be exe uted in the new
hardware will be less than the time in the a tual unit, i. e., just if there is a gain. Simply, this relationship an
be modeled in terms of the osts:
Treconf igP Unew < TremainingP Uold − TestimatedP Unew − Toverhead

(3.3)
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where the remaining time (TremainingP Uold ) and the estimated time (TestimatedP Unew ) are al ulated, respe tively, for the urrent PU and for the andidate unit based on previous measurements (or on the rst assignment
in the ase of rst res heduling invo ation). An overhead (Toverhead ) is onsidered to al ulate the exe ution
time of the re onguration itself. The relationship between TremainingP Uold and TestimatedP Unew is, then, the
partial gain.
The information to al ulate the res heduling will be then provided by the TimingVerier aspe t and an
be modeled as:
Treconf igP Unew

= TsetupReconf igP Unew + TtemporaryStorage +
Ttransf erRate + TexecutionP Unew + L

(3.4)

where TsetupReconf igP Unew represents the time for setting up a new onguration on the new pro essor;
TtemporaryStorage is the time spent to save temporal data ( onsidering shared and global memory a ess);
Ttransf erRate measures the ost for sending/re eiving data from/to the CPU to/from the new pro essing unit,
whi h an be a bottlene k on the whole al ulation; TexecutionP Unew symbolizes the measured or estimated ost
of the task pro essed in the new unit; and L denotes a onstant to represent possible system laten y.
Reinfor ing the on epts, this approa h deals with runtime onditions, like input emphdata type and amount
to be pro essed, tasks assignment, and instantiation of new tasks on the y. All these runtime parameters
that ould not be known a priori an inuen e the exe ution of the system and must be evaluated periodi ally,
leading to a large number of re onguration analysis and de isions. Then, supposing that a determined task is
going to be exe uted n times in a determined time window, the strategy bellow res hedules the formed queue
of task instantiations, giving a new relation of gain, just if the following assumption o urs:
Treconf igP Unew <

n 

X
TtaskP Uoldi + Ttransf erP Uoldi − TtaskP Unewi − Ttransf erP Unewi

(3.5)

i=1

where Tre ongPUnew is the time to perform the re onguration (mainly data transfer from the urrent
pro essing unit to the new one if the task needs the al ulated data done until the time of res heduling),
TtaskPUold is the time performan e of the task in the urrent unit, TtransferPUold is the time for transferring data from CPU to the urrent omputing unit (via bus), TtaskPUnew is the assumed time performan e
of the task in the andidate pro essing unit, and TtransferPUnew is the time for transferring data from CPU
to the andidate unit (via bus).
Algorithm 1, bellow, des ribes the task reallo ation module. It is also important to mention that the
heuristi needs improvements along future works.

Algorithm 1 Task Reallo ation Heuristi .
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

A quire Timing Data (Performan e) about Previous Tasks Exe ution, storing them in a performan e
Database (Initialized a ording to First Assignment Phase and Regularly Updated);
A quire information about PUs;
if Task has never been not exe uted then
Allo ate it to a PUs a ording to First Assignment, storing it on the Database;

end if

Cal ulate Equation 3.5 a ording to Performan e Data;
Exe ute Load-Balan ing Algorithm;
Perform Re onguration De ision;
Res hedule Task to perform the Re onguration when appli able;
Store Performan e Data in the Database;

4. Case Study: UAV-based Area Surveillan e System. The use of the presented ideas is illustrated
by a ase study that onsists of a eet of Unmanned Aerial Vehi les (UAVs) in the ontext of area surveillan e
missions. This kind of system has several kinds of appli ations, su h as military surveillan e, borderline patrolling, and ivilian res ue support in ases of natural disasters, among others. Fig. 4.1 illustrates a military
surveillan e usage s enario where the UAVs an also ommuni ate with ea h other.
Su h UAVs an be equipped with dierent kinds of sensors that an be applied, depending on the weather
onditions, time of the day and goals of the surveillan e mission [16℄. In this ase study, it is onsidered a eet
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Fig. 4.1 UAV-based Area Surveillan e System.
.

of UAVs that might a omplish missions during all the day and under whatever weather ondition. UAVs must
be able to provide dierent levels of information denition and detail, depending on the required data.
The UAVs re eive a mission to survey a ertain area, providing required data a ording to mission dire tions.
Their movements are oordinated with the other UAVs in the eet to avoid ollisions and also to provide optimum
overage of the target area.
Ea h UAV is omposed by six subsystems, making it apable to a omplish its mission and alto to oordinate with the others UAVs. These subsystems are: Collision Avoidan e, Movement Control, Communi ation,
Navigation, Image Pro essing, and Mission Management.
At this point, it is important to highlight the trade-o regarding ost, weight and size, and ee tiveness
of ea h UAV. The devi e, as a whole, may not be too big nor too heavy, in order to avoid unne essary fuel
onsumption, as well as to be less sus eptible of dete tion by ounter for es sensors. Additionally, it may not
have an enormous ost that ould forbids the proje t. However, the UAV must be ee tive enough to provide
the required data within an aordable ost and time budget. For more details about this trade-o dis ussion
we address the readers to [16℄.
Another UAV's interesting feature is the possibility to apply dierent poli ies to missions, depending on user
nal intentions and spe i requirements. There are two extremes for these poli ies: (i) Devi e Preservation
Anyhow and (ii) Mission A omplishment Anyhow. The rst one onsists of preserving UAVs even if the
mission is not a omplished. It is espe ially applied in ases in whi h the devi es an be destroyed and the
information gathered by it is not worth ompared to the ost of its destru tion. On the other hand, in Mission
A omplishment Anyhow poli y, the information gathered by the UAVs (and transmitted to the base station)
is highly riti al and over omes the value of devi e loss. Within these poli ies, there are a variety of other
fa tors that imposes dierent onstraints to mission a omplishment and devi e preservation. Depending on
the mission poli y adopted, more resour es an be (re)dire ted to tasks related to the movement ontrol (when
the UAV is es aping from a dangerous situation) or data gathering and pro essing (when information gathering
has the highest priority).
In order to run the tasks des ribed above, meeting the highlighted requirements and onstrains modeled on
the previous se tions, we onsider UAVs equipped with the following sensors: Visible Light Camera (VLC); SAR
Radar (SARR) and Infra-Red Camera (IRC). To support the movement ontrol and devi es ommuni ation,
ea h UAV is equipped with a hybrid desktop-based target platform whi h is used a ording to spe i needs
during the a omplishment of a ertain mission, as detailed on se tion 4.2.
In this sense, ea h mentioned subsystem has a number of tasks to perform spe ialized a tivities related to
a spe i fun tionality, as depi ted in the use ases diagram presented in Fig. 4.2. Based on the analyses of the
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UAV fun tionalities, a summary of these tasks is provided in the following paragraphs.
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Fig. 4.2 UAV Use Cases Diagram.
.

Navigation guides the UAV movements, sending ontrol information to the Movement Control subsystem.
It is omposed by the RouteControl and TargetPersuit tasks. The rst task makes the ne essary omputation
to guide the UAV through established waypoints, while the se ond one performs the same, but for dynami
waypoints that an be modied a ording to a moving obje t.
Image Pro essing gathers analog images, digitalizing them for further pro essing. It is omposed by
ve tasks: (i) CameraController, whi h is responsible for amera movement, zoom and fo us ontrol of IRC
and VLC, and antenna dire tion of SARR; (ii) Coder, whi h odies the analog input into digital data; (iii)
Compressor, whi h ompresses the digital images; (iv) Ree ti ator, whi h is responsible for the ree tion in
X and Y axis of radar image, as well as the re ti ation, that are ne essary to avoid distortions in gathered
images; (v) Filter, whi h lters radar images to eliminate the noise due to spe kle ee t [14℄.
Communi ation it has two main tasks: LongRangeCom and ShortRangeCom. The rst task provides
onne tivity with pair ommuni ation nodes in long distan es (of the order of kilometers), while the se ond one
provides onne tivity in short range distan es (of the order of meters). These two tasks uses a third one, alled
Code , whi h ode and de ode data transmissions.
Mission Management has also two tasks: MissionManager and Coordinator. The rst one manages
the information about the mission, su h as required data, mission poli y and resour e autonomy ontrol (e.g.
remaining fuel). On the other hand, the se ond one drives the oordination with the other UAVs to avoid
overlapping in the surveillan e area.
Collision Avoidan e is omposed by two tasks: CollisionDete tor, whi h dete ts possible ollisions with
other UAVs of the eet or non ooperative ying obje ts; and CollisionAvoider, whi h al ulates UAV's ollision
es ape dire tions, sending them to the Movement Control subsystem.
4.1. Exe ution Platform. The target ar hite ture of ea h UAV is omposed of a four heterogeneous
PUs platform: one host (the CPU), two GPUs, a PPU, and a PCICC. Fig. 4.3 shows the desired platform,
where the P rof iling gathers information from PUs (tasks performan e) and the Reconf iguration distributes
the tasks along them (intra allo ation) a ording to the presented algorithms. It also onsider sending data to
be pro essed by other UAVs (inter allo ation).
4.2. Re onguration Approa h. Starting the mission, the UAVs have an initial task allo ation throughout the CPU and the PU devi es a ording to sub-se tion 3.1. In the urrent experimentation, it was onsidered
to use the ILP approa h for the rst distribution using the GLPK toolkit [8℄. Table 1 exhibits estimated osts
(based on [3℄) and rst tasks' priorities that feed the GLPK-based simulation of task s heduling.
During exe ution, the me hanisms inje ted by TimingVerier and the aspe ts Jitter and Clo kDrift will
start to generate information related to timing measurements. The TimingVerier aspe t will provide data to
TaskAllo ationSolver, whi h will get data from NodeStatusRetrieval. With the reasoning me hanisms, it will
periodi ally analyze the provided information a ording to the algorithm introdu ed in 3.2.
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Fig. 4.3 Exe ution platform.
Table 4.1
.

Task
Image Pro essing
Collision Avoidan e
Movement Control
Navigation
Communi ation
Short/Long range
Mission Management

Task Estimation Costs.

Estimated Cost (s ale: 1 to 6)
GPU PPU CPU PCICC
1
3
2
1
4/6

4
2
2
1


6
5
3
2
3/5





1/2

5



1



First Priority
(s ale: 1 to 6)
1
2
1
3
4
6

Emphasis is given to the RIP subsystem, whi h is onsidered to be the group that requires more pro essing
due to the handling of large data and new instantiations reated dynami ally. The RIP workow is depi ted
on Fig. 4.4. Theoreti ally, tasks asso iated to RIP should exe ute with better performan e on a GPU devi e
when the appli ation is not aware about the ontext of the whole exe ution s enario, i. e. exe uting stand
alone. Thus, initial demands of all tasks should be exe uted in the GPU. Shortly, the aptured data (raw
s alar image) must be adjusted regarding the SAR position parameters (range and azimuth), followed by Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT), image rotation, and other orre tions to produ e the nal image. This pro ess an
be performed individually in the range and azimuth dire tions and it onsists basi ally in a data ompression on
both dire tions using lters that maximize the relation between the signal and the noisy. Readers are addressed
to [5℄ to get rened explanations about the workow.
Afterwards, in the explored surveillan e system, the nal image is submitted to a pos-pro essing in order
to identify regions of interest that ould ontain obje ts spe ied in the mission dire tions as a pattern to
be found or a target. In this ase, more resolution on spe i areas will be needed and new data will be
generated, demanding more pro essing from the assigned PU(s) in order to produ e new images and extra t
relevant information (patterns).
Based on that des ription, this dynami s enario learly inuen es the tasks' priority sin e, at a moment, the
new high-resolution images will have higher priorities if ompared to others that be ame more generi ". These
events annot be predi ted a priory and the veri ation of su h situation require a smart, ontext-aware, and
dynami re onguration support to balan e the workload, a omplishing the timing requirements and budget.

4.3. Results. Considering 2 UAVs in the ase study, Table 4.2 denotes the behavior of the dynami
res hedule load-balan er simulator. The rst guess represents one instantiation of ea h group of tasks assigned
to a PU; and with dynami reation of new groups (4, 8, and 12) of RIP tasks, the assignment is hanged and
optimized to minimize the total exe ution time. Note that these values annot represent the best assignment
sin e the version of the simulator did not onsider all parameters that inuen e the whole system. As it is an
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Captured Data

Copy of the
Transmitted
Signal

FFT

FFT

Range Filter

IFFT

Matrix Rotation

FFT

Copy of the Doppler
Signal Deviation

Migration
Correction in
range

FFT

Azimuth Filter

IFFT

SAR Image

Fig. 4.4 SAR Image Pro essing (based on the notes of [5℄).
Table 4.2
.

Task Assignment.

Task

Image Pro essing
Collision Avoidan e
Movement Control
Navigation
Communi ation
Mission Management

1 Gess
st

Dynami Image Pro essing
Created Tasks
4
8
12

GPU1

GPU1
GPU2

GPU2
PPU
PPU
CPU
CPU

PPU
PPU
PPU
CPU
CPU

GPU1
GPU2
PPU
CPU
CPU
PPU
CPU
CPU

GPU1
GPU2
UAV2-GPU1
CPU
CPU
CPU
PCICC
CPU

ongoing work, more a urate data about the res hedule must be provided along the simulator's renement in
order to represent the s enario as realisti as possible.

5. Related Work. VEST (Virginia Embedded System Toolkit) [15℄ is a set of tools that uses aspe ts to
ompose a distributed embedded system based on a omponent library. Those aspe ts he k the possibility
of omposing omponents with the information taken from system models. It provides analysis su h as task
s hedule feasibility. However, it performs stati ally analysis at ompiling time. In our proposal, aspe ts are used
dynami ally to hange the system onguration at runtime, adapting its behavior to new operating onditions.
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Although there are some related works on erning dynami re onguration in luster omputing, like for
example ( [18℄; [12℄; [1℄), our approa h on entrates on single desktop platforms omposed by dierent pro essing units where the re onguration is performed within these devi es. In this way, the work presented by [9℄
implements dynami re onguration methods for Real-Time Operating System servi es running on a Re ongurable System-on-Chip platform based on CPU and FPGA. The method, based on heuristi s, take into a ount
the idleness per entage of the omputing units and unused FPGA area ( al ulated as pre-pro essing) to perform the load-balan ing and to de ide about a re onguration of tasks in runtime by means of task migration.
Our approa h omplements this related work, developing generi ally methods that omprise more than two
pro essing units and that work with dynami performan e data.
Targeting GPUs, the work of [17℄ presented a programming framework to a hieve energy-aware omputing.
On the proposed strategy, the ompiler translates the framework ode to a C++ ode for CPU and a CUDA
ode for GPU. Then, a runtime module dynami ally sele ts the appropriate pro essor to run the ode taking
into a ount the dieren e in energy e ien y between CPU and GPU based on energy onsumption estimation
models. However, it does not take into a ount runtime energy measurements (runtime proling), whi h is an
important module of our work.
Another approa h, fo using performan e improvement of spheres ollision dete tion simulation, was proposed by [10℄, in whi h some strategies have been presented to perform data balan ing over CPU and GPU,
both in an automati ally and manually options. That work takes into a ount the performan e of a kernel
implemented on the CPU and GPU. After the exe ution starts, both versions of the programs are exe uted
with equally input data and time performan e is veried. More data are then dynami ally assigned to the
pro essor that exe uted faster the previous data, indi ating that the approa h uses data de omposition instead
of task de omposition. Our work on entrates on task de omposition and its dynami assignment a ording to
estimated or proled performan e.
The work presented in [4℄ published a study to a elerate ompute-intensive appli ations using GPUs and
FPGAs, listing some of their pros and ons. The work performed a qualitative omparison of appli ation behavior on both omputing units taking into a ount hardware features, appli ation performan e, ode omplexity,
and overhead. Although GPUs an oer a onsiderable performan e gain for ertain appli ation, that work's
results showed that FPGAs an be an interesting omputing unit and ould promote a higher performan e
ompared to GPU when appli ations require exibility to deal with large input data sets. However, using FPGAs omes with ost of hardware onguration before using it as a omputing unit, a task usually oriented to
experien ed users. Thus, task re onguration frameworks, as the one presented in this work, ould provide a
higher abstra tion layer to assist developers during system design.

6. Con lusions and Future Work. This paper presents a methodology to address the problem of e ient
task assignment in runtime targeting hybrid omputing platforms. It allows the use of resour es oered by
an asymmetri omputer platform, providing omplian e with dynami hanges in timing requirements and
onstraints, and also runtime onditions. In order to a hieve the proposed goals, our proposal uses an aspe toriented framework in onjun tion with a dynami task self-res heduling strategy, in order to address the
dynami runtime s enarios under on ern.
A UAV-based surveillan e system simulation has been used to show the need for workload adaptation
required by sophisti ated appli ations, running on top of hybrid omputers, whi h fa e dynami exe ution s enarios. Real-time task res heduling was applied on UAV PUs, fo using on RIP. Results indi ate that res heduling ontributes to a more appropriate system resour e usage, and hen e towards performan e improvement.
Sending/re eiving data between UAVs was also onsidered, but details about spe i problems related to these
intera tions, su h as delays in the ommuni ation between the UAVs, have not been fo used by this text.
Future dire tions lead to rene the s heduling strategy to provide omplete simulations, onsidering a
larger range of runtime parameters, in luding the re onguration osts itself; and real algorithms for UAV's
subsystems, emphasizing RIP dynami ity. Heuristi s to predi t the future allo ation of tasks based on its re ent
use seems to be a good strategy, and will possibly avoid unne essary re ongurations in a spe i time-window.
A knowledgments. A. P. D. Binotto thanks the partial support given by DAAD fellowship and the
Programme Alÿan, the European Union Programme of High Level S holarships for Latin Ameri a, s holarship
no. E07D402961BR.
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Abstra t. Nowadays developments in Wireless Sensor and A tuators Networks (WSAN) appli ations are determined by the

fulllment of

onstraints imposed by the appli ation.

For this reason, in this work a

health, environmental, agri ultural and industrial se tors are presented.

Two

hara terization of WSAN appli ations in

ases study are presented, in the rst a system

for dete ting heart arrhythmias in non- riti al patients during rehabilitation sessions in

onned spa es is presented, as well as

an ar hite ture for the network and nodes in these appli ations is proposed; while the se ond
theoreti al results of the ee t produ ed by
of the Medium A

ase presents experimental and

ommuni ation networks in a Networks Control System (NCS), spe i ally by the use

ess Control (MAC) algorithm implemented in IEEE 802.15.4.
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1. Introdu tion. Currently, there is a great interest in developing appli ations for monitoring, diagnosis
and ontrol in the medi al, environmental, agri ultural and industrial se tors, to improve so ial and environmental onditions of so iety, and in reasing quality and produ tivity in industrial pro esses. The development
of Wireless Sensor and A tuators Networks (WSAN) appli ations will ontribute signi antly to solve these
problems, and fa ilitate the reation of new appli ations.
Some appli ations whi h an be developed using WSAN are:
• Medi al Se tor: e onomi and portable systems, to monitoring, re ording and analyzing physiologi al
variables, from whi h it is possible to indi ate the status of a patient and dete t the presen e or risk of
developing a disease. As well, developing systems for the dete tion and analysis of trends in the daily
behavior of patients, ontributing to timely dete t the presen e of a health problem, and providing an
e onomi ally viable solution to patient are in so ieties where the old population is great.
• Environmental Se tor: ontinuous systems monitoring of spe ies in dangerous extin tion, monitoring
and dete tion of forest re systems, et .
• Agri ultural se tor: dete tion systems, mi ro limates monitoring and pest ontrol, to redu e the use of
agro hemi als and make an optimal ontrol of pests; optimal use of water in irrigation systems, et .
• Industry: e onomi systems and easy installation for monitoring, diagnosis and ontrol of plants and
industrial pro esses.
Some of the urrently te hnologi al hallenges in WSAN development are [1℄, [2℄, [3℄, [4℄, [5℄:
• It is ne essary to develop detailed models of the system omponents (hardware and software tasks, task
s heduler, medium a ess ontrol and routing proto ols), in languages that allow orre t spe i ations
and the subsequent analysis of information pro essing, rea hability, se urity, and minimum response
time appli ation, enabling analysis of end to end deadline in real time appli ations.
• Task s heduler and medium a ess ontrol and routing proto ols proposed in this area are mostly fo used
on the optimization of a single riti al parameter of the appli ation, whi h often ae ts onsiderably
the performan e of the others. Therefore it is ne essary to reate new ooperation forms between these
levels of the appli ation ar hite ture, in order to take the most appropriate de isions for the system
re onguration in relation to the appli ation's quality of servi e (QoS). Additionally, urrent proposals
onsider QoS parameters dire tly linked to onventional parameters of the operation and ommuni ation
between omputers but not to parti ular appli ation requirements, so do not allow a hieving optimal
performan e in appli ations.
• It is ne essary to develop analysis strategies for performan e and stability of signal pro essing and
ontrol algorithms in this area, in order to guide the design towards a o-design methodology to develop
the pro essing algorithm and the implementation of omputer ar hite ture, allowing to ompensate the
sampling period hanges and jitter ee ts, and optimize other parameters su h as power onsumption.
∗ This work has been partially supported by the proje t D2ARS (CYTED)
† Departamento de Automáti a y Ele tróni a, Universidad Autónoma de O idente. Cali, Colombia (dmartinezuao.edu. o)
‡ Departamento de Informáti a de Sistemas y Computadores, Universidad Polité ni a de Valen ia. Valen ia, España ({patri ia,
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The previous paragraphs show how these developments are determined by the fulllment of onstraints
imposed by the appli ation, su h as energy onsumption, limited omputing power, overage of large areas and
real time deadlines, et . For these reasons, in this work a hara terization of WSAN appli ations for health,
environmental, agri ultural and industrial se tors is presented, then two ases study are presented; in the rst a
system for dete ting heart arrhythmias in non- riti al patients during rehabilitation sessions in onned spa es
is presented, as well as an ar hite ture for the network and nodes in these appli ations is proposed; while the
se ond ase presents experimental and theoreti al results of the ee t produ ed by ommuni ation networks to
the Networks Control Systems (NCS), spe i ally by the use of the Medium A ess Control (MAC) algorithm
implemented in IEEE 802.15.4.
The arti le is organized as follows, se tion 2 shows a lassi ation and hara terization of appli ations in
health, environmental, agri ultural and industrial se tors, se tion 3 presents the ase analyzed, in se tion 4 a
proposal for the nodes ar hite ture is presented, the network ar hite ture and its simulation results are presented
in se tion 5, nally in se tion 6 the on lusions and future work are presented.

2. Classi ation of Appli ations. During the lassi ation was dete ted that dierent appli ation se tors share similar hara teristi s from a te hnologi al point of view, for this reason the lassi ation and hara terization was developed in ve types of appli ation rather by se tors [6℄, [7℄, [8℄, [9℄, [10℄, [11℄, [12℄, [13℄, [14℄.
• Type 1 appli ations are hara terized by measuring sampling periods from one se ond to few hours,
and no stri t deadlines for the generation of the algorithms results. Additionally, these appli ations,
developed in open spa es, must over large areas and it is ne essary to syn hronize measurements
in dierent nodes. Agri ultural and environmental appli ations, designated to measure, re ord and
to analyze environmental variables, primarily belong to this ategory. The energy sensors autonomy
expe ts for ea h node varies from days to months; in some appli ations, in pla es without a ess to
onventional energy sour es, nodes are equipped with energy transdu ers like solar ells, whi h supply
energy to the nodes batteries.
• Type 2 appli ations are developed in onned spa es and have greater omputing apa ity demanding
than appli ations type 1, although there is not stri t response time, either. Be ause they are in onned spa es and nodes are xed, there are no restri tions on energy onsumption sin e they an use
onventional energy sour es; however, the use of wireless networks is justied sin e it fa ilitates the
installation, adaptability and portability of implementation, in addition to the lower osts of implementation. Su h appli ations are ned mainly in industrial and agri ultural se tors. The sampling periods
range from one millise ond, for implementation of diagnosti algorithms, until a se ond for monitoring
and supervision tasks. The diagnosti algorithms do not require ontinuous operation; therefore the
samples an be stored before being pro essed.
• Type 3 appli ations. In this ategory, in addition to measuring and pro essing data requirements
similar to those in appli ations type 2, grouped appli ations are required to pro ess images and they
are developed in open spa es, some of whi h are in the agri ultural se tor for the dete tion of pests,
and environmental se tor aimed at dete ting res. Some of the nodes are mobile and require few
hours' energy autonomy, and then restri tions in terms of power onsumption are large. At the same
time it is also ne essary for syn hronization of the nodes. While, be ause of the algorithms used for
image pro essing, the omputing apa ity, memory size and ommuni ation bandwidth requirements
are greater than appli ations type 2.
• Type 4 appli ations. These appli ations dier from appli ations type 3 be ause they are developed in
onned spa es, then the network's overage is not demanding; energy sensors autonomy expe ted are
also higher, be oming lose to one week. Grouped health are appli ations to the dete tion of diseases
are in this ategory with body area networks (BAN).
• Type 5 appli ations. In these appli ations a sample data should be sent every sampling period, and then
sampling periods are limited by the minimum interframes time spa e of data ommuni ation proto ols.
For this ategory, a range of sampling periods between 50 millise onds and a few se onds has been
sele ted. In this ategory are the appli ations of industrial ontrol pro ess, whi h are developed in
onned spa es, so the distan e between nodes is not big, and there are not restri tions on energy
onsumption. The deadlines for generating a tions are less than or equal to a sampling period, and it
is ne essary to guarantee end to end deadline. If these onstraints are not fullled, the ontrol system
performan e an be degraded signi antly, even generating instability in the system, therefore, it is
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important to syn hronize the a tivities of the nodes that are integrated in the ontrol loop. In addition,
to improve the ontrol system performan e, it is important to limit the variability in the task jitter.
Table 2.1 summarizes the hara teristi s of the appli ations des ribed. As a strategy to in rease reliability
in the presen e of faults, and optimizing the appli ations QoS, this proposal also has onsidered the migration
of omponents between the nodes, whi h will be ree ted in the ar hite ture of the network and nodes.

Table 2.1

Appli ation
Type 1
Type 2
Type 3
Type 4
Type 5

Computing
apa ity
Low
performan e
Low
performan e
High
performan e
High
performan e
Low
performan e

Memory
size
Low
Medium

Analysis of requirements
forNodeea h appliReal-Time
ation type. Networks's
Communi ation
Lo ation
bandwidth

< 256kbps

Yes

mobility
No

< 256kbps

Yes

No

High

1M bps

Yes

Yes

Medium

< 256kbps

Yes

Yes

Low

< 256kbps

No

No

Only
measurement
Only
measurement
Only
measurement
Only
measurement
End-to-end
and minimum
jitter variability

overage
Open spa e
10 km
Conne
spa e 100 m
Open
spa e 10 km
Conne
spa e 1 km
Conne
spa e 100 m

Energy
autonomy
Months

Syn ronization
Yes

There
isn't restri tion
Hours

Yes

Days

Yes

There
isn't restri tion

Yes

Yes

3. Arrhythmia Dete tion Algorithm. A tually ardiovas ular problems have the highest mortality rate
from natural auses in the world. The great interest in developing devi es for lini al dete tion and ontinuous
monitoring of su h diseases, is based on these a tivities are limited by the information type and the moment
that it is aught, so transitional abnormalities an not be always monitored. However, many of the symptoms
asso iated with ardiovas ular diseases are related to transient episodes rather than ontinuing abnormalities,
su h as transient surges in blood pressure, arrhythmias, and so on. These abnormalities an not be predi ted
therefore a ontrolled supervision analysis is dis arded. The reliable and timely dete tion of these episodes an
improve the quality of life of patients and redu e the therapies ost. For this reason in this work a WSAN
ar hite ture to address su h problems is proposed, this appli ation belongs to type 4 des ribed in paragraph 2.
As an example, the dete tion of arrhythmias using data from ele tro ardiogram (ECG) measure, in patients
who are moving during a rehabilitation a tivity in a onned spa e of 100m x 100m, as a rehabilitation enter,
was analyzed. The sampling period was sele ted from the ECG frequen y spe trum, whi h, a ording to the
Ameri an Heart Asso iation, has 100Hz harmoni s. The greatest amount of relevant information for monitoring
and dete tion of arrhythmias is between 0.5Hz and 50Hz.
When analyzing the ECG frequen y spe trum an be established that the relevant omponents of the signal
(QRS omplex and waves P and T) are up to 35Hz. Applying the sampling theorem a minimum sampling
period of 14ms approximately is ne essary, but for pra ti al purposes a period of 3ms was sele ted.
For the dete tion and analysis of ECG the Pan and Tompkins algorithm was sele ted, [15℄. The results of
this algorithm are used by a maximums dete tion algorithm, whi h identies the time when segments of the
ECG wave were presented, gure 3.1. Subsequently the analysis of the separation time between two R waves,
the duration of the QRS segment and the energy of the wave R is developed, whi h allows dete ting the presen e
of arrhythmias [16℄.

Fig. 3.1 Results of maximums dete tion algorithm.
.

4. Ar hite ture Node. The proposed generi ar hite ture for the network nodes in appli ations type 4
is presented in gure 4.1. Its hara teristi s are:
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• The ar hite ture enables the hardware and software omponents o-design. This feature will allow
optimizing the development of distributed appli ation omponents required for its implementation in
hardware and software, getting a balan e between ost, power onsumption and pro essing time.
• There are xed and mobile nodes. The latter are linked to the sub-network that guarantees them the
best QoS (QoSsn) during its movement (less saturated sub-networks).
• Communi ation between the nodes and lo al oordinators is done through wireless networks.
• Use an EDF s heduler and dynami s aling voltage and frequen y te hniques of the pro essor to optimize
the power onsumption [17℄. This allows fullling the appli ation deadlines, whi h is supported on
stati s utilization rate tables for ea h operating frequen y, and periods of exe ution for ea h task.
• Update its QoS indexes (QoSn); using these indexes and its neighboring ones it is possible to request to
another node in its sub-network the migration, reation or destru tion of omponents (some of whi h
are lones of others).

Fig. 4.1 Nodes ar hite ture.
.

To sele t a set of ar hite tures for an adequate performan e of these appli ations, the performan e of the
arrhythmia dete tion algorithm, presented in se tion 3, was analyzed on four types of pro essors urrently used
to implement nodes in sensor networks: ARM7TDMI, MSP430, PIC18 and MC9S08GB60. For the analysis,
the same operation velo ity for ea h pro essor was used, 8MIPS. The time ne essary to develop the Pan and
Tompkins algorithm is presented in Table 4.1, whi h was estimated onsidering the sum of the values of individual
fun tions (derivative, quadrati fun tion and integrator window) in ea h ar hite ture.

Table 4.1

Pro essor
LPC2124-ARM
MSP430F1611
PIC18F458
MC9S08GB60

Derivative
70.2µs
191.9µs
406.2µs
497.2µs

Computing time toIntegrator
developwindow
the PanTotal
and Tompkins
algorithm.
Quadrati fun tion
omputing time
Period
142µs
162.5µs
209µs
332µs

280.5µs
697.8µs
1083.7µs
707.35µs

492.7µs
1052.2µs
1698.9µs
1536.55µs

3000µs
3000µs
3000µs
3000µs

Per entage of utilization

(U )

16.4%
35%
56.6%
51.3%

The results show that the ARM ar hite ture requires a lower per entage of utilization, while the PIC
ar hite ture needs the highest utilization per entage.
It also was related onsumed power by ea h ar hite ture in a tive mode (PA ) with the respe tive per entage
of utilization during the implementation of the algorithm, table 4.2. It an be seen as the ARM7 ar hite ture
has a loser performan e to the ar hite ture MC9S08GB60; then these two ar hite tures are appropriate for the
implementation of the ase proposed. The MSP430 ar hite ture presented the best indi ator.

Table 4.2

Indi ator PA*U.

LPC2124-ARM
MSP430F1611
PIC18F458
MC9S08GB60

Utilization per entage (U)
16.4%
35%
56.6%
51.3%

A tive Power (PA ) [mW℄
180
19.2
220
51.6

PA ∗ U
29.52
6.72
124.52
26.47
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5. Network Ar hite ture for Conned Spa es Health are Appli ations. In gure 5.1, a generi
ar hite ture for network appli ations type 4, whi h integrates dierent types of nodes, is proposed. The approa h
of a ooperation plan between ar hite ture levels of the appli ation, in order to take the most appropriate
de isions for the re onguration of the system in relation to the appli ation QoS, an be appre iated. General
goals of the ar hite ture are:
• Minimize laten ies.
• Optimize power onsumption.

Fig. 5.1 Network ar hite ture.
.

The Main Coordinator is responsible for oordinating the omplete appli ation. It will have a xed lo ation,
and ommuni ation with lo al oordinators will be supported through wireless or wired links. It develops the
following fun tions:
• Send syn hronization signals to the lo al oordinators of the sub-networks.
Lo al Coordinator ontrols the a tivity inside the sub-network and develops some information pro essing
a tivities, whose ar hite ture is presented in gure 5.2 and its features are:
• It has a xed lo ation.
• Sends syn hronization signals to nodes in its sub-network.
• Develops routing pa kets between sub-networks using multihop te hniques.
• Distributes QoS indexes of nodes whi h belong to its sub-network (QoSn).
• Cal ulates its sub-network QoS index (QoSsn= f(quantity of information to be transmitted)), and
distributes this value and its neighboring sub-networks indexes (those rea hed in a single ommuni ation
hop) between nodes in its sub-network. Depending on whi h:
 A epts linking new nodes to sub-network.
 Updates best routes in the routing tables of data (whi h will be fun tion of hops and the utilization
per entageinformation transmittingof ea h router node).
As a rst approximation to the proposed ar hite ture, we examined the performan e of the ase analyzed
on the IEEE 802.15.4 proto ol. Considerations for the proposed solution to the ase are:
• Transmission of the analysis results, from nodes lo ated on ea h patient to a main node, every 3 s. The
data frame onsists of 2 Bytes, whi h ontain patient odes and the type of arrhythmia dete ted.
• After ea h sending the sender node waits for an a knowledgement (ACK) from next node in the routing
path. If there isn't an answer before 100ms the node sends again the information. If after 25 attempts
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Fig. 5.2 Sub-network oordinator ar hite ture.
.

there is no answer this node hanges to a mistake state.
• The ommuni ation proto ol sele ted is IEEE 802.15.4. The node distribution is shown in gure 5.3,
whi h allows overing all possible lo ations of patients onsidering the spe i ations of the devi es
sele ted to implement the physi al layer, CC2420, whose hara teristi s are:
 Coverage radio of 30m, and 100m without obsta les.
 Frequen y range of 2.42.4835 GHz.
 Supports data transfer rates of 250 kbps.

Fig. 5.3 Distribution nodes for ase and their overage.
.

In the ase a network as presented in gure 5.4 was proposed. It onsists of 3 xed nodes whi h have no
restri tions on power onsumption, will re eive reports from ve patients and route the messages to the main
node. The xed devi es have xed identiers 0, 1 and 2; the main node has the 0 identier, and devi es on
every patient have identiers from 3 to 7. The routing is developed through 1, 2 and 0 nodes, 0 is the network
oordinator, ea h of these nodes forming a sub-network together with patients, gure 5.4. The mobile nodes
leave and enter the sub-networks ontinuously hanging the onguration and network stru tures.
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Fig. 5.4 Network stru ture for ase.
.

The simulation was developed in the TOSSIM tool, and the TelosB platform was sele ted, in luding the
CC2420 trans eiver. Be ause the hara teristi s given of the ase, with xed nodes to implement the routing
proto ols, a routing xed table algorithm was implemented, it is presented in table 5.1.

Table 5.1

Routing Table.

Sour e node
2
1
0

Destination node
1
0

In the simulation was onsidered the most riti al ase, where all mobiles nodes are onne ted all time to
the farthest sub-network from the main node.
Times obtained in sending 2 Bytes from all patients to the main node (node 0), are presented in table 5.2.
The data1 indi ate that transmitting the message from a mobile node to the main node was over; the data2
indi ate that the orresponding node has not re eived the ACK. Times obtained demonstrated that it is possible
to fulll the onstraint of 3s, for the transmission of patient status from a mobile node to the main node, whi h
was imposed by the ase analyzed.

6. Temporal Behavior of Networked Control Systems Over IEEE 802.15.4. Consequen e to the
in reasing omplexity of ontrol systems most of a tivities have been distributed over dierent nodes, whi h
ontrol loops are losed through a ommuni ation network, these systems are alled Networked Control Systems
(NCS). The implementation of NCS also redu es the impa t of failures in a system omponent and fa ilitates
the diagnosis, maintenan e and tra eability pro esses.
Sin e the mobility of the elements that onstitute the nodes in industrial pro esses is very low, the appliations in this se tor do not demand the stri t use of wireless networks, for this reason in most ases wired
networks are used, this is also onsequen e of reliability of wired networks and the ability to support transmission periods smaller than wireless networks. However, the development of new appli ations on wireless sensors
and a tuators networks (WSAN) will allow integrating wired and wireless networks to in rease the appli ations
exibility and reliability, at the same time its impa t on implementation redu tion ost is signi ant.
This se tion presents the performan e analysis of a NCS, using the MAC algorithm CSMA/CA implemented
in IEEE 802.15.4 proto ol. The generi diagram of the NCS onsidered in this work is presented in gure 6.1,
whi h regulates the output signal in a se ond order system implemented with operational ampliers. It has
three types of nodes:
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Table 5.2

Sour e
node
6
4
7
2
5
2
3
1
1
5
3
2
7
2
0
1
4
3
7
2
2
1

Time in sending 2 Bytes from all patients to the main node.

1
0
1

1
0

Re eiver node

Time (s)

2
2
2
6(a k)
2 Rtx2
(moving frame from
2 Rtx2
2(a k)
(moving frame from
2 Rtx2
2 Rtx2
(moving frame from
2 Rtx2
5(a k)
1(ack)1 - 6 ends
2(a k)
2 Rtx2
2 Rtx2
2 Rtx2
4(a k)
(moving frame from
(moving frame from

78.309
.320
.333
.344
.355
.380
.380
.397
.421
.421
.463
.486
.486
.488
.488
.500
.513
.524
.535
.547
.581
.589

6)
6)
5)

4)
5)

Sour e
node
0
7
3
2
1
7
1
2
0
2
3
1
3
2
2
2
1
0
2
1
1
0

0
1

1
0

0

Re eiver node

Time (s)

1(ack)1 - 5 ends
2 Rtx2
2 Rtx2
1 Rtx moving 42
2 (a k)
2 Rtx2
(moving frame from
7 (a k)
1 (a k)1 - 4 ends
(moving frame from
2 Rtx2
2 (a k)
2 Rtx2
3 (a k)2
(moving frame from
1 Rtx moving 32
(moving frame from
1 (a k)1 - 7 ends
1 Rtx moving 32
2 (a k)
(moving frame from
1 (a k)1 - 3 ends

.613
.684
.684
.684
.701
.714
.740
.746
.764
.780
.780
.792
.807
.825
.860
.877
.877
.913
.929
.949
.979
79.013

4)
7)

3)
7)

3)

• Sensor, performs the measurement of the ontrolled signal and sends a frame with this information by
the network.
• Controller-A tuator, re eives a measure of the signal ontrolled, al ulates the ontrol a tion and a ts
over the manipulated signal in the system.
• Noise generator, generates network tra .

Fig. 6.1 Generi diagram of the NCS onsidered.
.

At the moment of design a high performan e NCS is not always obtained similarity between experimental
results and simulation, this is be ause impre ise models for analyzing and designing these systems are used,
and for to make use of inadequate validation methods and platforms that not support the models used. There
are several authors who have analyzed the performan e and stability in NCS assuming network proto ols with
onstant and variable delays, this shall also have made proposals to modied the ontrol algorithms in order
to respond to these ee ts, [18℄, [19℄, [20℄, [21℄. An analysis of the performan e of wired networks for ontrol
pro ess is presented in [22℄. In [23℄ the analysis of use 802.11b and Bluetooth networks in ontrol systems is
presented.
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The transmission period in NCS is dened as the time between two onse utive transmissions, and is
measured on- line for ea h ommuni ation segment. In NCS the transmission time between sensor and ontroller
nodes an be periodi or aperiodi , being ae ted by delays depending on the Medium A ess Control (MAC)
proto ol of the ommuni ation network, ommuni ation errors, Jitters and tasks s heduler.
The di ulty in the analysis and design of NCS is onsequen e of delays in the feedba k ontrol loops,
be ause the behaviour of ea h omponent an ae t the performan e of ontrol algorithms. Depending on the
magnitude and variability of delays the performan e of ontrol systems an be degrade and an even present
stability problems.
In the ase study onsidered in this work, gure 6.1, the ontroller and a tuator are in the same node
(Controller-A tuator), so a single delay in the feedba k ontrol loop is onsidered, τ , whi h in ludes the pro essing time in the Sensor node, the network transmission time and the pro essing time in the Controller-A tuator
node. The system was modelled by:
Gp(s) =

s2

20.3759
+ 3.497s + 21.73

(6.1)

The regulator algorithm was designed as a PID algorithm using the Ziegler-Ni hols losed-loop method,
whose transfer fun tion is:
Gc(s) =

0.8909s2 + 3.2322s + 20.201
s

(6.2)

It's representation in dis rete time is: uk = uk−1 + q0 ek + q1 ek−1 + q2 ek−2 ; q0 = kp + Tkd
; q1 = −kp − 2kd
Tm +
m
kd
kiTm ; q2 = Tm
As a rst approximation to analyzing the ase study τ was onsidered onstant. Using a Pade se ond order
polynomial to model the delay, an approximation to the stability region for the feedba k ontrol system was
found [24℄, [25℄, gure 6.2. It gives information of sampling period (Tm ) and τ values for the system stability.
This information an be used to hoose the periods and deadlines to implement the ontrol system.

Fig. 6.2 Stability region.
.

Figures 6.3, 6.4 presents the ontrol system output for dierent values of Tm and τ . and . It is possible to
see how in reasing the sampling period the system is more sensitive to delays, and although the system is stable
to the onsidered values there is a large degradation in the performan e of the ontrol system, whi h ould not
ensure the desired performan e in some ases.
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Fig. 6.3 Control system output in ontinuous and dis rete time for T
.

m

Fig. 6.4 Control system output in ontinuous and dis rete time for T
.

m

,

= 23ms τ = Tm

,

.

= 57ms τ = 0.5Tm

.

To analyze the NCS onsidered the Truetime simulator was used [26℄. Only the ee t of MAC proto ol was
onsidered and the time pro essing in the nodes was ignored. The simulation parameters were:
• Sampling periods for the ontrolled signal: 50ms.
• Syn hronization by events between nodes Sensor and Controller-A tuator.
• Data rate: 250 kbps.
• Frame size of 82 bits. Enough to send the measure of a variable.
• Two Noise generator nodes were implemented, with periods of 700 µ s and 900 µ s, and frame size of
82 bits ea h one.
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The simulation results are presented in gure 6.5. It is possible to see how the time for sending information
by CSMA/CA is variable and unbounded. Delays in the feedba k ontrol loop do not ae t signi antly the
performan e of the system, gure 6.6.

Fig. 6.5 Network s hedule. Levels T, W, and I represents Transmitting, Waiting and Idle states in every node.
.

Fig. 6.6 System response.
.

The network was saturated by using transmission periods smaller than previous ases in the Noise generator nodes, gure 6.7, whi h was noted than despite loss of information transmitted by the Sensor node as a
onsequen e of ollisions with noise frames, the Sensor an retransmit several times before next transmission
period, then the Controller-A tuator node get the measure before a riti al τ (a ording to the stability region)
and the system is stable, but the performan e of ontrol systems is degraded, gure 6.8.

7. Implementation of NCS. The implementation of the NCS was developed on IEEE 802.15.4 mode
CSMA/CA. To develop the Sensor and Controller-A tuator nodes boards with the CC2430 pro essor were used,
also the abstra tion levels HAL and OSAL from Texas Instruments were used to a ess the hardware and to
implement tasks. Two Noise generator nodes were implemented by MACdongle devi es. The onguration was
as follows:
• The Sensor node sends a frame every 60 ms. This period was sele ted be ause it was experimentally
observed that lower values for the period was not stable as a onsequen e of omputing in the node.
• In the Controller-A tuator node an event is generated for every message re eived from the Sensor node.
During its attention the ontrol output is al ulated and a ts on the system. Experimentally an interval
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Fig. 6.7 Network s hedule with network saturated. Levels T, W, and I represents Transmitting, Waiting and Idle states in

every node.

.

Fig. 6.8 System response for network saturated.
.

time between 12 ms and 16 ms was obtained from the time start measurement in the Sensor node until
Controller-A tuator node a ts on the system.
• The Noise generators nodes send a frame every 30ms.
• The size of the frame is 256 bits and the data rate is 250 kbs. Then the time of sending a frame is
1.024 ms.
• The nodes were distributed in an area of 1 m2 .
The Truetime simulations and experimental results are shown in gures 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4.
As a result to the delay generated to frames from Sensor node, as a onsequen e of ollisions in the network
with frames sending from Noise generators nodes, in gure 7b an be seen than the transmission period is
variable and it is not bounded. Moreover, the feedba k delay is small ompared to the dynami s of the system,
and therefore the system is not signi antly disturbed.
Experimental results are lose to those gotten by simulation in Truetime.

8. Con lusions. From the study it an be on luded that developments on spe i te hnologies and
appli ations in this area are still emerging, and developing them will enable the growing of great so ial impa t
new appli ations.
About the system for dete ting heart arrhythmias:
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Fig. 7.1 Simulation results of Network s hedule.
.

Fig. 7.2 Experimental results of message time delay.
.

• The proposed ar hite ture onsiders the onstraints of appli ation eld, allowing to nd optimal solutions to the hallenges in network and nodes designing, and will fa ilitate the development and validation
of appli ations. It makes possible too the ooperation between levels of the network ar hite ture to
hoose between dierent operations modes depending on QoS indexes.
• It is noted as the routing algorithm based on xed tables supported by IEEE 802.15.4, fulls the time
requirements of these appli ations. Also as MSP430 ar hite ture presents a good performan e for the
implementation of the ase onsidered.
The impa t of delays in the feedba k loop of NCS was analyzed with formal methods, simulation and
experimental results, whi h on ludes:
• The te hnology onsidered in this paper an be used in ontrol appli ations, where transmission times
are not very demanding, parti ularly we propose use in ases with transmission periods upper then
100 ms.
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Fig. 7.3 Control system output implemented on 802.15.4 mode CSMA/CA with two noise generators operating every 30 ms.
.

Fig. 7.4 Experimental values of ontrol system output.
.

• For big sampling periods the system is more sensitive to delays in the feedba k loop, so it is important
to maintain delays bounded.
• To ontrol systems with transmission period less than 100 ms is re ommended the use of wired networks,
whi h is possible to get transmission periods smaller and stable than IEEE 802.15.4 mode CSMA / CA.
• There is a great similarity between the results using formal methods, simulation and physi al implementation of the system. Then is possible to on lude than the analysis methods (stability region) used
and simulation environments as Truetime, allow a fast analysis and reliable of su h appli ations, whi h
fa ilitates the design pro ess of real NCS.
The future work proposed is the performan e analysis of dierent task s hedulers and routing proto ols on
the presented ar hite ture, and a ooperation strategy between them to minimize power onsumption.
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COMBINATION OF LOCALIZATION TECHNIQUES FOR MOBILE SENSOR NETWORK
FOR PRECISE LOCALIZATION∗
HA YOON SONG†
Abstra t. A pre ise lo alization is required in order to maximize the usage of Mobile Sensor Network. As well, mobile robots

also need a pre ise lo alization me hanism for the same reason. In this paper, we showed a
me hanisms for pre ise lo alization in three dierent levels. Lo alization
long distan e lo alization with low a
distan e lo alization with high a
grid maps or topologi al maps

an be

ombination of various lo alization

lassied in three big

ura y, medium area and distan e lo alization with medium a

ategories: wide area and

ura y, and small area short

ura y. In order to present lo alization methods, traditional map building te hnologies su h as

an be used. We implemented mobile sensor vehi les and

omposed mobile sensor network with three

levels of lo alization te hniques. Ea h mobile sensor vehi les a t as a mobile sensor node with the fa ilities su h as autonomous
driving, obsta le dete tion and avoidan e, map building,

ommuni ation via wireless network, image pro essing, extensibility of

multiple heterogeneous sensors, and so on. For lo alization, ea h mobile sensor vehi le has abilities of the lo ation awareness by
mobility traje tory based lo alization, RSSI based lo alization and

omputer vision based lo alization.

With this set of mobile

sensor network, we have the possibility to demonstrate various lo alization me hanisms and their ee tiveness. In this paper, the
result of

omputer vision based lo alization, sensor mobility trail based lo alization and RSSI based lo alization will be presented.

Key words: lo alization, mobile sensor network, RSSI, dead-re koning,

omputer vision

1. Introdu tion. The resear hes on Mobile Sensor Network (MSN) have been plenty worldwide. For MSN,
there ould be a lot of valuable appli ation with atta hed sensors as well as apabilities su h as lo omotion,
environmental information sensing, dead-re koning, and so on. For su h appli ations, usual requirements have
been a knowledged with lo alization of ea h sensor node and formation of the whole sensor network. In this
resear h we are going to dis uss about lo alization te hniques for Mobile Sensor Vehi le (MSV) whi h an
ompose MSN. In addition, we will dis uss a onstru tion of MSN as well as required fun tionalities of ea h
MSN. For the pre ise lo alization we may analyze human a tions for lo alization. For long distan e and huge area
lo alization, humans all to their ounterpart and identify ounterpart's lo ation by talking ea h other. From
the onversation, only a rough lo ation an be identied. Thus we guess long distan e lo alization only allows
rough, ina urate information of lo ation but it is su ient to onne a region for more pre ise lo alization.
For medium distan e and medium area lo alization, human moves by transportation methods but eventually
walks in order to lo alize. While walking, humans build a on eptual map for the lo al geographi information
or they already have knowledge around the area, i. e. they already built maps. This sort of medium distan e
lo alization requires relatively more pre ise lo alization information than long distan e lo alization as pre ise
as, at least, for walking, i. e. autonomous driving.
For short distan e and small area lo alization, humans dete t ounterparts by use of visual or aural information, i. e. they nd their friends by their eyes. This sort of lo alization dedu es pre ise information than
other two sort of lo alization.
Thus, we an on lude and mimi the human lo alization with mobile sensor networks. Even though it
depends on te hniques and environments of the usage of MSN, we an ategorize the lo alization te hnique
a ording to its area or distan e.
There have been variety forms of Mobile Sensor Nodes whi h utilizes various te hniques of lo alizations
su h as RSSI, GPS, Raider, Laser, Camera, and so on [1℄ [2℄. One of the most prominent one, an RSSI based
lo alization, usually measures radio signal strength and it works well with popular network devi es. Moreover,
an 802.11 devi e based software approa h an be realize easily as we did in this paper. However, RSSI method
is prone to be fragile with a presen e of obsta les or so whi h will diminish or attenuate radio signal strength.
In a short distan e, RSSI signals usually is too high that nullify a urate lo alization thus it is good for long
distan e, low a urate lo alization.
By mimi king human a tions for lo alization we an hoose RSSI for mobile sensors while wireless telephones
for human and traje tory based tra king, so alled INS (Inertial Nauti al System), as human walking. Of ourse,
map building te hniques are required for MSV as well as humans. For human visual lo alization, we an hoose
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Fig. 1.1 Categorization of Lo alization Te hniques
.

Fig. 1.2 Relative Te hniques for Lo alization
.

a lo alization te hnique based on omputer vision. Thus we on lude and ategorize lo alization te hniques in
three big ategories as shown in gure 1.1 so that we an hoose proper lo alization me hanisms for its usage.
And in order to fulll the lo alization, not only lo alization te hniques but also te hniques of ognition,
motion ontrol, and per eption are tightly related as shown in gure 1.2. We must express idea of this paper in
terms of these on epts of ognition, motion ontrol, per eption and lo alization.
This paper is organized as follows. In se tion 2 we will dis uss lo alization method that have been resear hed.
The following se tion 3 we will analyze the requirement for MSV, the hardware design of MSV, and equipments
for lo alization, and we will dis uss software apabilities of MSV software and will show software omponents
to fully ontrol our MSV in luding software for MSN itself, monitoring program, map building features, and
other related topi s. Then se tion 4 will shows the approa hes of omputer vision based lo alization for small
area, short distan e pre ise lo alization. In se tion 5, our approa h and methodology for mobility traje tory
based lo alization for medium distan e lo alization will be dis ussed. In Se tion 6 RSSI (Radio Signal Strength
Identi ation) based lo alization will be presented based on 802.11 devi es with software modi ation. Finally
se tion 7 will on lude this paper with possible future resear h topi s.

2. Related Works. There have been a lot of resear hes regarding mobile sensor lo alization. In this
se tion, we will dis uss past resear hes and our idea on entrating te hniques with RSSI, vision and traje torytra king. This works are not restri ted on mobile sensors only but also related to robot te hnology.
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Fig. 2.1 Cal ulation of distan e from Camera Lens to Vertex of triangle ABC
.

2.1. RSSI based Lo alization. Radio Signal Strength Identi ation is one of the known solutions for
distan e measure. It requires wireless network devi e for mobile sensors and extra features.
We use 802. 11 network devi es whi h have wide popularity. In addition we need ommuni ation between
mobile sensors thus 802.11 networking devi es are popular solutions for us. RSSI features for 802.11 devi e
networks are required features in order to implement physi al layer of CSMA/CA networking [14℄. However
RSSI based distan e measure is very prone to radio signal attenuation and thus has low a ura y. And it has
some restri tion that on e it is a data transfer modes, it annot swit hed to API mode instantly. It implies
the restri ted realtimeness for RSSI based lo alization. Manufa tures of 802.11 devi es usually provide their
arbitrary method for RSSI [11℄. In this paper, we will demonstrate our MSV su essfully does long distan e,
low a urate lo alization only with ommer ial 802.11 devi es and networking software embedded on MSVs.
2.2. Computer Vision based Approa h. There are very few resear hes on lo alizations by use of
omputer vision te hnology. There have been the previous results regarding mobile sensor vehi le ontrol,
obsta le dete tion and so on.
Matsummoto et al. [15℄ used multiple ameras in order to ontrol mobile robots. In their resear h, ameras
are installed on their working spa e instead of mobile vehi le itself. Their whole system is onsisted of mobile
robots and multiple ameras and this helps the sear h of proper path of robots. Keyes et al. [16℄ resear hed
various amera options su h as lens type, amera type, amera lo ations and so on. They also used multiple
ameras to obtain more pre ise information.
In this paper we will provide MSV with multiple ameras in order to a omplish short distan e, high
a urate lo alization. However, a single MSV annot lo ate its lo ation pre isely. The ultimate lo alization an
only be done with the ooperation of nodes in MSN.
The rst requirement for lo alization is to identify the lo ation of olleague MSV as a base point. For this
purpose, we prepared three fa ilities for ea h MSV. Ea h MSV an estimate its lo ation by traje tory trail.
Moreover, ea h MSV an identify other olleague MSV with their infrared LED signal. In addition, this lo ation
information an be ommuni ated by wireless network devi e equipped with ea h MSV.
Of ourse, a amera or a set of ameras are installed on an MSV in order to identify olleague MSVs. This
set of ameras has infrared lters in order to diminish the ee t of extra light noise in operating environment.
2.2.1. Lo ation Determination Problem. With a set of amera, the required information for lo alization is olle ted from the view of ameras. For example, an infrared LED light an be a parameter to
al ulate the olleague's lo ation. In this resear h, we applied two previous results. The rst one is Sample
Consensus(RANSAC) Method [5℄ and the se ond one is PnP Method [6℄ [7℄.
For RANSAC method, be ause of least square method, there is no possibility of wrong omputation with
gross error value. This is the major reason why we applied RANSAC method. In order to solve the problem
of onverting 3-dimensional view to 2-dimensional amera image, whi h has lost distan e problem, we applied
perspe tive-3-point (P3P) problem.
Figure 2.1 shows the basi prin iple of P3P problem. The gray triangle is omposed by infrared LED
installed on ea h MSV. Points A, B, C stand for ea h infrared LEDs and these verti es ompose a triangle.
The distan e Rab , Rbc , Rac is known onstants. From gure 2.1 we an drive the following very well-known
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Fig. 3.1 Driving Me hanism Outlook
.

mathemati al equation as shown in equation 2.1. The equation 2.1 is in losed form. The number of solutions
from these equations will be up to eight. However, there are up to four positive roots.
Rab 2 = a2 + b2 − 2ab · cos θab
Rac 2 = a2 + c2 − 2ac · cos θac
Rbc 2 = b2 + c2 − 2bc · cos θbc

(2.1)

With this P3P based method, we an only measure distan es between observer and observed. For pre ise
lo alization, we must identify angle of MSVs as well. Our MSV is equipped with digital ompass in order to
identify the angle of MSV based on magneti poles. As predi ted, digital ompass also has its own error in
angle measurement but is tolerable.

2.3. Autonomous Driving Robot and Dead-Re koning. This sort of lo alization is usually due to
military area. For example DARPA, USA invests on unmanned vehi le, and their aim is about 30% of army
vehi le without human on board ontroller. Stanley by Stanford university [17℄, whi h earned rst prize in
ompetitions, are equipped with GPS, 6 DOF gyros ope and an al ulate the speed of driving wheels. Those
sensors information an be ombined to lo ate the position of their unmanned vehi le. They used omputer
vision system with stereo amera and single amera, and laser distan e meter, radar in order to get environmental
information. Sandstorm from CMU [18℄ is equipped with laser distan e meter as a major sensor. Topographi al
model an be obtained by laser lines and the speed of ar an be al ulated by the density of laser line. Gimbal
on their vehi le an install long distan e laser s anner with seven laser sensors. Shoulder-mounted sensors an
al ulate height information of topography. Two s anners on bumpers an obtain obsta le information. Long
distan e obsta les an be identied by radar.
Our MSV are equipped with RSSI devi es, stereo ameras and other sensors for dead-re koning. Apart
from the examples of lo omotive robots, these equipments are for a urate lo alization.
3. Mobile Sensor Vehi le. We developed MSV in order to experiment our lo alization method in real
environment. Various versions of MSV are designed and implemented. The lo alization fun tions implemented
on MSV are as follows:
• Long distan e low a ura y lo alization by RSSI
• Medium distan e medium a ura y lo alization by dead-re koning tra king
• Short distan e high a ura y lo alization by Stereo amera with omputer vision.
In the following subse tion we will dis uss hardware and software of MSV respe tively.
3.1. Hardware. MSV is a tually a mobile sensor node for MSN. Ea h MSV an move autonomously
and an identify obsta les. They an ommuni ate ea h other by 802.11 networking devi es. The hassis of
MSV are omposed of aluminum omposite with high durability and lightweight. The main driving me hanism
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Fig. 3.2 Obsta le Dete tion Me hanism
.

Fig. 3.3 Stereo Eye System
.

is aterpillar omposed of three wheels, L-type rubber belt, gears as shown in gure 3.1. The adoption of
aterpillar is for minimization of driving errors. There are a lot of rooms to install additional sensor hardware.
With digital ompass equipped on the top of MSV, the a urate vehi le lo ation an be sensed. This angular
information an help exa t lo alization of MSVs. The design on epts of MSV are as follows.
• Autonomous mobility
• Extensibility of equipped sensors
• Pre ise movement and mobility trail
And MSV hara teristi s as a node of mobile sensor network are as follows:
• Self identi ation and olleague identi ation with various methods
• Wireless ommuni ation
• Digital Compass
For autonomous driving, MSV must identify obsta les and avoid them. We use an infrared laser and ameras
with infrared lter. IR laser is onstantly lighting in parallel to round. Camera looks down grounds in a degree
of 30 whi h is determined by experiments. The on ept of this obsta le dete tion is depi ted in gure 3.2.
Obsta le ree ts IR laser and sensed by amera [5, 7℄. The obsta les with ree ted IR will be dete ted as white
lines. This obsta le dete tion will be used by lo al map building as shown in se tion 5.1.
For short distan e obsta les within the dead angle of amera, ultrasoni sensors are lo ated under the MSV
and in front of MSV. For omputer vision based lo alization, MSVs are equipped with stereo eyes as shown in
gure 3.3. Three servo motors an ontrol two ameras independently. This stereo amera system an be used
not only for lo alization but also for obsta le dete tion with diminished dead angle. There are three infrared
LEDs mounted in the front of MSV. These LEDs are for omputer vision based lo alization.
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Fig. 3.4 Hardware Stru ture
.

Fig. 3.5 Software Stru ture
.

For hardware onstru tion, we need mi ro ontroller unit, a serial ommuni ation port, a PWM port, an
interrupt port in order to ontrol motors and ommuni ate with sensors. Figure 3.4 shows the on eptual
stru ture of MSV hardware.

3.2. Software. Software for MSV operations is required in a form of embedded software. Figure 3.5 shows
required fa ility and their stru ture for MSV software.
Total part of software an be divided into ve ategories. One of the roles of software is to onvert sensor
information into driving information. Information for driving an be obtained via serial ommuni ation from
T-board (MCU) with driving information and angular information.
The lo ation of MSV is onstantly updated with the moving distan e and updated angle. Camera lass
provides obsta le information as well as basi information for map building. Map building lass builds a map
with the information from T-board lass and amera lass. These maps are required for autonomous lo omotion
and lo alization. Network lass provides networking fun tionalities between MSVs.
We implement ore software based on multi threads. There is do ument lass, whi h provides organi data
ow between lasses. Thus the major role of MSV software is as follows.
• Autonomous driving
• Motor ontrol and driving distan e identi ation
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Fig. 4.1 Correlation of LED pattern interval and measurable minimum distan e
.

Fig. 4.2 Frond view of MSV
.

• Communi ation with MCU (T-board)
• Obsta le dete tion
• Map building
• Internetworking
• User interfa e dialog (Monitoring Program)
Monitoring program is a user interfa e between MSV and user. Monitoring program shows MSV ondition,
amera view, driving information, map built, and other sensor information. It also provides manual operation
fun tionality of MSV.

4. Computer Vision based A urate Lo alization.
4.1. Sensor Equipment and Experimental Environment. Ea h MSV has a set of Infrared LED (IRLED) in a form of triangle and the lengths of edges are all 30 entimeters. The IR lights from these LEDs an
be viewed by stereo amera system from other olleague MSV. The stereo eye system as shown in gure 3.3 has
two ameras. Three servo motors ontrols two stereo eyes verti ally and horizontally.
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Table 4.1

MODEL NO.
SI5315-H
OPE5685
OPE5194WK
TLN201
EL-1KL5

IR-LED spe i ations
Half Angle
◦

±30
±22◦
±10◦
±7◦
±5◦

Peak Wavelegnth
950nm
850nm
940nm
880nm
940nm

The stereo ameras are equipped with IR lters. The front view of MSV for these equipments is as shown
in gure 4.2. Three IR-LEDs forms a triangle and a stereo amera system are also presented.
With xed length of triangle edges, i. e. interval between IR-LED, is xed by 30 entimeters. Therefore by
using P3P method, the distan e between amera and MSVs with IR-LED triangle an be al ulated. Embedded
software for ea h MSV has a realtime part for P3P solution. The software also shows the image from stereo
amera as a part of P3P solution.
The ideal situation starts by estimating the angle between two ameras. On e amera dire tion is xed, we
an estimate angles between tra ked obje t and ameras, however, MSV an move every dire tion whi h auses
di ulties to measure that angle. Moreover, if these ameras have pan-tilt fun tionalities, it is impossible to
measure su h an angle in real time.
Another method with P3P te hnique is to assume the distan e to the obje t. The distan e to obje t and
the s ale of triangle in amera view is proportional inversely thus the size of LED triangle an be a starting
point to estimate the distan e to obsta les. We de ided to standardize the redu ed s ale of LED triangle in
order to estimate distan e to obje ts. The basi on ept of this method is depi ted in gure 4.1 and will be
dis ussed further in the subse tion 4.3.
This approa h has limits of amera visibility, i. e. obje ts beyond visibility annot be identied. However,
two other lo alization methods will be presented in the following se tions for beyond sight lo alization. In
addition with the help of digital ompass, we an measure the dire tion of ea h MSV. The ombination of this
information an a hieve short distan e a ura y for lo alization.

4.2. Preliminary Experiment for Equipment Setup. We ondu t preliminary experiment in order
to hoose optimal devi e for omputer vision based lo alization. The rst purpose of this experiment is to
sele t the best LED in order to in rease the range of lo alization. Our past result showed 250 entimeter of
lo alization range however our aim is to enlarge the range to 400 entimeters or farther.
We hoose ve infrared light emitting diodes with typi al hara teristi s. We rst on entrated on the
visible angle of LED lights sin e we assumed wider visible angle guarantees the learer identi ation of LED
light and more pre ise lo alization.
Table 4.1 shows the spe i ations of various IR-LEDs with visible angle and peak wavelength. The major
reason why we hoose those IR-LEDs are as follows:
• Smaller half angle of LED enables long distan e tra king however in reases invisibility from the side.
• Larger half angle of LED enables tra king from the side however de reases tra king distan e.
With infrared lter equipped ameras we planned experiments to evaluate the LEDs for vision based lo alization. Table 4.2 show the result of visible distan e and visibility of IR-LEDs. Twelve experiments have been
made and average values are shown. From the spe i ations of IR-LEDs, 5 volts DC voltage is supplied for the
experiment.
Among ve IR-LEDs, two showed stable visibility and a eptable visibility distan e. Between these two
andidates, we nally hoose the best LED of MODEL NO.SI5313-H sin e it has the widest half angle as well
with reasonable visibility distan e.
4.3. Main Experiments for Computer Vision based Lo alization. Figure 4.1 shows the relationship
between LED triangle size (d) and distan e from amera to LED triangle (h). The relation between d and h
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Fig. 4.4 A tual distan e al ulated from measured relative distan e
.
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Table 4.2

MODEL NO.
SI5315-H
OPE5685
OPE5194WK
TLN201
EL-1KL5

IR-LED Visibility Experiments

Max Length
500
490
520
510
450

Visible Angle

m
m
m
m
m

◦

±60
±45◦
±35◦
±20◦
±10◦
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Visibility
Stable
Somewhat Unstable
Most Stable
Unstable
Indis riminable

an be dire tly drawn from the following equation 4.1
tan θ =

d
2h

(4.1)

d
θ = arctan
2h

Most of ameras has angle of view in 54◦ ∼ 60◦ . Sin e we used amera with angle of view in 60◦ , from the
equation 4.1 we an solve ratio about h : d = 1 : 1.08. The a tual value of d is 30 entimeter for our experiment.
Thus we an summarize the following:
• High angle of view amera an in rease minimum measure distan e.
• With narrow LED pattern interval, we an de rease a tual distan e h but pra ti ally meaningless.
• With wider LED pattern interval, we an in rease a tual distan e but dependent on MSV size.
From the experiments, we an identify the vision based lo alization is ee tive within the range from 30
entimeters to 520 entimeters with our LogiTe h CAM amera. The 30 entimeter lower bound is due to
the 30 entimeter interval of LED triangle edges. The 520 entimeter upper bound is due to the visible sight
apability of LogiTe h CAM amera. Thus 520 entimeter would be a maximum distan e of omputer vision
based lo alization. However it is still meaningful sin e we an a hieve very high a ura y in lo alization with
these heap, low grade ameras. The other idea for more lo alization distan e is to use ameras with higher
resolution.
From our experiments, we identied the orrelation between a tual distan e from amera to olleague MSV
and size of LED triangles in amera view. The results an be translated into graphi al form as shown in
gure 4.3.
From gure 4.3 the result shows the u tuation of results with more than 500 entimeters whi h makes
lo alization unstable. For appli ations whi h require the error range of 20 entimeters, we an use the results
to 520 entimeters. Sin e our aim is to keep lo alization errors within the range of 10 entimeters, we de ided
to dis ard results more than 400 entimeters.

4.4. Experimental Result. From our experiment in the previous subse tions we will provide the nal
result of omputer vision based lo alization in this subse tion. Figure 4.4 shows graphi al version of nal result.
Apart from the results in previous se tion, this gure shows a tual distan e up to 500 entimeters. From
gure 4.3 we an observe errors in al ulated values of P3P for more than 500 entimeter distan e. These errors
is due to the resolution limit of CAM amera whi h is 640 × 480. Even a small noise an vary a tual distan e
of ten entimeters in the distan e more than 500 entimeters.
Thus we on lude the a urate lo alization by omputer vision an be done in the range of 70 entimeters
to 500 entimeters with our amera equipments. For the lo alization in more than 500 entimeters, lo alization
based on MSV traje tory tra king will be ee tive. In addition, for the lo alization in more than 30 meters,
lo alization based on RSSI will be ee tive 6. Of ourse, the lo ation information an be broad asted and be
used by the members of MSN in order to build maps, to orre t lo ation errors and so on.
5. Mobility Trail based Lo alization.
5.1. Map Building. Map building is one of the ore parts of medium distan e lo alization as well as
for other distan es and areas. The result of lo alization must be presented on lo al map and therefore be
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Fig. 5.1 Relative Coordinate
.

Fig. 5.2 Absolute Coordinate
.

transferred to global map. MSVs ommuni ate with ea h other in order to ombine lo al maps into global
maps. The following information will be shown on a map.
• Untapped territory
• Territory with obsta le
• Territory with MSV
• Tapped territory
• Totally unknown territory
For map building we must onsider relative oordinate and absolute oordinate. For example, obsta le
information identied by MSV is in a form of relative oordinate. In relative oordinates, the very front of MSV
is in angle 0 as shown in gure 5.1. This oordinate must be transformed into absolute oordinate as shown in
gure 5.2 and therefore an be a part of map.
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Fig. 5.3 Result of UMBmark
Table 5.1
.

MAPS
Advs.

Disadvs.

COMPARISON BETWEEN GRID MAP AND TOPOLOGICAL MAP

Grid MAP
Pre ise presentation of geography of
environment
Ease of algorithm design: environmental modeling, path nding, lo alization by map-mat hing
Di ulty in path planning
Requirement of large memory and
omputation
Poor interfa e to symboli problem
solver

Topologi al MAP
Simple presentation of environment
and simple path planning
Toleran e of low a ura y mobile
sensors
Natural interfa e to users
Impossibility of large map building
with ina urate, partial information
Di ulties in map-mat hing: diulties in al ulation of pivot sensor
value
Di ulties in dealing omplex environment

Lo al map is usually in a form of grid map. However in ase of global map with huge apa ities, grid map
is very ine ient. Therefore we will use topologi al map for global map as presented by Kuipers and Bynn [6℄.
Thrun [8℄ presented a hybrid approa h of both maps and we will onsider it as our ultimate format of global
map. Table 5.1 ompares advantages and disadvantages of grid and topologi al map.
With mobility traje tory tra king, medium range lo alization an be implemented by use of lo al map.
Ea h MSV moves autonomously and build its own lo al map. In the following subse tion, we will dis uss error
orre tions of mobility tra king based approa h whi h is essential to guarantee the a ura y of lo alization.

5.2. Dead-Re koning. For the medium distan e lo alization, we de ided to utilize mobility trail. We
dene the range of medium distan e between 4 meters and 40 meters sin e our vision based short distan e
lo alization overs within the range of 5 meters and RSSI based long distan e lo alization is ee tive outside
the range of 30 meters. Our aim is to trail the mobility of MSV and to re ord the trail on the lo al map with
reasonable a ura y for medium distan e lo alization. Every driving me hanism for mobile sensors or even
mobile robots has me hani al errors and it is impossible to avoid su h errors pra ti ally. We an summarize
the ause of driving errors as followings:
• The dieren e between the sizes of two (left and right) wheels
• The distortion of wheel radius, i. e. the distan e between average radius and nominal radius
• The wheel misalignment
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• The un ertainty about the ee tive wheelbase
• The restri ted resolution of driving motors (usually step motors)
Usually those errors are umulated and nal result will be void without proper error orre tion te hnique.
However, in order to ope with those lo ation errors due to me hani al errors, a method of dead-re koning have
been widely used and we also adopt su h te hnique as well. Dead-re koning is a methodology that al ulates
the moving distan e of two wheels of MSV and derives the relative lo ation from the origin of MSV.
Among the various versions of Dead-re koning te hniques, we used UMBmark te hnique from University
of Mi higan [4℄. UMBmark analyzes driving me hanism errors and minimized the ee t of driving errors.
UMBmark analyzes the result of MSV driving in a ertain distan e and ompensates me hani al errors of
MSV driving me hanism. The driving results of re tangular ourse, both in lo kwise(CW) and ounterlo kwise(CCW), and then analyzed.
Two error hara teristi s are lassied in Rotation angle error and Wheel mismat h error. Rotational angle
errors are for the dieren e between a tual wheel sizes and theoreti al design sizes of wheels. Due to rotational
angle errors, CCW driving after CW driving shows larger errors as usual. For example, a tual wheel size bigger
than designed wheel size results in insu ient rotation at orners and then rotational angle errors are umulated
for the whole driving. The following equation summarizes the rotational angle error whi h is depi ted in [4℄.

Ed =

DR
DL

where DR is diameter of left wheel and DR is diameter of right wheel. In short, Ed is a ration between diameters
of left wheel and right wheel.
Wheel mismat h errors are from wheelbase mismat h. This error auses skews in straight driving. With
wheel mismat h error, the error hara teristi of CW driving is opposite to CCW driving. The following equation
summarizes the wheel size error whi h is depi ted in [4℄.

Eb =

90◦
90◦ − α

where α is a value of rotational angle error. Eb stands for a ration between ideal and pra ti al errors in rotation,
i. e. wheel base error.
Me hani al errors are systemati al errors and therefore an be predi ted and analyzed, while non-me hani al
errors annot be predi ted be ause non-me hani al errors are due to the driving environment. Non-me hani al
errors are lassied as follows:
• Uneven driving oor or ground
• Unpredi ted obsta le on driving ourse
• Slipping while driving
We applied UMBmark to our MSV and the following subse tion shows the result.

5.3. Driving Error Corre tion of MSV. We omposed a set of experiment for MSV driving in order
to apply UMBmark. The driving experiments have been made on the at and usual oor with the re tangular
driving ourse of 4 × 4 meters. As shown in [4℄ both CW and CCW driving have been made and error values
have been measured. These error values are in orporated in our software system and MPU ontrollers.
With the following equations from [4℄ we an nd the error value for error orre tion.
bactual = Eb × bnominal

where bactual is an a tual wheelbase and bnominal is a measured wheelbase.
∆UL,R = cL,R × cm × NL,R

Where U is a tual driving distan e, N is the number of pulses of the en oder, and cm is the oe ient to onvert
pulse per entimeters.
Our experimental result with driving lo ation orre tion by UMBmark dead-re koning me hanism is shown
in gure 5.3. Cir led dotes are result from CCW driving and re tangular dotes are from CW driving. Empty
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Fig. 5.4 Triangulation With RSSI Measurement
.

Fig. 5.5 RSSI values A ording To Distan e
.

dotes are of un orre ted driving results while lled dotes are of driving results with UMBmark in 16 meter
driving experiment. Note that the origin of MSV (starting point) at the oordinate (0,0) are at the upper right
part of the gure. Without dead-re koning te hnology, MSV returns to erroneous point than the origin point,
at the left part of the gure. This MSV tends to show more errors with CW driving. With the appli ation
of UMBmark te hnique, we a hieved faithful result within 10 entimeters of error range in total. Dire tional
errors are within the range of 3 entimeters from the origin. Sin e our approa h is for me hani al driving errors,
non-me hani al errors an be avoided and thus we will introdu e real-time orre tion of driving with the help of
digital ompass for the future resear hes. Thus it is possible to mention that the trail of MSV is in the orre t
lo ation within the errors of 10 m in our experimental environments.

6. RSSI based Long Distan e and Wide Area Lo alization. Our MSV are equipped with homogeneous 802.11 networking devi es with RSSI fa ilities. With distan e information we an do triangulation with
at least three nodes and one an hor. Our monitoring station with monitoring program an a t as an an hor.
The 802.11 networking devi es an be swit hed to AP (A ess Point) mode so that ea h MSN an a t as AP.
With software modi ation that utilizes 802.11 devi e RSSI features, we an a hieve RSSI based lo alization
for our MSN.
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Fig. 5.6 Relation Between One Fixed An hor And Mobile Sensor Vehi les
.

The unit of RSSI is in dBm (-50dBm ∼ -100dBm) and it designates distan es between spe ied MSVs. As
already mentioned, the RSSI value is very ae tive by environments, and we obtain error rate of 10 ∼ 15%
in spe i distan e. The RSSI value is very sensitive with hardware vendor and the dire tion of AP [9℄. Our
experimental environment is as follows.
• Wide open area
• Intel Wireless LAN 2100 3B Mini PC Adapter
• WRAPI software model [11℄
• One xed an hor as monitoring station
For the alibration of our RSSI devi e, a set of experiment has been ondu ted and the results are shown
in gure 5.5.
We an nd within the distan e of 20 meter, RSSI is no more useful for distan e measure sin e the signal
strength is too high. Our experiments shows RSSI based lo alization is useful more than 35m distan e. The
values are within error range of 15% by experiment. This is the main reason why we hoose RSSI based
lo alization for long distan e, low a ura y lo alization.
From the distan e information from RSSI sensing, we an do triangulation as shown in gure 5.4. For a tual
implementation, we have one xed an hor and an do more pre ise lo alization with a known an hor oordinate
as shown in gure 5.6. The gures show three mobile nodes one an hor node. The distan e obtained from ir le
r1, r2, r3 an be obtained from RSSI values. Thus with this environment we an triangulate the oordinate
node X from the interse tion of ir les drawn by node 1, node 2, and node 3 [12℄ [13℄.
Thus from the distan e whi h an be obtained from RSSI values, let the distan e be di from radius of
ir le ri The following algorithm 2 shows a pro edure to nd oordinates of ea h MSV with provided distan e
information by RSSI.
Figure 6.1 shows a nal result in RSSI based lo alization. The x-axis stands for a tual distan e between
MSVs and y-axis shows a distan e al ulated by algorithm 2. As we predi ted the RSSI based lo alization is
useful with the distan e more than 30 meters. On the range where RSSI based lo alization is ee tive, we an
see errors between a tual distan e and al ulated distan e. We believe it is tolerable sin e we have another
method of lo alization with more a ura y within the distan e of 30 meters. Of ourse, the distan e information
is not a su ient ondition for lo alization. The other information of dire tion of MSV an be obtained by
digital ompass on ea h MSV. Thus we implemented long distan e, low a ura y lo alization.
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Algorithm 2 Lo alization of Sensor Nodes with RSSI Measurement
Input : d1 , d2 , d3 , r1 , r2 , r 3

// Distan e d1 , d2 , d3
// C i r l e r1 , r2 , r3

Output : S o l u t i o n L i s t
LinkedList SolutionList

// Mobile Sensor Node Coordinates
for ( ea h ( x1 , y1 ) on C i r l e r 1 )

{

for ( ea h ( x2 , y2 ) on C i r l e r 2 )

{

i f ( d1 ==
{

d i s t a n e between ( x1 , y1 ) and ( x2 , y2 ) )

for ( ea h ( x3 , y3 ) on C i r l e r 3 )

{

i f ( d2 ==
{

d i s t a n e between ( x2 , y2 ) and ( x3 , x3 ) )

i f ( d3 ==
d i s t a n e between ( x3 , y3 ) and ( x1 , y1 ) )
{
SolutionList =
C o o r d i n a t e ( x1 , y1 ) , ( x2 , y2 ) , ( x3 , y3 )
}}}}}}

Fig. 6.1 A tual and RSSI based Distan e
.

7. Con lusions. Of the lo alization methodologies for mobile sensor network, we ombined three dierent
ategories of lo alization methodology. In addition for the experiment, we implemented mobile sensor vehi le as
a node of mobile sensor network. We showed brief des ription of our mobile sensor vehi le in luding hardware
and software fun tionalities. A omputer vision based approa h has been presented for the small area lo alization
with a onsiderable range of pre iseness. The driving me hanism hardware and software ooperate with ea h
other and naturally a hieve lo alization based on traje tory-tra king with the help of lo al map building, whi h
is a medium distan e and medium a ura y lo alization. The result of lo alization an be presented on lo al
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maps and eventually be merger into global maps. In addition we showed RSSI based lo alization. The long
distan e, low a ura y lo alization an be implemented by ommer ial 802.11 networking devi es only with
software but without any other spe i hardware devi e..
From these three levels of lo alization, we believe that we implemented useful lo alization system and will do
more resear h using this platform. For example multiple MSV an ooperate and ommuni ate ea h other and
then a formation based on lo alization an be made. A smooth transition between these lo alization information
for spe i environment or appli ation with probability model is our next goal to a hieve.

A knowledgments. The author gives spe ial thanks to the past o-authors in luding Mr. Kwansik Cho,
Mr. Jaeyoung Park and many other olleagues. Their ontributions and allowan es lead to this paper with
united results.
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OPEN ENVIRONMENT FOR PROGRAMMING SMALL CONTROLLERS ACCORDING
TO IEC 61131-3 STANDARD
DARIUSZ RZOCA, JAN SADOLEWSKI, ANDRZEJ STEC, ZBIGNIEW WIDER, BARTOSZ TRYBUS,

AND

LESZEK TRYBUS∗

Abstra t. A

ontrol engineering environment

alled CPDev for programming small

of IEC 61131-3 standard is presented. The environment
sense that: (1)

ode generated by the

ompiler

onsists of a

ontrollers in ST, FBD and IL languages

ompiler, simulator and hardware

an be exe uted by dierent pro essors, (2) low-level

runtime program are developed by hardware designers, (3)

ontrol programmers

ongurer. It is open in the
omponents of the

ontroller

an dene libraries with fun tions, fun tion blo ks

and programs.
Of the three IEC languages, ST Stru tured Text is a basis for CPDev. FBD diagrams are translated to ST. IL
the same

ode generator. The runtime program has the form of virtual ma hine whi h exe utes universal

ompiler. The ma hine is an ANSI C program with some platform-dependent
and x86 pro essors have been developed so far. Appli ations in lude two
I/O boards. CPDev may be downloaded from
Key words:

ompiler uses

ode generated by the

omponents. The ma hines for AVR, ARM, MCS51

ontrollers for small DCS systems and PC equipped with

http:// pdev.prz-rzeszow.pl/demo.

ontrol engineering tool, IEC 61131-3 standard, ST language

ompiler, multi-platform virtual pro essor

1. Introdu tion. Remarkable number of small-and-medium-s ale ompanies in Europe manufa ture transmitters, a tuators, drives, PID and PLC ontrollers, and other ontrol-and-measurement equipment. Engineering tools for programming su h devi es are often fairly simple and do not orrespond to IEC 61131-3
standard [4℄, required by growing number of ustomers. The problem may be solved to some extent by developing open engineering environments for programming small ontrol devi es based on AVR, ARM, MCS51 or
other mi ro ontrollers a ording to IEC languages (61131-3 will be dropped for brevity). Development of su h
environment alled CPDev (Control Program Developer) was initiated by the authors at the end of 2006.
The CPDev is open in the following sense:
• ode generated by the ompiler an be exe uted by dierent pro essors,
• low-level omponents of runtime program are provided by hardware designers,
• ontrol programmers reate their own libraries with reusable program units.
The CPDev ompiler generates an intermediate, universal ode exe uted by runtime interpreter at the ontroller
side. Dierent pro essors require dierent interpreters. This resembles somewhat the on ept of Java virtual
ma hines [7℄ apable of exe uting programs on dierent platforms. Hen e the interpreters of the CPDev universal
ode are also alled virtual ma hines.
The same approa h was adapted earlier in ISaGRAF pa kage from ISC Triplex [5℄ (now in Ro kwell). ISaGRAF universal ode is alled TIC (Target Independent Code) and may be exe uted on platforms supporting
Windows, Linux, VxWorks, QNX and RTX. Mu h simpler CPDev does not impose su h requirements, however. Another open environment alled Beremiz [11℄ ompiles IEC language ode into C/C++ program, to be
translated further into pro essor ode. In this ase ommer ial restri tions on the use of C/C++ ompilers may
matter sometimes.
This paper follows a few earlier publi ations, e.g. [9, 10℄, whi h reported on CPDev development. The
ontent is organized as follows. For the reader not familiar with IEC standard, Se . 2 provides some information
on programming in high-level ST language. Components of CPDev, user interfa e, standard fun tions and
libraries with fun tion blo ks are des ribed in Se . 3. Se tion 4 hara terizes s anner, parser and ode generator
of ST ompiler, written in C# at Ms .NET platform. Some instru tions of the universal ode alled VMASM
(Virtual Ma hine Assembler) are also presented. Se tion 5 des ribes operation and stru ture of the virtual
ma hine. The ma hine is written in industry standard C and onsists of universal and platform-dependent
modules. Platform-dependent modules are written by hardware designers. Se tion 6 hara terizes development
of user fun tion blo ks, both in ST and C languages. Blo ks written in C be ome omponents of the virtual
ma hine. Programming in graphi al FBD and textual IL languages is des ribed in Se . 7. FBD diagram is
translated to ST and then ompiled. Appli ations of CPDev for programming a small ontrol-and-measurement
∗ Department of Computer and Control Engineering, Fa ulty of Ele tri al and Computer Engineering, Rzeszow University of

Te hnology, 35-959 Rzeszow, ul. W. Pola 2, Poland, ({drzon
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distributed system, ontrollers of ship ontrol-and-positioning system and a soft ontroller based on PC with
I/O boards are presented in Se . 8.

2. A few notes on IEC 61131-3. The IEC 61131-3 standard [4℄ denes ve programming languages,
LD, IL, FBD, ST and SFC, allowing the user to hoose the one suitable for parti ular appli ation. Instru tion
list IL and Stru tured Text ST are text languages, whereas Ladder Diagram LD, Fun tion Blo k Diagram
FBD and Sequential Fun tion Chart SFC are graphi al ones (SFC is not an independent language, sin e it
requires omponents written in the other languages). Relatively simple languages LD and IL are used for
small appli ations. FBD, ST and SFC are appropriate for medium-s ale and large appli ations. John and
Tiegelkamp's book [6℄ is a good sour e to learn IEC programming.
ST is a high-level language originated from Pas al, espe ially suitable for ompli ated algorithms. Equivalent
ode for a program written in any of the other four languages an be developed in ST, but not vi e versa. Hen e
most of engineering pa kages use ST as a default language for programming user fun tion blo ks. Due to su h
reasons, ST has been sele ted as a base language for the CPDev environment.
2.1. Data types. Data types, literals ( onstants) and variables are ommon omponents of IEC languages.
Names (identiers) are typi al, although there is no distin tion between apital and small hara ters. The
standard denes twenty elementary data types, several of whi h are listed in Table 2.1 together with memory
sizes and ranges (in CPDev). BOOL, INT, REAL and TIME are most ommon. FALSE, 13, -4.1415 and T#1m25s
are examples of orresponding onstants.

Table 2.1

Type

BOOL
BYTE
WORD
INT
REAL

Several elementary IEC data types

Size (range)
1B (0,

1)
1B (0 . . . 255)
2B (0 . . . 65535)
2B (−32768 . . . 32767)
4B IEEE-754 format

Type

Size (range)

LREAL

8B IEEE-754 format

TIME

4B (-T#24d20h31m23s648ms . . .

TIME_OF_DAY

4B (00:00:00.00 . . .

T#24d20h31m23s647ms)

23:59:59.99)

The standard denes three levels for a essing variables, LOCAL, GLOBAL and ACCESS. LOCALs are available
in the program, fun tion blo k or fun tion. GLOBALs an be used in the whole proje t, but programs, fun tion
blo ks or fun tions must de lare them as EXTERNAL. ACCESS variables ex hange data between dierent systems.

2.2. POU units. Programs, fun tion blo ks and fun tions, alled jointly Program Organization Units
(POUs), are omponents of IEC proje ts. Fun tion blo ks, designed for reuse in dierent parts of program,
are of ru ial importan e. A blo k involves inputs, outputs and memory for data from previous exe utions.
Therefore the blo ks must be de lared as instan es. The IEC denes small set of standard blo ks, su h as
ip-ops, edge dete tors, timers and ounters. Three of them are shown in Fig. 2.1.

Fig. 2.1 Examples of standard fun tion blo ks: RS ip-op, R_TRIG rising edge dete tor, TON on-delay timer
.

2.3. Programming. Programs written in ST or other languages begin with de larations of variables and
instan es of fun tion blo ks pla ed between VAR_EXTERNAL or VAR and END_VAR keywords. GLOBAL variables are
de lared before programs or separately. The de larations are followed by list of statements. The statements
involve expressions whi h, when evaluated, yield results in one of dened data types, i. e. elementary (Table 2.1)
or derived, su h as alias, array or stru ture. The following operators are available (in des ending priority):
parenthesis, fun tion evaluation, negation, power, arithmeti operators, Boolean operators.
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ST language provides ve types of statements:
• assignment := (Pas al symbol),
• sele tions IF, CASE,
• loops FOR, WHILE, REPEAT,
• early exits RETURN, EXIT,
• fun tion and fun tion blo k invo ations.
Simple examples are presented in the following se tions. Typi al program looks like a sequen e of fun tion and
fun tion blo k invo ations ( alls).

3. CPDev environment. The CPDev onsists of three programs exe uted by PC and one by the ontroller (Fig 3.1). The PC programs are as follows:
• CPDev ompiler of ST language,
• CPSim simulator,
• CPCon ongurer of hardware resour es.
The programs have dedi ated interfa es and ex hange data through les in appropriate formats. The CPDev
ompiler (the same name as the pa kage) generates universal ode exe uted by virtual ma hine (VM) run by the
ontroller. The VM operates as an interpreter. The universal ode is a list of instru tions of VM language alled
VMASM assembler. VMASM is not related to any parti ular pro essor, but lose to typi al assemblers. The
ompiler employs ST syntax rules, list of VMASM instru tions and POUs from libraries. Besides the universal
ode the ompiler generates some information for debugging and simulation by CPSim.

Fig. 3.1 Components of CPDev environment
.

Conguration of hardware resour es by means of CPCon involves memory, input/output and ommuni ation
interfa es. User spe i ations dene memory types and sizes, numbers and types of I/Os and ommuni ation
hannels, validity ags, et . Allo ation of hardware resour es has the form of a map that assigns symboli
addresses from ST programs to physi al ones. By using it, the ompiled ode an be assembled for a parti ular
platform to reate nal, universal exe utable ode. From CPDev viewpoint, hardware platforms dier only in
hardware allo ation maps, whereas the ompiled ode is identi al.
The CPDev environment has been re ently extended by graphi editor of FBD diagrams and ompiler of
IL language. FBD diagram is automati ally onverted into ST ode and ompiled as above. Compilers of ST
and IL dier in details only.

3.1. User interfa e. Main window of CPDev ST ompiler is shown in Fig. 3.2. The window onsists of
three areas:
• tree of proje t stru ture, on the left,
• program in ST language, enter,
• message list, bottom.
Frames of the areas an be adjusted and the ontents s rolled.
Tree of the START_STOP proje t shown in the gure in ludes POU unit with the program PRG_START_STOP,
ve global variables from START to PUMP, task TSK_START_STOP, and two standard fun tion blo ks TON and
TOF from IEC_61131 library. The program is written a ording to ST language rules. The rst part involves
de larations VAR_EXTERNAL of the use of global variables. Lo al de larations of the instan es ON_DELAY and
OFF_DELAY of the blo ks TON, TOF are the se ond part. Program body onsists of four statements. The rst one
turns a MOTOR on if START is pressed, provided that STOP or ALARM are not. Next three statements turn a PUMP
on and o ve se onds after the MOTOR (FBD diagram orresponding to this proje t is shown in Fig 7.1).
Global variables and the task are dened using separate windows (not shown). A ording to IEC standard
the variables an be assigned CONSTANT and RETAIN attributes, and logi al addresses. Task an be exe uted
on e, y li ally with a given period, or as soon as previous exe ution is ompleted. There is no limit on the
number of programs assigned to a task.
Text of the proje t represented by the tree is kept in an XML le. Compilation is exe uted by alling
Proje t->Build from the main menu. Messages appear in the lower area of the interfa e window. If there
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Fig. 3.2 User interfa e of ST ompiler (START_STOP proje t)
.

are no mistakes, the ompiled proje t is stored in two les. The rst one ontains universal exe utable ode in
binary format for the virtual ma hine. The se ond one stores mnemoni ode, together with some information
for simulator and hardware ongurer (variable names, et .).

3.2. Fun tions and fun tion blo ks. The CPDev ompiler provides most of standard fun tions dened
in IEC. Five groups of them followed by examples are listed below:
• type onversions: INT_TO_REAL, TIME_TO_DINT, TRUNC,
• numeri al fun tions: ADD, SUB, MUL, DIV, SQRT, ABS, LN,
• Boolean and bit shift fun tions: AND, OR, NOT, SHL, ROR,
• sele tion and omparison fun tions: SEL, MAX, LIMIT, MUX, GE, EQ, LT,
• fun tions of time data types: ADD, SUB, MUL, DIV (IEC uses the same names as for numeri al fun tions).
Sele tor SEL, limiter LIMIT and multiplexer MUX from sele tion and omparision group are parti ularly useful.
Variables of any numeri al type, i. e. INT, DINT, REAL and LREAL are arguments in most of relevant fun tions.
Two libraries of fun tion blo k are available, namely:
• IEC_61131 standard library,
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• Basi _blo ks library with simple blo ks supplementing the standard.
The rst one involves: (1) ip-ops and semaphore RS, SR, SEMA, (2) rising and falling edge dete tors R_TRIG,
F_TRIG, (3) up, down, up-down ounters CTU, CTD, CTUD, (4) pulse, on-delay, o-delay timers TP, TON, TOF.
Blo ks typi al for small multifun tion ontrollers are in the se ond library, i. e. integrator, lters, max/min over
time, memories, time measurement, et .

4. ST language ompiler. The task of the ompiler is to onvert XML sour e le with the proje t in ST
language into a le with universal ode in binary format. General diagram of the ompiler operation involving
s anner, parser and ode generator is shown in Fig. 4.1.

Fig. 4.1 ST ompiler omponents
.

4.1. S anner, parser and ode generator. The s anner (lexi al analyser) analyses hara ter stream
from ST sour e le and de omposes it into lexi al units, i. e. tokens. The tokens are lassied into ategories
su h as identiers, keywords, operators, onstants (a few ategories), delimiters, dire tives, omments, white
spa es and invalid hara ters. The tokens with ategories are olle ted on a list passed to the parser.
The parser operates a ording to top-down s heme with syntax dire ted translation [3℄. By employing
the ST syntax the parser re ognizes onse utive token onstru tions from the s anner list. White spa es and
omments are dropped. When orre t onstru tion is re ognized the parser repla es it by a set of mnemoni
instru tions of the VMASM assembler. To do so, the parser employs built in elementary data types (Table 2.1)
and list of VMASM instru tions. Examples of these instru tions are presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1

Instru tion

MCD
MEMCP
ADD
SUB
AND
NOT

Examples of VMASM assembler instru tions
Meaning

Constant initialization
Assignment
Addition
Subtra tion
Logi

produ t

Negation

Instru tion

GE
SHL
JMP
JZ
MEMCP
RETURN

Meaning

Greater or equal
Bit shift to the left
Un onditional jump
Conditional jump
Memory

opy

Return from fun tion

Normally a single ST statement is translated into several VMASM instru tions. Some translations require
introdu tion of auxiliary variables and labels. Derived data types and POUs from libraries (fun tions, fun tion
blo ks and programs) are also parsed. The mnemoni ode is written in a spe ial text format. The ode an be
onsolidated with other mnemoni odes.
In the third step the ode generator onverts the onsolidated mnemoni ode into universal exe utable
ode in binary format. Mnemoni s of the VMASM instru tions, names of the variables and labels are repla ed
by orresponding number identiers. To do so, the generator employs a Library Conguration File (LCF)
with the identiers of the instru tions, numbers and types of the operands, and information how the operands
are a quired (operand identier may be an index to variable or a dire t value). Ea h implementation of
virtual ma hine is dened by spe i LCF onguration le. Besides binary le with the exe utable ode
the ompiler generates a text le with mnemoni ode, some additional information for CPSim simulator and
CPCon ongurer (variable names, et .) and ompilation report (HTML).

4.2. Parser and ode generator lasses. Essential omponents of the ompiler are designed as lasses
in C# language [1, 2℄. Ea h token of ST language is en apsulated into an obje t of orresponding lass. The
lasses inherit from an abstra t STIdentifi ator lass. During ompilation, identiers are olle ted into lists.
The lists employ predi ates for nding appropriate identiers, what eliminates the need for hash tables. There
is a list of global identiers and lo al lists whi h store identiers of fun tions, fun tion blo ks, programs, et .
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Identiers in a list are he ked for uniqueness. When identi al names are found ompilation is stopped and
error reported. If lo al identier hides a global one, the ompiler produ es a warning.
The parser generates text sequen e of VMASM instru tions for the ode generator. Ea h instru tion is
represented by a mnemoni followed by operand names. Code generator repla es mnemoni s and variable
names with appropriate number identiers (indexes). While pro essing an instru tion, the generator extra ts
some information from libraries, e.g. operand size, type and passing method. The number identier an
be interpreted as a pointer to variable or as immediate value. Instru tions resulting from ompilation are
represented by instan es of VMInstru tion lass. The operand list VMOperand is also stored as a member of
this lass. By using lists of operands typi al problems with xed-size operand tables are avoided.

5. Multi-platform virtual ma hine. Binary le with the universal ode and hardware allo ation map
from the CPCon ongurer are downloaded into the ontroller, to be pro essed by virtual ma hine. Main
features of the pro essing are hara terized below.

a) Operation of VM

Fig. 5.1 Virtual Ma hine

b) Memory organization

.

5.1. Operation y le. Virtual ma hine is an automaton operating a ording to Fig. 5.1a. As indi ated
before, the ma hine is spe i for a parti ular pro essor and works as an interpreter. The task onsists of
programs exe uted onse utively. The binary ode involves number identiers of the instru tions and addresses
of operands. The ma hine, similarly as a real pro essor, maintains program ounter with the address of instru tion to be exe uted, and base address of the data area with operands (spe ied for ea h POU). Given
the instru tion address, the ma hine fet hes the identier, de odes it, fet hes the operands, and exe utes the
instru tion. Sta k emulation and update of the base addresses permit multiple, on urrent alls of fun tions
and fun tion blo ks. The ma hine monitors time y le of the task and sets alarm ag if timeout appears. It
also triggers input/output pro edures responsible for external variables.
Allo ation of software to memory segments is shown in Fig. 5.1b. The instru tions and their operands are
in the ode segment (read only ). Data segment ontains global, lo al and auxiliary variables, some of them
with onstant values. The data segment an be a essed dire tly or indire tly by spe ial virtual registers. The
ma hine's internal memory keeps ode of the interpreter, sta ks and registers. There is no way of a essing
internal memory from the program level. The ma hine is able to exe ute multiple instan es of programs.
As shown in Fig. 5.2, the virtual ma hine onsists of a few universal and platform-dependent modules to
simplify implementation. The universal modules remain un hanged (if one negle ts ompilation of the sour e
ode for a given pro essor). The platform-dependent modules interfa e the ma hine to parti ular hardware,
exe uting VM requests to low-level pro edures. For instan e, the module Time&Clo k is asso iated with hardware, as it employs time interrupts to handle TIME data. DATE_AND_TIME data require real-time lo k (RTC) on
board. I/O fun tions provide interfa e to analog and binary inputs and outputs, and to ommuni ation eldbus
or network. The multitasking module is optional (not implemented yet), sin e it employs me hanisms of the
host operating system.
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Fig. 5.2 Universal and platform-dependent VM software modules
.

The universal part of the virtual ma hine has been written in ANSI C, so it an be dire tly applied to
dierent pro essors. As indi ated in Se . 4.1, the number of data types and the way in whi h the ma hine
instru tions are exe uted are dened by the LCF onguration le. For example, one an limit the number
of elementary data types or dene a subset of VMASM instru tion to be used. A set of general spe i ations
has been developed in CPDev for handling pro essor omponents (interrupt system, RTC) and external interfa es (I/O, ommuni ations). The spe i ations are in the form of prototypes of orresponding pro edures
(names, types of inputs and returned outputs). The prototypes do not depend on pro essor and hardware
solutions.
The le with the prototypes is ompiled together with the universal modules of the virtual ma hine. The
ontents (bodies) of the spe i ation pro edures an be prepared by hardware designers and, as a binary le,
onsolidated with the ompiled universal modules. This gives the omplete ode of the virtual ma hine for given
platform. Till now, the ma hines for AVR, ARM, MCS-51 and PC platforms have been developed.
We stress that the ontents of low-level pro edures dependent on hardware solutions may be written by
designers themselves. This makes the CPDev pa kage open in the hardware sense.

6. User dened fun tion blo ks. The CPDev environment allows the user to dene fun tion blo ks
both at PC side and at ontroller side, i. e. as omponents of virtual ma hine. The PC side blo ks are written
in ST, whereas the VM side ones are in C. However, the C blo ks are still invoked in the main ST program
ompiled and downloaded from PC. So, as far as invo ations are on erned, there is no dieren e between ST
and C blo ks.
6.1. ST blo ks. User libraries are reated in CPDev as typi al proje ts whi h may in lude all kinds
of POU units of IEC standard, i. e. programs, fun tions and fun tion blo ks. De larations VAR_INPUT and
VAR_OUTPUT determine input/output stru ture of fun tions and fun tion blo ks. There is no dieren e between
programming of a proje t dire tly for ontroller implementation and programming a library. However, the
library proje t is semi- ompiled to VMASM mnemoni s and not to binary form. So the last omponent of ST
ompiler, ode generator (Fig. 4.1), is not needed. The le with mnemoni s be omes user-dened library and
is exported to Libraries folder.
Example of user fun tion blo k FB_PULSE is shown in Fig. 6.1. The blo k generates single pulse at the
output Q after time T, sin e rising edge has appeared at the input IN. The program of the blo k may implement
FBD diagram of Fig. 6.1b, with standard blo ks R_TRIG, RS and TON from CPDev IEC_61131 library (Fig. 2.1).
Corresponding ST ode is shown in Fig. 6.1 , with FB_PULSE belonging to the proje t PROJ_MY_BLOCK (top of
Fig. 6.1 ). XML le with PROJ_MY_BLOCKS sour e ode should be saved for future extensions and modi ations.
Semi- ompilation of the proje t yields a le with VMASM mnemoni s, alled, for instan e, My_Library. This
le must be exported to Libraries. If FB_PULSE is needed in a new proje t, both My_Library and IEC_61131
must be imported (the latter to support the former).
6.2. C-language blo ks. Su h blo ks are needed at hardware level to handle I/O and ommuni ation
hannels. Inputs and outputs are de lared in ST, but the blo k body is implemented in C, at virtual ma hine
side (de larations are also repeated). Dire tive (*$HARDWARE_BODY_CALL...*) informs CPDev ompiler that
the blo k is a omponent of VM.
Table 6.1 presents initial parts of the ode of GPS_GGA blo k whi h provides serial ommuni ation with a GPS
devi e a ording to NMEA proto ol (GGA is a ommand in NMEA). Identier ID:0003 in the (*$HARDWARE...)
dire tive means that GPS_GGA is the third of C language blo ks at VM side. Align:4 tells the ompiler to lo ate
the variables at addresses divided by 4.
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a) Time diagram

) ST

b) FBD realization

ode

Fig. 6.1 Fun tion blo k FB_PULSE
Table 6.1
De laration of C language blo k for GPS interfa ing
.

ST de laration

FUNCTION_BLOCK GPS_GGA
(*$HARDWARE_BODY_CALL
ID:0003; Align:4 *)
VAR_INPUT
PORT : BYTE; END_VAR
VAR_OUTPUT
UTC : TIME_OF_DAY;
LAT : LREAL;
LON : LREAL;
ALT : LREAL;
QUALITY : BYTE; END_VAR
END_FUNCTION_BLOCK

C de laration in VM

typedef stru t
__de lspe (align(4))
tagIO_GPS_GGA
{
/*inputs*/ VM_BYTE Port;
/*outputs*/
VM_TIME_OF_DAY Ut ;
VM_LREAL Lat;
VM_LREAL Lon;
VM_LREAL Alt;
VM_BYTE Quality;
} IO_GPS_GGA, *PIO_GPS_GGA;

Stru ture of the body

swit h(ID) {...
ase 0x0003: {
PIO_GPS_GGA arg = (PIO_GPS_GGA)GET_PARAM_POINTER();...}...}

The blo k's PORT input spe ies ommuni ation hannel. The outputs determine UTC time, LATitude,
LONgitude and ALTitude of a tual position, together with QUALITY of GPS reading. We stress that besides the
de larations there is no body in ST omponent of the blo k.
Stru ture tagIO_GPS_GGA dened at VM side repeats ST de larations with alignment, spe ies type name
and pointer type. Exe utions of C blo ks are implemented by swit h(ID) statement with bodies entered at
su essive ases. So the body of GPS_GGA is entered at ase 0x0003. Fun tion GET_PARAM_POINTER() returns
pointer to the stru ture determined for the blo ks instan e in de laration VAR ... END_VAR in the main ST
program. The pointer is of general type void*, so must be onverted to the type PIO_GPS_GGA. The resulting
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pointer is saved in arg variable, su ient for further pro essing. Other C language blo ks are implemented in
the same way. Given su h template, hardware designers an prepare C blo ks themselves.

7. FBD and IL ompiler. The CPDev environment has been extended re ently with simple graphi
editor of FBD diagrams and ompiler of IL textual language, mainly for tea hing purposes. ST ompiler
remains basi platform of the environment.
7.1. Programming in FBD. The graphi editor, alled Blo kers (Fig. 7.1), provides basi editing fun tions, i. e. inserting blo ks into diagram, onne ting inputs and outputs of the blo ks, sele ting and removing
obje ts, zooming, et . The blo ks are hosen from CPDev libraries. Global input/output variables and onstant
values are also pla ed in the diagram. Built-in syntax he ker veries orre tness. Resulting FBD diagram is
saved in XML text le whose stru ture follows re ommendations of PLCopen [13℄. The XML le is then onverted into ST language by means of FBD2CPDev translator. Conne tions between the blo ks and instan es
of the blo ks are represented by automati ally reated lo al variables of orresponding types. Convention of
variable names is based on types of blo ks in the diagram and on exe ution order.

Fig. 7.1 FBD diagram of the START_STOP system
.

Figure 7.1 shows FBD diagram of the START_STOP system drawn using the Blo kers editor. Numbers in the
upper left orners of the blo ks indi ate exe ution order. Noti e that in ase of the fun tion blo ks TON, TOF
the numbers may be used to distinguish instan es. The variables pla ed in narrow re tangles on the left and
right are interpreted as global. Equivalent ST ode generated by FBD2CPDev translator is shown in Table 7.1
( ompare Fig. 3.2).

Table 7.1

PROGRAM START_STOP
VAR_EXTERNAL
START : BOOL;
STOP : BOOL;
ALARM : BOOL;
MOTOR : BOOL;
PUMP : BOOL;
END_VAR
VAR
var_OR7_0 : BOOL;
var_NOT9_0 : BOOL;
var_NOT8_0 : BOOL;
var_AND6_0 : BOOL;

ST program onverted from FBD
TON10 :
TOF11 :
END_VAR

TON;
TOF;

var_AND6_0 := AND(var_OR7_0,var_NOT9_0,var_NOT8_0);
var_OR7_0 := OR(var_AND6_0,START);
var_NOT8_0 := NOT(ALARM);
var_NOT9_0 := NOT(STOP);
TON10(IN := var_AND6_0, PT := t#5s);
TOF11(IN := TON10.Q, PT := t#5s);
MOTOR := var_AND6_0;
PUMP := TOF11.Q;
END_PROGRAM
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It is seen that:
• onne tions between the blo ks are represented by lo al variables var_OR7_0 to var_AND6_0; name of
a variable indi ates sour e blo k of that variable,
• two instan es TON10, TOF11 are reated, with names involving the blo k type and exe ution order.
Outputs of the instan es, i. e. TON10.Q and TOF11.Q, are denoted in the standard way ( ompare Fig. 3.2).

7.2. Programming in IL. Sin e de laration parts of programs written in ST and IL are the same, and
out ome of ea h ompilation is a le with VMASM ode, the ompiler of IL language has been developed by
extending the original ST ompiler. The ST ompiler generates the VMASM ode from expression trees built
of tokens a quired from ST ode. By analysing a sequen e of IL instru tions one an reate similar trees and
employ them in su esive stages of ompilation, in the same way as while ompiling ST. This gives more e ient
VMASM ode than dire t translation of IL instru tions into VMASM, sin e VMASM, unlike IL, does not rely
on the notion of a umulator. A umulator is not needed in expression trees, typi al for high-level languages.

Table 7.2

IL program for START_STOP proje t

PROGRAM PRG_START_STOP
VAR_EXTERNAL
START : BOOL;
STOP : BOOL;
ALARM : BOOL;
MOTOR : BOOL;
PUMP : BOOL;
END_VAR
VAR

ON_DELAY : TON;
OFF_DELAY: TOF;
END_VAR

LD START
OR MOTOR
ANDN STOP
ANDN ALARM
ST MOTOR
CAL ON_DELAY(IN:=MOTOR, PT:=t#5s)
CAL OFF_DELAY(IN:=ON_DELAY.Q, PT:=t#5s)
LD OFF_DELAY.Q
ST PUMP
END_PROGRAM

The PRG_START_STOP program of Fig 3.2 is rewritten in IL in Table 7.2. The instru tion LD START loads
CR register (Current Result; a umulator in IEC) with the value of START. Next the CR is ORed with MOTOR, with
the result in CR. The following ANDN negates STOP, ANDs it with CR, always with the result in CR. Similarly for
another ANDN. ST MOTOR saves CR in the variable MOTOR. CAL instru tions invoke fun tion blo ks.

8. CPDev appli ations. The CPDev pa kage is urrently applied for programming new SMC ontroller
from LUMEL, Zielona Góra, Poland. SMC operates as a entral unit in small DCS systems involving distributed I/O modules, intelligent transmitters, PID ontrollers, et . [12℄. Development of another appli ation in
forth oming version of MINI-GUARD Ship Control & Positioning System from Praxis Automation Te hnology,
Leiden, The Netherlands, is in progress [8℄. For lab and tea hing appli ations PC-based soft ontrollers an be
used.
8.1. SMC ontroller. The SMC shown in Fig. 8.1a is based on Atmel AVR 8-bit mi ro ontroller.
Platform-dependent modules of virtual ma hine, i. e. interrupts, RTC and ommuni ation interfa es, have
been written by LUMEL engineers, and sent to the authors in binary format. Consolidation of universal and
LUMEL modules has resulted in a VM-SMC ma hine whi h, as SMC rmware, exe utes ST program ompiled
and downloaded from PC. The ontroller is equipped with two serial ports, one (master) for distributed I/Os and
eld devi es, another (slave) for host PC or HMI panel. Modbus RTU proto ol is applied (up to 230.4 kbaud).
Third Complex_blo ks library to implement self-tuning PID ontrol loops is provided.
8.2. MINI-GUARD ontrollers. The MINI-GUARD system onsists of seven types of ontrollers
(Fig. 8.1b) involving NXP ARM7 16/32-bit mi ro ontrollers. The ontrollers have appli ation dedi ated fa eplates. Virtual ma hine for Atmel ARM7 has been sent to Praxis A.T., to be adapted for the NXP ARM7. The
software to handle C language blo ks des ribed in Se 6.2 has been developed espe ially for MINI-GUARD. The
ontrollers ommuni ate over Ethernet, external devi es are onne ted via universal serial interfa e or OPC.
8.3. Soft ontrollers with NI and InTeCo boards. A PC equipped with I/O board and exe uting
a ontrol program is alled soft ontroller. Two su h boards an be used so far, namely NI-DAQ USB 6008
from National Instruments and RT-DAC/USB from InTeCo, Cra ow, Poland (Fig. 8.1 ,d). A ommon interfa e
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b) Alarm Panel of MINI-GUARD

) NI-DAQ I/O board

d) RT-DAC I/O board

Fig. 8.1 Appli ations of CPDev pa kage
.

CPDev.CPCom.ICommDev has been developed, with provision for other types. Soft ontroller is ongured in two
steps. First a board is sele ted from menu and I/O hannels dened. Then global variables of the proje t are
linked to the hannels. Binary hannels be ome BOOLs and analog one REALs. Soft ontrollers an be onne ted
into DCS system by means of Modbus TCP proto ol.

9. Con lusions and future work. CPDev environment for programming small ontrollers in ST, FBD
and IL languages of IEC 61131-3 standard has been presented. The environment is onsidered open be ause
ompiled ode an be exe uted by dierent pro essors, low-level software omponents are provided by hardware
designers, and ontrol programmers an reate their own libraries with reusable program units. The ompiler
produ es universal exe utable ode pro essed by runtime virtual ma hine operating as interpreter. The ma hine
is an ANSI C program omposed of universal and platform-dependent modules. The ma hines for AVR, ARM,
MCS51 ( ore) and x86 pro essors have been developed so far. User fun tion blo ks an be programmed in ST
and C. The ST blo ks are kept in CPDev libraries, whereas C blo ks be ome omponents of virtual ma hine.
FBD diagram is translated to ST and then ompiled. CPDev has been used for programming ontrollers in two
small DCS systems and for PC-based soft ontroller with I/O boards.
Future work on CPDev will be motivated primarily by needs of the users. Next version will in lude
stru tured data types and global arrays, at least two-dimensional (lo al arrays are available now). Current
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simple FBD editor should be upgraded to more professional level. Depending on ST statements the ompiled
ode is longer or shorter, as in the expression x1 AND x2 vs. fun tion AND(x1, x2). Templates indi ating more
e ient solutions are important for the users. Virtual ma hine for FPGA platform with simple multitasking
me hanism is urrently under development.
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